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SECTION I. .. INTRODUCTION 
Ai Genera]. Introduction 
The area investigated by the author i3 about 
21 square miles in extent and is situated in Rose-.shire, 
abOut 40 miles W.S.W. of Dingwa]J. (Fig.i) 	The village 
of LochOarrOn is situated about * mile to.the south of the 
area, on the main road leading from Inverness to Skye. 
The area is bounded on the eouh and south..east by the 
v alley of Glen More and Glen Carroni on the north and 
rtorth.east by the high esca'pments of the hIlls of 
An uadh.stac and !üar ThoU, n the wept by Loch Kishorn 
and the RIver KishOrn. 
The iCiehornaLochcarron area may be descrIbed as 
a denuded, rather uneven mountain plateau. Notable 
features of the surface relief are two valleys which run 
in a nearly FW direction. The most southerly of these 
valloyà follOws the trend Of the Glen More ai1t (Plate 
ha).; 	North of this narrow valley the ground, whlOh 
is occupIed by the Lewisian gneisses s rises and fOzs the 
dip slope of the stöep esèarpmehts Of Sgir, a'Gharaidh 
(2 9 395 ft.) and Glas Bheinn (2 0 330 ft..). 	North of these 
escarpments, / 
Loch 
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Fiqure I. Map showing locatiop of area studied 
/ 
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escarpments, the second valley follows the outcrop of the 
iCihorn thrust and is a conspicuous feature in the landscape 
(Plate• I a). North of this valley the ground level rises 
steadily to the peak of An Ruadistac (2 1 919 ft.) which Is 
ituated on the northern boundary of the area. 
Glacial action in the area is evidenced by the 
patches of morainic drift on the lower hill slopes, by,  
the deposits of glacial and u1uvio.g1acial materials 'on 
the boundaries of some ].ochs and by the 1atral and 
terminal moraines in the valleys and corries. Prominent 
glacial striae, trending E..W, are present on weathered 
surfacesbf rocks throughout the area.. 
There are ' numerous streams fed by smaller 
tributaries, in the area. 	Most of thern, including the 
Amhainn Bhuachaig which occupies a large fluvio..g)..aci4 
valley,, between Glas Bheinn and Tbrr na h1Jo1aire, flow 
southeastwards into Loch Carron. Of the few streams 
that flow westwards into Loch Kishorn, the most prominent 
i3the AlIt Mr, which along part of its cou so occupies 
a deep gorge in which outcrops the Kishorn thrust. 
Besides the two sea loche, Loch Kishôrn and 
Loch Carron there are, throughout the area, many fresh' 
water locha and lochans of which the larger are Loch an 
'L"oin,. / 
3 
Lin, An Gorni Loch, Loch Cadh' an Eididh, Loch at Mhuilinn 
and Loch na Caillich. 
The Kishox'n4:Lochcarron area i8 almost uninhabited, 
the small, population being chiefly conf±ned to the village 
of Lochcarron and the crofting hamlets of Strathcarron : and 
Glen Morep, together with a few widely scattered lodges and 
shépherds houses. Agriculture is carried on in isolated 
patches alQng the lower ground near Loch Carron. The 
vegetation on the hill slopes and valleys is mainly, coarse 
'ass which provides pasture for the numrous sheep. 
There are scattered patches of peat which is cut to provide 
fuel for the lcal populace. 
The rOoks are well exposed throughout most parts 
of the rea.' Locally, notably in the Torridonian Outcrop 
east of Courthill House, in the LeWisian outcrop northeast 
of Tullich and in the Carnbro,OrdOvjcian outcrop between 
Loch Cadh' an Eididh and Glas ,BhOinn, the rocks are partly 
concealed beneath the .fluviO-glacial drift and mat. 
B.. Review of Previous Work 
The NorthiuWest Highlands of Scotland display 
many features that are of outstanding geological interest 
anhave attracted the attention of numerous geologists 
sibçe the beginning of the nineteenth century.. The 
lorn / 
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Kishorn...LochcarrOfl area has been regarded as a key area 
in' the elucidation of the problems of the Caledoxiian thrust 
belt. In. this.section a review is preented of the 
previous' work dealing with the pArt of the Caiedonin 
thrust bOlt within the area under discussion and, alsO of 
some literature which has a bearing on the problems of. 
the thrust belt in the N.W. Highlands in general. 
The earliest geological study of the Kishorn. 
Lochcarron region was undertaken in 1891 by Peach, Horn, 
Hinxman and others for the Geological Survey. The, 
results of their work are shOwn on Geological Survey it, 
sheets 81 and 82, published in 1896 and 1913 respectively. 
Later the geology of tê regiona ds well as that of other 
parts of the NorthWest Highlands was described in two 
memoirs the N.W.Highlands Memoir (1907) and the Central 
Rosssh1re Memoir (1913).. 
The Memoir on "Geological Structure of the 
NorthiWest Highlands of Scotland" (1907) wad edited by Geikie 
and it containe4 contributions from Peachi Home, dough,' 
Himonan and Teal. The Memoir which describes the complex 
structure of the Caledonian thrust belt must rank as an 
outstanding text 'on structur4 geology. In the Kishomn-. 
Lochcarron 'region two major thrust planes were recognised : 
the / 
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the Kishorn thrust, which has brought Torridonian and 
Lêisian rocks above the Cab Ordovician and Torridonian 
(App].ecross) rocks of the Foreland, and the Moine thrust, 
which occurs above the ICishorn thrust and separates the 
overlying Moino rocks from the underlying TorridOnian and 
Lewisian rockso, The MoinO thrust and the rocks that 
occur above it are outside the limits of the area investigated 
by the present author. The structure of the area lying 
below the Iashôrn thrust was described mainly by Hinxman 
(Mem.'1907 9 pp..558i,565) and that of the area above the 
thrust by Peach and Home (Mem,1907,. pp.565,566). 
The area lying structurally below the Kishorn 
thrust plane is iñostly occupied by parallel strips of 
CambroQrdovician and Torridonian (Appiecross) rocks, the 
outcrops of which trend N,N.Eo S,SW 	The Cambr 
Ordovician and Torridonian strata are repeated by thrusting 
and folding. Hinxman(op.cit,) traced the outcrop of two 
major U.N.E. trending thrust planes into the present ground 
from areas situated to the north of An Ruadh-stac.. The 
more westerly outcropping of the 'two, thrusts (the "Sole 
Thrust") occurs to the west of An Gorin Loch North of the 
present area the effect of the sole thrust is to carry 
Torridonian (Applecroas) rocks upon themselves. "Near 
An 
An Gorm. Loch, about a mile and a half sôuthwest of An 
Ruadh..stac, the thrust passes entirely into the Cambrian 
atrata bringing forward the pipe-.rock upon itself along 
the slopes above Alit Ghiubhais as far as the Collie Dhubh 
(Sheet 81. ) 1, From this point westwards to Kishorn the 
Middle Cambrian Series is thrown against the undisturbed 
serpulite.grit along the Out crop Of the €hruet" (Hinxrnan, 
Opcitpp558-559). 
The more easterly outcropping Of two major thrusts 
is located about three quarters of a mile to the east of., 
and follows a somewhat sinuous course nearly parallel to, 
the dole thrust. North of An Ruadh.stac the thrust 
carriesp for the most part,Trridonian rocks upon themselves. 
In the present area, this thrust hás brought forward the 
Torridonian grits and sandstones and has carried them over 
the folded Cambrian quartzites. The stratigraphical 
sequence throughout the region is Often Inverted by major 
or minor thrusting and "sharp invertdd folding" (Hinanan, 
óp4cit4,,p.561). 	A section (op.cit., fig. 53) drawn across 
the district just north of An Ruadhstac Illustrates the 
structure. 
SOuth of An Ruadh..stac, the structure is illustrated 
by a section (Hinxman, op.clt., fig.54) drawn in a south, 
easterly direction from the Valley of Strath a'Bhathaich, 
across/ 
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across the ridge of Glas.Bheinn to Loch Carron at Kirkton. 
Part, of the explanation of the sectIon is reproduced below 
"South of the Goxi Loch, above the major thrust 
planes, a considerable area round the upper part of the; 
Alit a'Ghiubhais glen and the pass that leads through to 
Stràth Carron is occupied by repetitions of the fucoid.ibeds, 
serpuiite..grit, and basal limestone,: folded and drivön. 
together in great complexity. On the south side of that. 
glen t!lis.  mass of pi1edup material is soon overlain by 
iimestones belonging to the Ghrudaidh and Eilean Dubh groups. 
These have been carried forward by a thrust which traverses 
the southern slopes of the ICiahorn valley., and gradualiy. 
descends to the,, rOadside at Rassal, where it is cut off 
by the Fasagh fault. A belt of gr6un4, five miles in 
length and nearly three quarters of a mile in breadth1 is 
occupied by these liniestonesp. which, though inclined at 
very high angles,. are made to spread over so large an area 
by being inceaantiy repeated by folds and reVersed faults. 
A short distance west of the Alit a'Ghiubhals• 0 
pass the i.imestones are themselves overlapped by anther 
thrust..plane on which the quartzite has been carried westward. 
On the watershed at the head of the pass the pipe rock dips 
at a high angle beneath the basal quartzite, which in turn 
is followed in inverse order by Torridonian grits, these 
again / 
[I 
again being overlain in a similar manner by Lewisian. gnoiss.. 
The double unconformity is thus represented here in inverted 
order6 Owingj, however, to folding and crushing, the 
boundary lines of the different rocks are considerably 
involved ......... 
..........,,... On thesouth side of the pass rise the 
steep craggy side of Glas Bheinn, a mass of Lewisian gneise 
which has been brought forward by a powerful dislocation 
(Kishorn thrust). ..,..... The materials driven forward 
upon its sole consist ofLewisian gneiss (A) and portions 
of the lowest Torridonian group (Ba). The two fOrmations 
preserve their noxnal unconformable relations, but in 
inverted order ....,......" (Hiflian, op.cit..ppp4562-563). 
The Structure of part of the present area which 
ocôurs above the iCishorn thrust was briefly described by 
Peach and Home (op.ct., pp.565u566) as follows :- 
"The most striking feature of the belt of 
complication.41.100.., is the stupendous inversion of the 
Torridon Sandstone. and Lewisian rocks above the Kishorn 
thrust..plane.. The overturned nissic floor, lying at a 
gentle angle on the inverted epidotic gritsp black shales, 
and sandstones of the lowest TOrridon division, forms a 
bold and conspicuous escarpment to the north and south of 
the entrance to Loch Carron. The boundary line between 
the 	 . 
the two formations has been traced from the western slope 
Of CCarcá].i Dubhè, nothCaét of KishOrn, southwards to a 
point in LOch Carton  about a mile west of NOrth Strome....." 
A section (opecit 	fig.;551,. drawn fl a south,easterly 
direction from Loch Kishorn to Loch Carron, shows IAwisian 
and Torridonian rocks Occurring in inverted order and 
• 	forming part of the upper Uinb of a recumbent synclinal 
• 	fcid (known as the Loch Aish Syncline). COirnenting on 
• 
this structural section and others drawn just south of 
the present. area, Hoxn(opcit.,. p.467)  wrote 	"The 
horizontal sections (Figsa 55, 56, 57) show that this 
inversion forms part of a groat fold which has 'been driven 
westward along the Kishorn thrustiplane." 
Referring to the inverted Torridonian and 
Lewis±an rocks between Loch Kishorn and Loch Aish, Peach 
and Home (op.cit., pp565.,566) stated 
"Within the belt of complicatin in' tha district 
a high grade of metamorphism is observable among the lowest 
•Torridonian strata usually at or near their inverted base 
line. This alteration may be studied with advantage at 
Fernaig in the conglomerate which' crops out there • This 
rock is traceable only for a 1imitd distancei but when 
it is absent its place is taken by epidotic grits and 
shales I. 
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shales ........,........ Considerable differential movement has 
takOn place in some parts of the Lewisian rocks and underr 
lying epidotc grits., New divisional planes have consequently 
arisen, vhich are inclined at gentle angles to E.S+E," 
Tea].l (Memo, 19079 pp.278290) showed that the 
inverted Lower Torridonin rocks . of Skye and Loch Carron 
have undergone considerable mineralogical and textural' 
changes. In the sandstones,, grits and shales new 
mineralsi such as sericitic micas, magnetite and chlorite 
have developed. In many cases the original quartz and 
feispar gra,ns are crushed and the sedimentary texture is 
replaced by a "secondary microcrystalline mosaic" which 
has "all the distinctive characters of a true schist". 
A special section on "The Dynamic Metamorphism of TOrridonian 
Rocks" (Tö.all, op. Oit ,' pp. 288-290) ôontains details of 
those changes. 
In the. Kishorn-Lochcarron region, crushing and 
mylonitization of the Lewisian rocks, which consist. :rnainl' 
of biotite and .hornbiende gneisses with bands of horbieñde,. 
achist and pink pegiiatites, have been mentioned by Poach 
and Horns (1907, pp. 262  - 263, p.470,' pp.565.u.573). 	The 
'gneieses, "in places,, have been much sheared by the post. 
Cambrian movements •'.....:. A fine f].aser structure has 
not 
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not infrequently been developed, and the feispars then font 
augén iii 	nyionisod matrix" (op.cit., p.263).. 	in a': 
later publication (Mem4913).9 the deformed nature of the 
LeWislan gneisses lying. above the 'Kishorn thrut,near the 
hlls of Glas Bheim and To rr na hu..Idlaire was briefly 
described by Peach (op.cit., pp4214) and Hinian (op.cito, 
• p.14),: An extract from the description of these rocks by 
Peach (op.àit.) i.3 given below 
"The chief characteristic of this rock, which 
was origihally a hornb].endic and micaceous gneiss, Is the 
intense cataclastic action to which it has been subjected& 
The evidence of this deforiatiOfl is strongly apparent. in 
the fIrst few feet above the thDust plane,, whore the rock 
is completely drawn out into platy rnylonite ) independently 
of' the nature of the ieissa" 
,Himanan (op.cit.,) also noted that in many places 
near the Kishorn thru8t "the (Lewislin) rock,is,in,the 
condition of a green flaggy mylonite." 
Peach (Mem.1913, p.1)) noticed "mylor4tes" 
which are not conf±ned to the vicinity of the Kishorn,thrust 
plane in Lewisian gneisses and coirimented as follows . 
"Along certain planes of' movement which dip 
south,.east in a direction parallel to the underlying 
Kishorn / 
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Kiahorn thrust plane, the rocks are drawn out into mylonitee 
8imilarto those nerthat.plane .....,.. the 
intermittent bands of mylonisod rocks "4thin the mass are 
produced by the dynamic force being tranmitted through 
more stabl:,d portions to •succesive layers of. wealaiess. 
The deformation of, these mylonites, although 
for the most part destructive,, is not wholly so, granuliti 
:zation of the quaz'tz and felspar having taken place to a 
considerable extenti accompanied by the setting up of small 
individuals of secondary mica.... S. ..- . • 
it was believed (Home, Mem.1907, -  pp.466.471; 
Peach, iiéth. '1913, p.28) that thrusting was a long continued 
process in the North.'West Highlands and that the rocks 
lying above the major thrusts (such as the Kishorn thrust 
and the Moine thrust) were driven west,anorthu! we8twards. 
Home (op.cit. ) p4471) noted in this connection-' "Fine 
parallel lines, trending generally E,.S.E. and W.N.W.., 
appear on the now divisional planes, in accbrdance with the 
general direction of the post.Cambrian movements.." E.S.E 
trending linear structures in "myloniséd" rocks in advance 
of Mone thrust" and in Moine. schists, have been recorded 
fran the ground just 8outh of the present area (Geol.. 
Survey sheet N6.82).. 
It may be noted here that dough, working in Sleat 
of 	 S 
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of Skye,. recorded minor folds and "direction of stretching" 
(j.e., lineation) in inverted Torridonian rocks which occupy 
a similar structural position to the TorridOniri (Diabaig), 
rocks investigated by the present author. Clough' s 
lineationinap was published in ápapër by Bailey (1955,:fig.6) 
many years later. In Skye, dough (Mem.19079 fig.59) also 
noted that on the inverted limb of the Loch Alsh Syncilne,. 
pelitic rocks of the Torridonian fhow aeava'ge which. dips 
towards east at higIer angles than bedding.. 
EvGr since the discovery of the Moine thrust and 
the belt of thrusting and folding to the west of , it th 
structira1.,and meamorphic features of the N.W. Highlands 
have been the subjects of many controversies, notably those 
on the age of the Moine' folding and regional .metamorphIsi. 
The concept of thrusting implied the operation of powerful 
dynamic forces, in the North..Wet Highlands. Influenced 
by this concept, Lapworth, as early as 1884,suggested that 
the Moineschistsmay bea metamorphic compound formed by 
the recrystallization of a mechanically crushed mixture of 
Cambranp. Torridonian and Lewisian rocks. In 1885, 
Lapworth noted the occurrence along the great thrust planes 
of a distinctive rock type,, which he termed "mylonite" 
(Orc mylon, a il).)., The rock is "composed of shattered 
fragments of the original crystals of the rock set in a 
cement / 
'4 
cement of secondary qartz,• the lamination being defined by 
minute inosculating lines (f].uxion lines) of kaolin or 
chlorite material and secondary crystals of micaceous 
mineral. ,. Whatover.rock rests immediately upon a thrust 
plane whether Archaean, igneous or Palaoozoic, it is 
similarly treated,, the resulting mylonite varying in colour 
and composition according to the material from which it is 
formed ..... . ..,........ The mylonites may be described 
as microscopic pressure..breccias with fluxion structure, 
in which the interstitial dusty, siliceous, and kaolin itic 
paste has only crystallized in part; the au,zen-schists are 
pressure..breccias, with fiuxion structure. In which the 
whole of the interstitial paste has crystallized outi , . The 
mylonites were forrnd along the thrust planes, where the 
two superposed rock systems moved over each other as solid 
masses; the augenschists Viere probably foxed where the 
aUsurroundingweight and pressure forced the rock to 
yield somewhat like a plastic body. Between the augen. 
schiets there appears to be evory gradation, on the one hand 
to the mlonitos, and on the other to the typical mica-schist 
composed of quartz and mica" (Lapworth, op.cit., p.559). 
Favouring the dynamic origin Of the Moine schists, 
Geikle (1899, p.23 thid 1894, p. 264) suggested that vari.ouo 
groups / 
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groups of rocks, notably the Torridonian and possibly 
Cambrian or evenlater .sediménts "underwent the same 
conversion to a foliated condition" during the thrusting 
(of. Lapworth, 1886, p.438). '. 
In 1892 Peach observed evidence ner. Loch Carron 
that the Torridonian had been conveted into "granulitic" 
fiagstone8,, like the so.cai1ed MoinO schist&' • The same 
view was expressed by Peach in "Chapters on the Geology, of 
Scotland" which was published posthumously (Peach and Home, 
19309 p.200) - 
"the clean-cut thrust planes, the deformatIon of 
the Torridon Sandstone, the regional motamorphim of the 
Moine Series: 	were produced by the same Oet of 
movements in the post.Cam'brian tme" 	 . 
Home, however, did not agree with 	$ vIew 
that the metamorphism and folding of the Mpiné schists was 
of post'Cambrian date and connected with the thrusting (see 
Geikie, 18999 p.15).. He contrasted. the lithology ofthe 
Torridonian with that Of the MQine and regarded "the Moine 
series as. consisting mainly of sedimentary .schlsts of pre-
Torridonian agea, modified by post.Caxnbrian movement s, which 
developed,. along the Outcrop of the Moine thrust,, 'a complex 
of Mylonites, green schists, phyllites, lenticles of Cambrian 
quartzite 1 	. 
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quartzito, of schistose Torridon Sandstone, ...,...... and 
deformed Moine'schistsi with comnon planes of schistosity 
deteriined by these movements" (Peach an Name,. 19309 
pp.2001).' 	 0 
Phemister (1926) concluded, like Hrñe that the 
general Moine rnetamprphism was earlier than,, and distinct 
from, the post'iCambrian thrust,mbvemeilts. Horie's hypothesis 
was developed by Read (193), aftér'he had made an investiga-. 
:tiôn of the Moms schists near the Moms thrust in Central 
'Sutherlandi He observed that in a broad belt adjacent to 
the Moms thrust outcrop the schists had undergone a "marked 
dislocation 1 metamorphism". Close to the thrust, in a zone 
varying in width from a few feet to almost a mile, the 
schists ate converted into mylonitee, but the dislocation 
effects, notably granulation of minerals and 'dev'eiopment 
of sJJcTè,ides?t, are recognizable in a zone up to three 
miles wide.  
In 1934,, Read made a brief revidw Of the various 
ideas on the, origin and metamorphic history of the Moine 
schists and discussed the evidence bearing on the problem.. 
He pointed out that the resemblaice in texture and mineraloa. 
:gical compositIon between the Moine . 	schists near the 
thrust and the shered Torridonian rocks (as noted by Peach) 
was due to "metamorphic convergerió&' whereby rocks of 
0 differing  
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differing texture and' metamorphic grade but similar bulk 
chemical composition may, in zones of, dislocation metamorph 
lsth1 give, rise to similar sheared derivatives.' Read 
concluded that. the Moijie Series, and its general metamorphism, 
are of a pre..Torrionian,'. probably 'Lewislan age.' 	. 
Bailey ( 1939) in 'a review Of' the structure and 
metaorphism of the thrust belt between Lochcarron and 
Skye suggested that the difference in crystallinity between 
the slightly metamorphosed Torridonian rocks and the Moine 
schi8ts is one of degree and not kind. Bailey agaiti 
expressed his complete agreement with Peachts viows in a 
later paper (Bailey, 19550 p.107). He (op4!cit.,p.134)' 
reported the occurrence of "greènish-.brown biôtites" in 
deformed inverted Torr1donan (Diabaig) rocks 'at 'Skye and 
Loch Carron.. Thus part of the Diabaig outcrop in the present 
area is within the "bi9tite..one" as delimited by Bailey 
(opcit., fig.i) 
Subsequent to the initial wOrk carried out by the 
Geological Survey new techniques were developed for the 
study of rock 'fabrics (i.e., texture and structures on 
all scales) and principles have been evolved for the 
intorpretátion of these.fabr±c,s.' In recent years the 
Universal Stage has been widely used to study the optical 
orientation of minerals in rockS. F. C.. Phillips, who was 
the / 
the first geoloist to apply methods of petrofabric ahalysis 
to the rocks of the Scottish Hih1ands, undertook a regional 
study of the miçrofabric of Moine schists and of Torridonian 
and Cambrian rocks from the Vloine thrust belt and the Foreland, 
which comprises the unmqved rocks lying to the west of the 
thrust belt (Phillips, 1937). The optic axes of quartz in 
specimens of Moinê schists, which were collected over a 
large region, lie in a partial or complete girdle when 
plotted on a stereonet. The plots of cleavage (001) poles 
of micas u8ually cluster in a strong maximum which is 
situated' nortual to the trace on the not of the foliation 
of the Moine rocks. In some of Phillips' diagrams the 
mica cleavage poles show an incipient or complete girdie. 
which has a similar orientation to the quartz girdle. The 
plane of the mica and quartz girdles trends N.E.-S,W. 
Phillips noted that the axes (known as b..axes) normal to 
the plane of the girdles are paraflel to mogascopic linear 
structures such as lineation, fold axIs, roddirig, mullions, 
all of which plunge towards the south..east., Sometimes, in 
the quartz fabric diagrams Phillips found that the optic 
axes fonn not a single girdle, but intersecting girdles. 
Phillips suggested that such patterns might be produced by, 
either / 	, 
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either (a) a "crossed strain" causing rotation in a plane 
normal to the first girdle'. or (b) the influence of later 
movements on an earlier, single, girdle. After discussing 
the principles governing the production of microfabric 
girdlei Plüliips concluded that "b-axes ....... over a 
given area ...... have a similar significance to fold axes, 
and it can safely be asserted that the •defrEation ...... 
has acted in a piano more or less perpendicular to them" 
(op4cit.., p.591). Phillips considered that the fabric 
evidence indicated that the "Moine schist.s were brought to 
their present state of regional metamo*'phism by a deformatiOn 
acting along approximately ebuth-west and north-.east lines 
prior to the dislocation phase of the 
Caledoniän movements" (opit., p.603).. Phillips examined 
the 'effects. of "dislocation metorphism't in Moine schists 
near the Moine thrust and found that the thrust movements 
had very little, if any, constructive effect on the schist 
micro-fabric. The CambroOrdovcIn and Torridonian 
rocks of 'the Foreland and within the thrust belt, show 
little evidcnce of any preferred orientation Of quartz 
'(Phillpsp op.cit..p figs.D.27, D.28 1 Plato xxv). 	Rarely, 
qua±tz c-axes in Cambrian quartzites and Torridonian 
sandstones.coflected from the thrust belt, show an incipient 
girdle / 
ce 
girdle patterns The plane of the girdle trends LW. SE. , 
"normal to the outcrop of the (Moine) thrust, with its 
b,axis perpendióular to the direction of movement in the 
post-Cambrian dislocations" (op.cit., p.603). 
Two years later, Phillips (1939) published 
further fal ic diagrams of sheared Torridonian sandstone8 
collected from within the thrust belt. Quartz optic axes 
are seen to form a diffuse but recoiisablo girdle which 
trendà .W... S.. (op.cit., figs. 15 and 16 9 p236). 
In order to test the homogeneity of the preferred 
oxientation of quartz c..axs over a wide area of the LW. 
Highlands, Phillips (1945) seleôted 50 quartz orientatIon 
diagrams 	widely scattered localities.. The diagrams 
were rotated to their true geographical orientation and : 
then combined to give a composite dIagram (op.cit:., fig.I.). 
The diagram shows that the quartz c-axes in the Mone 
schi8ts form a girdle pattern trending LE...5.W. In 
contrát, the composite geographically oriented 4iagraxn 
(opocit., fig. 4) for quartz c-axes in the.!or'ridonian and 
Cambrian rocks below the Moirie thrust and within the thrust 
belt yie1d a weak girdle with a LW. - 5.E. trend. Phi1lps 
suggested from this evidence that the regional girdle fabric 
Of the schists was not produced during the thrust movements 
and that the "crossod..girdle" patterns in the Moine schists 
are 
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are possibly due to the "overprinting" of a thrust fabric 
upon the r'e'gionaliy developed girdle. 
Phillips (1951) noted that there are certain 
similarities between Moine and Lewisian fabrics. Like 
the MOines the Lewisian geeisses of the Foreland show a 
lineation plunging to the, south-east. The quartz 'and mica 
fabrics in some Lewisian rock8 fonn N.E. S.W. trending 
grd1e patterns which resemble those in 'the Moine schists'. 
Phillips cautiously suggested that such an "apparent 
coincidence" seemed to favour the hypothesis that the general 
Moine metarnorphism was of Lewi.sian age. 
McIntyre (1954) has ably . summarised and 
djscue8éd the problem of age relationship between Moine 
folding and thrusting in the North-West Highlands. He 
state4 that there are reasons' for believing that the folding, 
and the thrusting represent two tectonic events, which were 
separated by an uimon but probably considerable,' timeinterN. 
:val. 	/ 
Recently sever4 parts of the thrust belt in 
the North-West Highlands have been re.investigated with 
a view to establish the time sequence of events in th3 
belt. 
Christie (in McIntyre, 1954;. 195$; 1956, Ph.D. 
Thesis; 1960), working in Assynt, found that during the 
pot / 
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posta Cambrian movements there has been "a single penetrative 
movement about a commOn B axis" in the Moine schists, 
the mylonitic rooks above the Moine thrust and the 
deformed Léiisian, Torridonian and Cambrian rocks below. 
This common Baxi3 (defined by megascopic fabric elements, 
such as, lineation, fold axis etc.) plunges to the E,5.E4. 
Microfabric analysis.showed that the symmetry of the fabric 
of both the Moine schists and the "rocks intimately 
associated with the (Moine) thrust" seems to be nearlyrbhor-
h.ornbic (i.e. fabric diagrams show two or more planes•. 
of symmetry). 
Christie, (1956,1960) also, pointed out that 
laminated rocks mapped as "mylonite" by the Survey 
geologists do not always strictly conform to LapwOrth'a 
definition. Many show marked recrystallization an. are 
more accurately described as augenschists (Lapworth4885) 
and blastomylonites (Sander, 1912 and Knopf, 1931). These 
rocks, which Christie referred to as "Primary Mylonitiá 
RockS" occupy a zone along the horizon mapped as the 
Moine thrust and grade upwards, with increasing crystall., 
inity, into low grade Moms schiets. Locally the "Primary 
Mylonitic Rocks" and the Moine schists have been affected 
by the secondary deformation of a post.icrystafline nature. 




pelitic rockS were converted to phyllonites and the 
more massive rocks were converted to kaklrite and caac1asitea 
These are grouped as "Secondary Mylonitic Rocks" by Christie. 
In the area around. Loch EireboII, Wilkinson (1955) 
noted the presende of prominent linear Structures which 
ocOur In Móine schists and "in rockS below the Moine,t1rUst" 
pLunging'E,S.E. Wilkinson suggested that the.evidenOe• 
pOints to the post-Cambrian Origin for thern • netin' and 
possibly for the general metamorphism of the Moine echists. 
Cranipton (1955),. working in the thrust 'belt 
region bordering Sutherland and Ross,, reported that quartz 
fabric dIagrams for Moine schists show' transitions from a 
regional girdle disposed in a N.E.S,.Wi plane., through 
varlouè types of crossed girdles, to a girdle disposed 
S.E.-IIN.W. t The latter 'xceptional quartz fabric can 
sometimes be shown to correspond to modification of he 
pre..existing regional fabric during overthristing". 
Quartz fabric in Cambrian rocks immediately below the 
thrusts. usually consist of two girdles; at greater 
ditances from the thrust there Is either no' preferred 
Orientation or a pattern of sedimentary type. 
At a meeting of the London Geological Society 
In 19589 Crampton presented the results' of some fabric 
analyses of MOine arid. Cambrian quartzites of the North. 
West/ 
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• 	West Highlands.: The regional Mine fabric is characterised 
by a "homotatic girdle preferred orlentation partial to 
complete, of quartz, musáovite, biotite and epidote 
vertical axes, disposed vertically S.L.N,.E, normal to , 
the southeasterly plunging lineationtt. The fabric' of 
the Cambrian quart'zites below the Moine thrust plane was 
considered to have originated prior to the thrusting and 
consists of quartz (0001) axe8 aliied parallel to the 
bedding. Both the regional fabrics, i.e. that above the 
Moirie thrust plane in Mbine of metamorphic origin and that 
below in Cambrian of sedimentary origin, have been strongly 
mQdified by the thrust inoirements. "New preferred 
orientations of quartz (0001). axes are developed, including 
crossed girdles, the girdle intersection being directed 
parallel to the regional lineatlon, and rarely., simple 
girdles 'parallel to lineation?? ço? .cIt.).  
Johnson (1955, 1957) reinvestigated the thrust 
belt near Loch Carron and Coulin Forest in Ross-shire and 
reported the occurrence of two sets of minor structures 
(linoation,, minor folds, etc.) in Torridonian, Lewisian 
and Moine rocks affected by. post.Cambrian movements. 
AU these rocks, where affected by thrust movements, are 
seen to have developed quartz and mica fabrics which are 
orthorhombic / 
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orthorhombic in symmetry. These fabrics are "overprinted" 
on the monoclinic fabric of the regionally, metamorphosed 
Moine rocks. 
It Is interesting to note that Johnson (1956) 
recorded "conjigate folds" in the thrust zone in the 
Lochcarron and CoulIn Forest areas. The axial planes 
of these folds are inôlined towards the north or south 
so that no regional directional translation of the rocks 
can be postulated from these structures,'. whose symmetry as 
a whole is orthorFombic. The folds were considered to 
• have resulted. from local lateral extension and concomitant 
• 	compression of laminated rocks irwolved in the, thrusting. 
Johnson (1960) discussed the structural hIstory 
of the Moine thrust zone at Loch Carron, In the ground 
immediately to the south that mapped by the present author. 
From a study of the minor structures found in rocks, 
Johnson concluded 
that the Torridonian and Levisian rocks lying in 
inverted order between the Kishorn thrust and the 
•Moine thrustis and Moine rocks, lying above the Môine 
thrust showed a remarkable parallelism 	in structure. 
that there developed three sets of minor 3tructures 
in the Torridonian, Lewisian and Moms formations 
during / 
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during the Caledonian movements • At least two of 
these three sets pre.date the Moine thrust movements. 
The mylonitea which are not restricted to the vicinity 
of the Moine thrust outcrop, belong to an earlier 
phase of movement than these minor structures and are 
not directly ôonnocted with the clean-cut thrust-
movements (cf. Barberp mentioned in Johnson,1960) 
that the inversion of the rocks to the west of the 
Moine. thrust (i.e., in the "Kiehorn Nappe", see 
Bailey, 1939) occured before the foation. of the 
minor structures mentioned above. 	S 
that the plastic, para-crystalline style of the 
earlier deformation contrasts markedly with the 
postcrystalline brittle style of the latter 
defoxnat ions. 
It may be mentipned in this connection that 
Barber (in discussion of $utton and Watson, 1959,p.256) 
who has recently investigated the mylonitic rocks near 
the Moihe thrust at Loch Aish (about 15 miles S.W. of 
Loch Carron) reported, in the mylonites, the occurrence 
of two sets of minqr structures which may pre.date the 
h±'ust movement. 
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C. Scope of the Thesis and Outline of Results. 
The Kishorn.Lochcarron area forms part • Of the 
thrtist belt, in the' North.West Highiandse The 1argescale 
structural features, such as the thrusts and folds of the 
area have been described in detalin Geological Survey ,  
Memoirs (Peach, et al, Memo 1907;  PeaOh,., et al, Mema 1913). 
The Kishorn and Moine thrusts attracted special attention 
from the Survey workers( Op.cit.) e It has been implied 
in the Survey Memoirs (op.cit.) that thrustizig in the 
Lochcarron region (and In the N.W. Highlands as a whole) 
was a long contInued process and that many, of the structural 
featurOs of rocks in the thrust belt had a causal connection 
with thrusting. As mentioned in the previus section, 'in 
recent years several parts of the thrust belt in the N,.W. 
Highlands have been re-investigated, particular attention 
being given to the minor structureeChri8tie 19559 1956s 
1960; Wilkinson, 1955 CramptOri, 1955,1958; Jphson, 
1955 1957,9 1960; Barber, in Sutton and Watson, 1959 
and In Johnson, 1960). The results of these invetigations 
have thrown now light, upon the movement histories of the 
rocks. Of the ( aledonian thrust belt. 
The area selected for the present investigation 
occurs below the Moine thrust. It is str'ucturally divided 
into two units : one consists of Lewisian and Torridonian 
rocke/ 
rOcks lyng abOve the ICishorn thrust and the other 
consists Of CambroOrdovician and Torridonian rocks lying 
below the Kishorn thrust. The rocks of the latter unit 
are separated from the undisturbed Foreland, of which a 
small part is included in the area, by the Sole thrust 
plane. The primary purpose of the investigation Is to 
elucidate and compare the structural histories of the 
rocks above and below the Kishorn thrust. The main topics 
to be discussed are . 
The style and orientation of smallscale folds 
and 1inér structures' and their mutual relations 
in Torridonlan and Lewisian roeks above the Kishorn 
thrust. 
The' style and orientation of malsOale and 
largsscale folds in Cambro.Ordoviclan and 
Torridonian rocks below the Kishorn thrust and 
their relation to the major thrust faülts 
(ill) The 'relation of structural elements in rocks 
above the Kishorn thrust with those in rocks 
below this thrust. 
The age of thrusting in the structural history as 
revealed by the minor structures.: 
The metwaorphism of the cataclastically deformed 
rocks and its relation to the structural events. 
1 
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(vi) 	The grain orient atiori in rocks above and below. 
the ICishorn thrust.. 
The area, whjch is covered by Ordnance Survey 
6" 1 mile maps (sheet ribs... Ciii, Clv, CX,. CX1, seàond 
od1tion, 19074 has been geologically remapped,. the 
location of the various rock types and the orientations of 
Structural elements being recorded on fiol4 slips. From 
the fie1dmaps, two maps have been prepared one lithological 
(Map 1) and another structural (Map 2) .. 
The part of the area above the Kishor'n thrust 
plane has been divided into fourteen sub.areas and the 
structural elements (foliatIon, bedding planes, minor. 
folds, cleavage) in these sub,.areas have been studied in 
detail.: Some outcrops,.. where the relationship between 
structures Of different generations is clearly displayed, 
have been mapped on a large scale. 
Petrofabric analyses of q.iariV.bearing Lowisian, 
Torrldonian.and Cambrian rocks have been made. The studied 
roOks include quartzites and glts from the Foreland and: 
from the disturbed region between the Sole and Icishorn thrusts,, 
and gneisses and grits from above, the ICishorn thiust. Rocks. 
have been selected for analysis on the basis of the 
examinatiOn of the visible structures and from localitIes 




For convenience in the prosentaton of the data 
the mogascopic and rnicroscop.c data are described separately,, 
but the final concluslOfls are based on the consideration of 
the fabric on all scales, as well.as. onthe metamorphic 
characters of the rooks. 
The author has followed the standard procedures 
described by Ingerson (in Iciopf and Ingerson, 19389 pp.211-. 
262) and Fairbairn (1949, pp. 241-292) in operations. 
involving the measürOmont of megascopic and microscopic 
fabric data, the collection Of oriented specimens, the 
preparation and examination Of thin sections and the 
presentation of data. O±'iéntations of stricural data are• 
plotte4 on the lower hemisphere of an equa1..area projection. 
Outline of Results 
The study suggests a sequence of Caledonian 
movements and metamorphic episodeè in the thrust bolt. 
The rocks above the Kishorn thrust have trndrgone 
at. least three phases Of movements, during each of which a 
set of minor structures developed.. The style of the 
erlier deformations was plastic and quartz microfabric3 
developed drdng two phases of metamorphsm 	The style of 
later dOfonnation was brittle and the rocks suffered cataclasis. 
The rocks below the KishOrn thrust have mainly 
undergone a single pha3e of movement. There is no 
oVdenco / 
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evidence In these roclis of a quartz microfabric related to 
the tectonic structures (major folds and thrust planes). 
The relatively simple structure of . the rocks below the 
thrust markedly contrast $ith the complex structure (and 
metamorphic hitory) f'the rocks above the Kishorn thrust. 
The ciean.cut thrusting along the Kishorn thrust 





SECTION II -- , -THE ROCK TYPS 
A. Genera]. Statement 
The petrography of the rocks occurring above 
the Kiehorn thrust plane and that of the rocks below the 
thrust will be described separately in this soction,, emphasis 
being placed on the discussion of the Caledonian deformation 
and metamorphism of the rocks as evidence4 by their 
mineralogical and textural features. 
The Lewisian and Torridonian (Diabaig Group) 
rocks, lying above the iCishorn thrust plane have undergone 
granulitizátion and mylonitization which possibly occurred 
prior to and also during the isoclinal first, fold movements. 
Recrystallization, possiblr affected the rocks during the 
latr pha$es of the isoclinal folding. During the second 
fold movements there is evidence of considerable post 
crysta]iline deformation and some recrystallization. An 
interesting aspect of this study is that the deformed 
gneisses and sediments of the area provide an example of 
the 'behaviour of the different rock types undergoing the 
same movements. During the later stages of the structural 
history the rocks were subjected to cataclasis notably in 
the immediate vicinity of the Kishorn thrust. 
The Cambro.Ordovician and Torridonian ( Apple cross 
Group) rocks. lying below the Kishorn thrust, are very 
slightly / 
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slightly deformed despite the presence of major folds and 
t1rusts.. The style of deformatIon is cataclastic, the 
effects of which are borne only by rocks near the thrust 
planes, particularly the Kishorn thrust. There is no 
evidence of constructive metamorphism in these rocks 
B. Rocks lying above the Kishorn thrust plane. 
(:) 
The Lewisian gneisses occupy an area about 9 
sqi miles and their outcrop extends from northeast of Loch 
Kishorn to T'orrna h-IO]aire (Map 1). The gieissesp.which 
lie as a sheet,, some 1,100 feet thick, structurally above 
the Kishorn thrust plane,;, form lofty escarpments on the 
northern slopes of Sgir a? Gharadh and Glas Bheinn. 
The gneissic complex consists dominantly of a 
foliated hornb1ende.bearing acid gneiss and numerous 
concordant bodies of arnphlbOlite and ,horñblendeschist. 
Both the acid and basic rocks contain, coarse grained, pink-
coloured penatites which are possibly late. injections into 
the complex, though they possess a foliation which is 
parallel to that of the acid and basic gneisses. 
It has been recoiised by previous workers in 
the North.West Highlands that the Lewisian rocks within 
the / 
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the thrust belt have undergone "intense catac].astic action" 
during the post..Caxnbrian movements, with the partial or 
complete oblteratiOn of the original features of the 
gneisses (Peach, Mem61913, pp.l214). The present work 
suggests three reasons for believing that the modificatiOns 
th'e more extensive than previously supposed. Firstly, the 
structural events described later show that the Lewisian 
eisses, along with the Torridonlan rocks, have been 
involved at least three phases of Caledonlan movements. 
Secondly, there have been notable metamorphic øhanges 
whereby the origInal gneisses have been reconstituted 
during these mOvements,': the most import ant modIfications 
being produced by granulitization and mylonitizatlon but 
in addition there has occurred recrystallization and•the 
overprinting of Caledonian microfabrics upon the modified 
gneisses. Zones of intense shearing are found within the 
Lewisian outcrop,, especially along the contact of different 
rock. types. This is evidenced by the narrow shear zones 
of laminated mylonites (Lapworth, 1885) and partly 
recrystallised blaeto.'mylonitea (Sander, 1912 and Knopf., 
19311. Outside the shear zones the Lewisiane are only 
slightly defozned. Thirdly, there is evidence of late 
cataclasis of 'the mylonitic gneisses in the immediate 
vicinity of the Iishorn thrust plane. 
On/ 
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On the bases of differences in mineralogical 
composition and texture the relatively undeformed Lewisian 
gneisses of the area can be divided into the following groups - 
	
I - 	Rocks composed entirely of hornblendeo . 
ultrabasic in compositIon; often massive or 
only slightly schistose; occurring as small 
nodules or pods, not more than a few feet 
across, within other gneisses. 
Rocks in which hôrnblende is the dominant 
ferromagnesian mineral; feispar always present. 
A 	Without quartz or contining very little quartz; 
rocks basic in composition: 
(1) Rocks massive or slightly foliated : 
Epidote biisite) - axnphibolite. 
Garnet amphholite 
?mphibolite without garnet or zoisite. 
(2) 	Rocks foliated: 
(a) Hornblende.schist 
.( 
b) Garnetiferous hornblende..schist. 
B 	With quartz; rocks intenn?diate or acid in 
compositon; foil ation usually distinct, but 
in some cases weakly developed; constituent 
minerals often show a granular arrangement with 
respect / 
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respect to each other; the rock is grey in 
colour and is referred to as "grey hornblende 
gneiss". 
III - 	Acid uartzo-felspathiC gneiss with prominent 
pink potash feispar and referre4 to as "Pink 
Gneiss". 
	
IV - 	Banded gneiss, the individualacid and 
basic bands varying in thickness from a fraction 
of an inch to several feet. 	\ithin this category 
are jncluded some mignatitic variants where acid 
and basic components are not separated into 
distinct foila. 	Some migmatitic types show 
large augens of pink potash feispar. 
V - 	Quartzo-felSPathiC veins and pegmatitic sheets, 
some of which contain coarse grains of pink 
potash feispar. 
No attempt has been made to classify the basic 
,ocks (Type hA) into "Newer"and "Older" categories (cf. 
Sutton and Watson, 1951). Peach and Home (1907,pp.262-
263), however, made such a distinction in the present area 
and. stated 
"On Glas Bheinn and Sg'orr a'Gharaidhthe 'rock's 
consist of biotite-and homnblende-gfleiSS with bands of 
hornblende-SChISt, which evidently represent the basic 
dykes / 
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.dykes in the unmodified areas of Lewisian gneiss in Ross 
and Sutherland, •,...i. for many of them still show intrusive 
junótions. 	They also include a considerable development 
of early basic material., composed largely of garnet-
amphibôlite, and traversedby massive pink pegznatltes, 
which are well seen on the hill-slopeabout.a mile west of 
Slumbay and south of Sgèrr at Gharaidh. 
An important feature of this displaced mass is 
the occurrenôe in it of 'a massive sill of hornblende-: 
sch'ist, ....... 	This trpe has been traced continuously 
from Cearcall Dubh, north-east of Loch Kishorn, south 
by An Sgrr to Kyle Strome, and beyond Stromeferry to 
Gleannan Dorch, south of Duncraig," 
The present author could not find any basic 
rock which showed "intrusive junctions"- such as.chilled 
margins or discordant boundaries, 	The basic rocks, which 
occur as concordant sheets and lenses, share a foliation 
with the surrounding gneisses. 	Feispathisation is not 
confined to any particular type of basic rocks, 	The 
"massive sill" mentioned by Peach and Borne (op.cit,), 
part of which occurs in the,present •area, is garnetifeous, 
foliated and intruded by small bodies of pink pegmatite, 
The texture of this and the other basic rocks is metamonphic 
and no relic igneous texture, could be detected'ithem, 
Among /' 
Among the rock types listed above as forming the 
gneissic complex, the acid grey horbblendic gneisses 
(type II B) occupy the largest outcrop area. 	Pink quartzo- 
feispathic gne±ss (type III) occurs in thin bands throughout 
the area, the largest exposure being just north-west of 
Drochaid a' Chadha. 	Banded and migznatltic rocks (type IV) 
are not 'common. 	They have been observed more frequently 
in localities north and south of Cearôall Dubh than in any 
other past of the gneissic outcrqp. 	There are numerous 
sheets, lenses and pods of amphibolites and hornblende- 
schists scattered over the whole area. 	The larget basic 
body, the "massive sill" of Peach and HOme (op,cit,) 
represented by gamnetiferous horoblende-schist, is about 
mile long 150 yards wide and occurs just west of Loch 
na Caillich. 	There is every transition from one variety 
of 'rock to another in thisgneissic complex. 	For example, 
the onset of migmatization of basic rOcks is marked by the 
introduction of acid materials, the appearance of augen 
and lit-par-lit structures which gradu.ally increase so that 
banded rocks result. 	This is possibly one of the processes 
responsible for the origin of banded rocks in the complex, 
Most of the gneissic rocks are deformed. 	The 
acid and basic gneisses and their migmatitic variants show 
every transition to fine-grained, platy 
through / 
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through intermediate stages of laminated augen mylonites and 
mylonite gneiss whióh preserVe part of the original.gneissose 
textures. 	There have been several periods of cataclasis in 
the area, some of which possibly pre-date the isoclinal first 
folding, and somemay be comtemporaneOuS with it (see page9'L ) 
Forexample, some n1oriitic rocks have formed at the cores 
of isoclines due to intense differential slip along axial 
plane. 	Some bands of inylonitic rocks have first linear. 
(bi) axid planer(S].) structures superimposed upon them and 
were,presumably, formed prior to the isoclinal fold episode. 
There is also evidence of strong differential slip, which. 
possibly occurred before the period of isoclinal folding, 
along the Torridonian and Lewisian contact. 
A notable metamorphic feature of the gneisses 
is the partial recrystallization and new mineral growth 
which followed granulitization. 	This cor]stubt1ve 
metamorphism, which also affects in varying degrees the 
Torridonian rocks, belongs to the same general phase as 
the first fold movements described later. 	irther, there 
is evidence of post-Crystalline deformation, followed by 




The petrographical features of the different 
members of thegnèissic complex are presented in the 
following section. 
(a) 	Ultrabasic Hornblendite (I) 
The ultrabasic rocks form only a small .propotion 
of the Lewisian complex in the area. 	They are monomineralic 
aggregates, composed 	entirely of horoblende and occur 
as small Lôds within the acid and basic grieisses (Fig.2 0 ). 
The largest pod observed measures about 15 ft. x 8 ft., 
the maximum thickness being 5 ft. 	 0 	 / 
• 	The ultrabasic rocks are massive, with the 
hornblende crystals a'ranged haph&zardly, or they have a 
rude foliation which is parallel to that of'the surrounding 
gneiss. 	The hornblénde crystals are usually very coarse 
(2 mn. x 1'5 mm.) and are free from inclusions. 	They 
show the following optical properties - 
Pleochroic Scheme Extinction Angle 
X pale yellowish 
green 
Y 	green 	•• 	ZAC = 220  
Z deep green 
XzY<Z 
R.I. 
Nx 1656 t'002 
N2 = 1.678± '002 
The ultrabasic masses are sometimes.injected by 
acid / 
massive ultra basic 
- 	 - - 	- 	schistostty(S,) in 
acid qneiss 
- - — 	- 	
- 	 .schistose ultra basic 




acid quartzo-felspathic and pegmatitic veins, With 
increasing feispathisation a rock which approaches amphibolite 
in mineral composition is produced. 	S 
It has been often observed that the ultrabasic 
masses remain practically unmodified by the Caledonian 
shearing while the surrounding gnéisses, particularly the 
• acid vartetles, are strongly deformed by differential slip. 
• 
	
	An excellent example of this phenomenon has been observed 
In an outctop south of Sgirr a'Gharaidh, where considerable 
• 	differential movement has taken place along the contact 
• 	between a lenticular ultrabasic mass, about 5 ft. in its 
thickest part, and the surrounding acid gneiss. 	The acid 
gneiss (c.f;- Plate XIII b,c) has been highly sheared 
while the ultrabasic rock shows no sign of deformationP1&teXd), 
May 
except that a few hornblende crystals ,1 disclose slight 
undulose eictinction. 
• 	• 	 The degree of deformation of the ultrabasic 
• 	masses depends, to some extent, on their size. 	Some of 
the smaller bodies (about one foot or less in thickness) 
take up the stresses by the development of widely spaced, 
undulating shear planes which are usually coated with 
brownish limonitic materials. 	The coarse hornblendes 
become fractured and twisted and exhibit strained extinction. 




crystals has been induced and indicates a schistose 
arrangement. 	This change in texture is accompanied by 
the development of 'a fibrous amphibole which has, the same 
optical properties as the coarse hornblende, from. which it 
is derived (Plate Xb). 	The small fibrous amphiboles 
differ from the coarse stumpy hornblende in their slender 
prismatic habit. The schistosity of these ultrabasic rpcks 
can be traced into the neighbouring acid and basic gneisses 
(type hA and lID) and is seen to be parallelto the axial 
plane of the isoclinal folds in the latter rocks, 	Small 
grains of secondary epidote, quartz and opaque ores, are 
occasionally formed as a result of th6 partial breakdown of 
the coarse horublende. 
(b) 	Amtthibolite and Hornblende-schist (hA) 
The basic hornblende-plagioclase rocks have been 
divided, according to structure t into two types namely, 
amphibolites, which are massive or only slightly schistose 
and hornblende-schiStS, which are distinctly schLstose. 
The two types are often' intimately associated and a basic 
body may be partly an amphibolite and partly a hornbiende-
schist. 
The following mineralogical assemblages have 





Hornblende-plagioclase (olig-and.) - alnardine-
(quartz) 
(c), Hornblende - plagioclase (oligo'.-and.) - zoisite - 
(quartz). 
Quartz may form avery small proportion of each 
of the above constituents Or it may' be absent'.' 
The assemblages suggest that the rocks belong to 
the Axnphibolite fades (Turner and Verhoogen, 1951,p.446). 
The rocks, when'deformed, sometimes but not always contain 
unstable assemblages, such as, - 
Hornblende - tremolite - piagioclase - quartz 
Hornbiende - almandine -' Chlorite (after 
'almandine) - plagioclase - quartz 
Hornblende .-'chlOrite (after almandine) - 
plaglociase•- quartz. 
The common rock type is an aniphibolite or 
hornblende-schist with hornblende, oligoclase-andesine 
feispar with or without a small proportion of quartz. 
Horriblende, the dominant constituent, occurs in very coarse 
prismatic grainsabout 2 mn. x 1.2 mm. in size. 	The optical 
properties of hornblende are as follows - 
Scheme of Pleochroism 	Extinction Angle ' 	R.I. 
- X pale yellowish 
green 	 Nx= 1.655±.002 
Y :green ' Z,C 	210 
Z deep green 
Nz 	1'675+'002 
' 	 - 
x'<Y<z  
Horoblende I 	' 
Hornblende grains are idiomorphic, with ragged 
terminations and they may contain Inclusions of quartz and 
sphene. 	Rarely, when the inclusions are numerous, the 
hornblende crystals exhibit "sieve structure" (Fig.30 ). 
Piagioclase is usually cloudy in appearance and is 
fre4üently altered Into a saussuritiô aggregate of I elspar 
and epidote or zoisite. 	The secondary épldotes occur as 
small needle-like crystals with a criss-cross or radiating 
arrangement within the altered plagioclase crystals, 	The 
presence of saussuritic patches impart a speckled appearance 
to eome of the basic rocks. 	Plagioclase, when least 
altered, has been Identified, on the following properties,, 
as the oligoclase-andesine variety (cl:- Winchell, part I. 
1956, p.262) - 
Sp.No. R.I. Species of Feispar 
- 	A,31 1.548 	1.552 	1'554 Acid andesine (An35) 
A.87 1'545 l'SSO 1553 Acid andesine (An32) 
• 	4.1 fli 1 • F41 	1 • Fi45 	1 • 54 01 1 	1 	(Arir 
Values of refractive indicR.I.) are 
subject to a correction of t .001 
Quartz, in small irregular grains, occurs in the 





horn blende 	. 	q 	 feispar quartz, etc • 
	
with nciusions ' .;. --'--•.,-_- 
05 mm. 
Figure 3.Occurence of inclusions of minerals(mQiniy 
feispors, quartz and sphene) in garnet and 
horn blende, sim ula tin9 sieve structure 
The rock is a horn blende -schist. 
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and plagioclase. 	Sphene, in lozenge-shaped stout crystals, 
is usually scattered in distribution. 	Iron ores are 
irregular in shape and in reflected light, some show 
silver-white leucoxinic. alteration, suggesting that at 
least some ores ard titaniferous. 	The proportion of 
sphene to that of iron ore varies inversely. 	The iron-ore 
is rare when sphene is frequent and vice versa. 
Some basic rocks contain almandine garnet in 
addition to horoblende and plagioclase. 	The idiomorphic 
garnets are round in shape and are usually large in size - 
sometimes about 2 mm. in diameter. 	A few garnets 
exhibit porphyroblastic habit and also "sieve structure", 
due to the presence of numerous inclusions of quartz and 
sphene (Fig.3). 	The distribution of garnet in the rocks 
Is irregular, the same basic body being garnetiferous in 
some parts but lacking the mineral in others. 
Epidote amphibolites are not common. 	In these 
rocks, epidote or zoisite occurs as stout prismatic crystals, 
which are sometimes intergrown with hornblende. 	Zoisite 
exhibits an ultrablue Interference colour, The epidotes and 
zoisites are distinct from the secondary needle-like epidotes 





The basic rocks are either schistose or coarse 
granular, in texture (Plate Xl, a.) • No relic igneous 
texture, such as blastophitic, has been observed in any of 
the rocks. 
Most of the basic rocks have been subjected to 
processes of graratlitization and mylonitization. Plate Xlb 
shows a highly sheared garnetferous basic rock col)ected 
from near the inverted Torridonian and Lewisian contact. 
The hàrnblendes are pulverized and reduced to a very fine 
grain size; garnets are remarkably flattened in appearance. 
The rock possesses a close-Spaced platy lamination. It is 
possible that the highly sheared state of the rock is, due 
to sliding connected with inversion. 
The. basic rooks,. where inirolved in the first 
isoclinal folding, have undergone Shearing along the axial 
planes of these folds. At the initial stages the shearing 
is indicated by the occurrence of coarse irregular shear 
planes subparállel to the axial pIanos of isoclines.. The 
shear planes, which are usually coated with reddish-brown 
limonite, show a tendency to' intersect with one another and 
thus to dissect the rock into lenticular seiients. 
Hornblende grains are slightly bent and show mo4erate 
strained extinction. 	With increasing differential slip 
:along I. 
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along shear planes the hornblorides are markedly twisted 
and fractured; cleavage planes are bent. and strained 
extinction de'relops. Some deforned hornblendes are 
dragged into parallelism with the axial planes of the 
folds,. while others occur with their longer dimension and 
parallel traces of prismatic cleavages at any angle to the 
axial plane. Both hornblende and feispar, notably the 
latter, show marginal granulation. Garnet is fra9tured 
and sometimes flattened in appearance. Felspars are 
usually altered into saussuritic aggregates of albite and 
epidotes. Narrow rims of p].eochroic brown'bl.otlte appear 
around, deformed hornblendes and also along cracks traversing 
the mineral.' 
The basic rocks, though showing effects of 
shearing, actedmore resistantly to the deformg stresses 
than did the nelghbcniring acid gneisses. In a thin 
section (Plate Xl,.c), prepared from a specimen containing 
acid and basic bands;,. which are respectively 1 cm., in 
thicknessi the contact betwen the two bands is denoted 
by a shear plane deeply coated with brownish limonitic 
material.. The acid band has been converted into fine 
grained platy inylonite with a close spaced planar structure. 
The basic band, however, still retains its Identity. It 
is traversed by a number of shear planes parallel to the 
• myloritic / 
mylonitic banding in the adjacent acid band. The quartzo' 
felspathic constituents in the basic band have been 
completely. mylonitized. The hornblendes are twisted and 
fractured,, but still occur as recognizable stout  crystals. 
Their prismatic cleavage traces 'may &disposed at any angle 
to. the shear planes. 	. 	. 
Rarely,' a pale tremolitic amphibole thich is 
distinct from the original deep green hornblendes in the 
basic rocks has developed in the sheared derivatives. 
A specimen of sheared basic rock, collected south of Glas 
Bheinn, shows a. closespaced schistosity and mineral. 
lineation foxmed by the parallelism of prismatic. amphiboles. 
The schietosity is paral].el to the axial plane schistosity 
('S1 ) of the adjacent acid'gneise and can be trqced continuously 
from one rock type into the other, The mineral lineaton 
is parallel to the fine striationlineation (b 1, 	see p.4) 
associated with the isoclines in the neighbouring acId 
gneiss. Though the narrow band of basic rock from which 
the specimen was collected does not show any minor isoclines, 
it is likely that their planar and linear arra,ngemento as in 
the qcid rocks, has been produced during the phase of 
isoclinal foldingo 	In the rock ( Plate Xli, a,.b), 
tremolite needles are distinct from the coarse hornblende 
and the textural relationship suggests that tremolite has 
.;developed from hornblende' 
'Thel. 
The two minerals have been identified by the 
following propertieS V- 
Scheme of Pleochroism Z,C R. 	I. Species 
X = pale green 	.' 22
0 
 N 	].654, Hornblende 
Y = green 	 . N= .  ]-'676 
Z .='deep green  
X = very pale yellow 
(nearly colOurless) N x= 1.600 Tremolitic: 
16° . 
Y = pale green 	•.• NZ IO 1 624 Amphibole 
Z = bluish green . 	. 
(Values of refractie in dices . are subject to a 
cbrrection of 1002) 
Two sections cut perpendicular ahd parallel to the megascopic 
lineation suggest that the ].ineation is due to the 
parallelism of slender prismatic trernolitic amphiboles.. 
The original green hornblende.s, have been dragged subparallel 
to the tremolitic.amphiboles to emphasize the lineátion.. 
A linear aliment of long axis of bluish...green 
hàrnblende has been observed in an isolated outcrop of, 
hOrnblendeschist south-west. of CearcalI. Dubh. The rock 
is essentially composed of hornbiende., with minOr amounts 
of plagioclase.. The optical properties ot the hornblende 
is / 
V . 
V 	 V. 
so 
is as follows '. 
PleochroiO Scheme Extinction Angle  
X 	pale yellow 1.654 	'002 
green =• 	20 N= I,67,5 	002.. 
Z 	bluish green 
x<Y<z,. 
A strong linear alimerit, denoted by parallelism 
of prismatic crystals of unstrained hornblende,. is visible. 
Two mutually perpendicular sections have been prepared from 
the rock. in the section (Plate Xli 9 . c) normal to the 
visible lineation most of the hornblendes exhibit their 
characteristic two sets of cleavages at 1240  and in the 
section (Plate Xil,d) parallel to lineation, elongate 
hornblendes show cleavage, traces parallel to prismatic 
faces. The orientation is,. therefore,. optical as well as 
dimensional.. The relationship between the structural events 
in the area and the period of ,  formation, of this particular 
hornblende lineation is. not Iciown.. ' The hornbiend.schist• 
does not, show any minor folds nor is there any' exposure of: 
other gnei8sic variet±es in •the. immediate. vicinity,, which 
might;'have indicated some, possible clue to the origin of this 
1inet ion ../ 
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lineation. Two possibilities, however, may be considered.. 
The hornblende lineation is unrelate.d to the 
minor folds In the area and possibly pre...dates them. The 
long dimensions of the hornblendes are aligned E.S.E. parallel 
to the trend of the first linear structure in the Cearcall 
Dubh area. The parallelin may be .uo to a coincidence in 
trend of two unrelated structures. .Aiternatd'ely the 
hornblende-schistbarids containing the oriented axnphiboles 
might have been rotated so that the' hornblende lineation now 
parallels the trend of the first linear structure. 
The hornblende lineat ion fonned during the period 
of first' folding. The properties of the mineral indicate 
that though the refractive indices approach those of 
common hornbleride, the absorption colours are much paler 
than thOse of deep green hornblendes which are common in 
other basic rocks in the area.. It is po,8sible that in 
restrIcted zones, temperature and pressure conditions have 
been appropriate to facilitate the growth of some bluishi.  
green hornblendes thiring the phase of first folding.. 
Basic rocks invOlved in one or more phases of 
folding that po,stdate the first folds bear imprints of 
retrogressive action. This has been obsee'd in basic 
• bands occurring near 3giirr a' Gharaidh and east of Cear 
t 
• 	•. Dub/ 	•.'. 	 )) 
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Dubh. Hornblende is partially replaced by irregular patches 
of brown botite and green chlorIte, which develop along 
cleavages and cracks in the hornblende crystals. Chlorite 
also develops along cracks traversing garnets which it 
partially replaces. Iarely, the replacement is complete 
and a pseudomorph of chlorite after garnet is produced, 
which retains the oval shape and porphyroblastic habit of 
gamete. A few sphenes are present.,i in the manner of 
inclusions in the original garnet,., in some pseudqmorph. 
The felspars in these rocks are much altered and their 
optical properties are diffIcult to. determine.. In a few 
thin sections a comparison of rèfractive indices of least 
altered felspare with that of Canada Balsam were made by 
J3ecke Test (cf:.. Winchell, part I, 1949, p.78)'as shown below , 
Sp. No. Comparison of R.I. with that of Canada Balsam (1.54). 
A.,175 R.L< R.I. of Canada.Balsam in both 
vibration directions. 
A.169 Do. 
A .11 . 	 Do. 
The observations suggest. that the feispars are 
albitic in composition. . The mineralogical assemblages of 
the basic rocks, therefore, show every transition from 
Amphibó].ite / 
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Amphibolite facies to Green-schist facies through the 
intermediate stage of Epidote..Amphibolite facies (Turner 
and Verhoogen,' 195l p.433),' 
CO Intermediate', and Acid Gneisses (II. B) 
A grey .côlourèd grieiss usually cdnining acme 
hornblende, i's the dominant type of r ock in the Lewisians 
in the area.- Depending on the proportion of quartz, some 
of these rocks may be termed intermediate (quartz 
and others acid (quartz > 60 01o): There is every transition 
between these two varietlesi The .essental mineral 
constituents are quartz and felspar'. Opaque Iron ores and 
aphene are accessory. Hornblendei . which is Usually present 
in smai1.propertion is coarse (1 ' 5 x lnmi;)j compact,, and 
shows the following properties 
Scheme of ?leochroism Extinction 
Angle  
x'.a pale ye3.Iowish green 
.• N,=' l654 	• 
Y=green 	. 	 . Z !\C-1 
z 	deep green . 	' .•. N= 1676 	002 
x-Y<z'.  
The' domInant , feispar is óligociase and it' usually 
occurs 'in coarse grains (i..?mm. ) 	A few coarse pink- coloured 
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K-felspars (orthoclase or microclinê or both) are present, 
especially in localities where penatitic sheets occur in 
the grzeiss. Epidote, when present, occurs as stout idiomorphic 
cry8täl8 (.5 :.8.) or as grains with irregular shapeo 
These epidotes are quite distinct from small needle-like or 
grathilar epidotes produced by saussuritization of plagioclases. 
The rocks possess a echistosity which may vary from a vague. 
planar orientation Of mineralcomponents to a well...defined 
.clOse,spaced planar arrangement of the constituent minerals. 
The schistosity is parallel to the axial planes of isoclinal 
folds. 
The aàid and intermediate gneisses have been 
modified by strong differential movement within zones 
(shear belts) wherein the rocks have undergone rnylonitzaton 
and granulitization. Outside these zones, the rocks are 
much less sheared. The changes undergone by the acid and 
intermediate rocks during niylonitization and granulitization 
can be divided into several stages and can be studied in a 
series of specimens as described below. It is to be 
noted, however, that the classification made is entirely 
desOriptive and does not imply any time sequence. 
Stage I In the least deformed rocks the constituent 
minerals show a coarsO granular arrangement. 
Gently curved planar structures are present, 
along 1' 
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along whiôh tiny sericitic flakes occur (Plate Xlii, a). 
H0rnbionde is slightly fracturd and may be slightly 
strained. Feispars are slightly flattened in 
shape, with little or no marginal granulation. 
Quartz grains are broken into franents,. usu4ly 
in the shape of elongate slivers which show 
strained extinction. 
Stage II In a more advanced stage of breaking doiwn the 
more resistant .hornblende and felspars assunie a 
lenticular or "eye"-iike shape and are set in a 
• much finer grained matrix composed mainly of 
quartz (Plate Xlll,b,c). 	Sericitic micasi 
indicative of neo..mineralizatiOfl, frequently grow 
alOng the slightly curved planar structure 
(parallel to the axial plane of isoclines) which 
encloses the "eyes" of feispars and hornb].ende. 
Hornblende is fractured, its cleavage bent and 
the grains show undulose extinction. Patches of 
chlorite, b±tite and granular epidote occur as 
alteration products along cracks traversing the 
hornblende grains. Feispars exhibit strong 
strained extinction,, twisted twin iariellae and 
smetimes marginal granulation. Sometimes, 
feispars / 
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feispars are altered into saussurtic aggregates 
of albiticplagioclase andneed].e-].ike epidotes. 
The matrix, which is composed of light coloured 
quartzo,felspathic materials, is reduced to a 
very fine size. 
Stage III.- tJncrushed relics, mpstly felspars, occur as 
lentiäular porphyroclasts in the conuninuted matrix. 
The finely crushed quartzo-.felspathic matrix 
has partly recrystallized to form an aggregate and 
• 
	
	clusters of irt erlocking grains, mostly quartz, 
with sutured margins.' Sericitic micas occur, in 
narrow bands which alternate with the recrystallized 
quartzose layers and define a closea,spaced 
schistosity parallel to the axial planes of 
isoclina3. folds. Elongáteporphyroclasts of 
feispars and hornblendé also emphasIze this 
schistosity.. 
The recrystallized quartzes, which form 
elongate clusters (Plate Xlv, a,b), define a 
fine striation lineation (first linear strudture, 
see page 94 ) • Further, it has been observed 
in thin sections of isoclinal microfolds that 
recrystallized quartzes and newly developed sericit'ès 
occur on the hinges as well as on the limbs ofjthe 
folds .- a feature which suggests that either these 
minerals • I 
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minerals crytallized contemporaneously with the 
formation of i$oclines or they developed 
mimetically after the isoclirtes were produced. 
The results of the microfabric analysis, which 
have been stated later (page 43 ),. indicate 
that recrystallization. of quartz occurred mainly 
during the phase of Isoclinal folding 
Stage IV. This stage is repreeñted by mylonites. which are 
found in narrow zones within the Lewisan complex. 
In' the mylonites most of the materials in the 
matrix have been finely comminuted and a f?w 
relatively large augens of felspars survive 
(Plate XV,a,b). 	The rook is platy.,, laminated 
and confOrms to the description of "rnyionite" 
by' Lapworth (188.5, p. 559).. 
In some mylonitic rocks the finely comminuted 
quartzo.félspathic matrix has partially recrystallized 
(Plate XV, c. 	. Signs of the mechanical crushing to 
which the rock was subjected are borne by lenticular 
porphyroclasts of feispar which exhibit tlndulosê extinction. 
Cataclastic rocks in which recrystallization has obscured 
the effects pf mechanical deformation have been termed 
blasto-inyionite by Sander in 1912. (See rnopf, 1931, 
pp.4..13; also wee Waters and Campbell, 1935, pp.77-81).. 
Mylonitic / 
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Mylonitic' rocks in which recrystallization of the 
comminuted paste is practically complete have also been 
described as "Augen.schist" by Lapworth (1885) or as 
"Myloniteie1sè" by Quensel (1916). The present author 
has used the term "blasto-mylorlite" (of. Icnopf,op.cit.) for 
partially recrystallized rnyionites of the area. 
The exact period of fonnationof the my].onitic 
rocks in the area is not Imown. However, the possible 
timings of mylonite forinaton may be briefly discussed 
here on the basis of the results of structural analysis 
(see Sections III andIV).' The mylontic bands are 
folded by the second and third folds and must pre-date 
these folds in age.. The widespread occurrence of planar 
(S 1  1 and linear b1) structures of the first generation in 
the bands of mylonites in the Lewisian gneisses suggest 
that at least some mylonites existed before the phase of 
isoclinal first folding.. As a rule, the mylonitic. 
banding is parallel to the axial piano schistosity 
the greissic rocks. ... From the south of the present area, 
Johnson (1960,p.149) has obtained evidence which suggests 
that some mylonites occurring in narrow zones have been 
affected by isoclinal folding and, that the mylonitie 
banding has been transpose4 parallel to the axial planes of 
isoclines. The present.author's observations (page 97 ), 
combined / 	. 	. 
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combined with JOhnson's (op.cit.) account of the struture of 
the, ground immediately tO the south of the present area 
suggests that some mylonites in the area possibly existed 
prior to the isoclina]. folding. Rarely,. the present 
author has observed, partially recrystallized blasto-mylonite 
in the core of isoclinal micro-folds, which may belong to 
he phase of isOclina]. folding, 
The Acid and Intermediate gneisses underwent some 
textural change during the second'fold movements. Quartz 
grains have been stretched and dimensionally re-oriented 
in the aial plane cleavage, S 2'  associated with the second 
folds (Plate Vi). Some of the stretched grains show 
strained extinction, while others are rerystallized and 
disclose no sign of strain. 
During the perlod.of monoclinal and conjugate 
folding the gneisses suffered local cataclasisi In the 
immediate vicinity of the Kishorn thrust,. it has been 
observed that the.sheared gneisees have suffered a late 
cataclsis connected with thrusting (see page134). 
(d) 	Pink Quartzo-felspathic Gneiss:, (III) 
The pink coloured quartzo-felspathic grieiss, 
unlike the grey acid and intermediate gneiss (type II B) 
described above, contains a considerable proportion of pink 
potash felspars (orthoclase and microcline). With the 
decrease / . .. 
on 
decrease in amount of potash feispars, the pink gneiss 
grades into the acid grey gneiss. The pink gneiss also 
shares the schistosity of the grey acid gneiss into which 
it grades. 
The pink grieiss has been deformed by differential 
slip and the stages of the deformation are similar to those 
described in connection with the grey acid and intermediate 
gneissés. 
(e) Banded Gneisses (lv) 
Banded gneisses, which include some minatitic 
types Occur as bands which measure from a few inches to 
several yards in thickness, within the grey and pink acid 
gneisses (types lilt and.III). The gneissic banding of 
the rock., which is indicated by the alternate darkhornbiende. 
rich layers arid white quartzo..felspathic layers, is parallel 
to the foliation of the surrounding acid gneisses of more 
uniform composition. The minatitic types have been 
commonly observed when the basic layers contain lit-par-lit 
veins and augen, most of which are pink IC-feispar and 
perthite. Sometimes mynnekitic structure is present in 
the rninatitic rocks. 
The features of deformation of the banded gnoisses 
are similar to those described in connection with the basic 
(type hA) and acid (type IIB) rocks. 
(1) / 
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(f) Quartzo-felspathic. veins and peiatites (V) 
Concordant quartzo.ofeispathic veins and lenses 
together with penatitic shpetsj which possibly represent 
acid materials introduced into the complexi occur throughout 
the area. The ponatites contain very coarse pink 
K..felspars, some plagioclase and quartz and rrely, patches 
of green chlorite. Many of the pegmatites show evidence 
of deformation, including crushing of quartz and felspar 
grainsi The stretched, eyel±ke felepars exhibit marked 
strained extinction., Some narrow (less than " thick) 
quartzo.felspathic veins are seen to be isoclinally folded 
and others are, brOken up by ax a]. plane sup so as to form 
rods parallel to the axes of 'isoclines (Fig..lO ci.). 
Some qzartzo-felspathic veins run discordantly 
through the rocks 	The age of these veins is not certain. 
() 	The Torridonian (Dià]aig Grbup), Rocks 
The TOrridonan rocks under. discussionS occupy 
a roughly triangular area, approxhnately, 3 square miles 
in extent, situated to. the northeast dT Loch JCishoxi 
(Map I 	). These rocks belong to the Diabaig 
group which represents the lowest number of the Taridonian 
succession as established in Scye, (dough, Memi 1907,p.349; 
and also Phemister, 1948 s p.41). They consist of 
feispathic I 	' 
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fe].spathic sandstones.grits (some of which are arkosic : 
feispar> 25%) . $ 4 dark shaly rocks, and feW sandy shale bands. 
Gritty and ohaly rocks neal' the overturned base of the 
Torridonian strata occasionally contain c.alcareous lenticies. 
The area contains three of four of the divisions of the 
Diabaig Group that were recognized by Clough (op.cit.); 
these are, the "Epdotic Grits", "Loch xa Da]. Beds" and. 
"Beinn na Seamraig GrIts".. 
The strata are inverted and dip gently eastwqrds 
beneath the Lewisian Gneieses. There is a close parallelism 
between the bedding planes of the Torridonian and the 
foliation of the gneisses,. especially near the inverted 
junction between the formations, which is exposed at Cearcafl 
Dubh.. Westwards from this place and ascending the 
stratigraphic6l.succession s, the Bemnn na Seaniraig Grits 
dip eastwa'ds in inverted order beneath the basal Epidotic 
Gritt: andLoch na Dal Beds. As Is shown in Sections III 
and IV of this thesis, the Diabaig sedimentsi along with 
the Lewisián gneisses, have undergone at least three 
phases of movement subsequent to their inversion. The 
Torrldonian sdiments bear evidence of mechanical granulation 
and partial recrystallization (cf. Teall In Peach and others, 
Mem, 1907, pp.278290)4 In. the following discussion of 
the Torridonlan rocks emphasis has been given to the 
textural and mime'aiogical modifications of the sediments. 
Part/ 
Part of the ground, from Cearcall Dubh westwards 
for.a distance of up to mile, has been included by 
Bailey (19$5, flg.1) within the "biotite zone" of regional 
metamorphism in the N.W.Highlands.. . This zone according 
to Bailey, represents the grade of. metamorphism in. inverted 
Torridoniafle in the Skye.Lochcarron region. Bailey 
(op.cit.,.143) reported the occurrence of greenith..brOwn 
biotites in deformed Diabaig rocks at Fernaig', uhich is 
about 5 miles south of the present area, The author has 
not observed greenish..brown biOtites in the present area1 
in which the only metamorphic index mineral is chlorite. 
Peach and FIorn (Mom 19079 pp.342 ,..347)9. adopting 
the classification of Diabaig Group byClough (in Peach and 
others, Mem.1907, p.3494 described the. distribution and 
general petrographical features of the members of this Group 
in the region, which includes the present area, between 
Kishorri and Loch Aish. Following the classification 
accepted by the Survey workers (dough, op. cit.; Peach 
and Home, op..cit.), the three sub.divisions of the Diabaig 
• Group,: which occur in the area s have been listed by the . 






Succession ixterrupte4 by the Kishorn thrust. 
3. BEINN NA SEAMRAIG. GRITS 
Grey and burf-coloured grits, - sandstones 
(some are arkosic) and flags. Rare shale 
bands are impersisteflt • Thickness 1100 ft. 
2 . LOCH NADAL BEDS 
Dark greenish grey shales and grits with 
rare calcareouslenticles.. Thickness. 330 ft. 
1. EPIDOTIC GRITS 
• 	Greenish-grey or green epidotic grits. 
• Thickness. 50 ft.. 
Basal Conglomerate. 
• 	. The total thickness of the Diabaig rocks j.; 
the present outcrop, c alculated geometrically, is about. 
1500 ft. which corresponds very closely to the aggregate 
thickness of the Epidotic Grits, Loch na Dal Beds, and 
Beinn na Seainraig Grits as estimated by Peach and Home 
(Mem.1907 9 p.342) for the area between Kishorn and Loch 
Aish. . The author, however, considers that the thickness 
of the sediments is only apparent and does not represent 
their original thickness. The structural analysis 
(Section / 	. 
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(Section III) of the present area, combined with the results 
of the recent investigation by Johnson (1960) in the 
adjoining area to the south, suggests that the inverted 
Torridonian rocks have been isoclina].ly folded. The strata, 
therefore, may have been tectonically much thickened. 
The nature of the contact between the Torridonian 
and Lewisian format±ons is int eresting. Peach and Home 
(Mem.1907 p.343) have interpreted this contact as a 
substantially unmodified unconformity. The present 
author has observed highly sheared and mylonised rocks along 
the inverted cOntact whIch possibly has aôted as a plane of 
differential movement and sliding. These differing views 
on the nature of the contact between the Torridonian and 
Lewisian formations will be discussed in more detail at the 
end of the present section. 
The distribution and some aspects of petrographic 
features of the Diabig rocks are described below. 
(a) Epidotic Grits 
The Epidotic Grits, which are apparently about 
50 ft. thick, are exposed along a crag extending from 
Drochaid at Chadha to Cearcali Dubh. The bedding of the 
sediments, which is indicated by compositional colour 
banding / 
banding, dips eastwards at low angles (18
0 - 25) beneath 
the Lewisian gneisses. The prominent megascopic planar 
structure of the grits is, however, a fiaggy parting,, The 
micrOscopic features described below suggest that the 
megascopic parting is a echistesity (S). Throughout the 
area, the parting is parallel to bedding. Mineralogically, 
the 'rocks are composed mainly of feispars, quartz and 
epidote. The proportion of felspars does not exceed 25%, 
both IC-felspar (microcline and orthoclase) and pla,gioclase 
(oligociasic) being present. 
The grits bear the imprints of mechanical 
deformation (due to differential slip along axial planes 
of isoclines) and partial recrystallization. A close.!. 
spaced schistosity, the features of which are described 
later, is denoted by the a1iiment of the stretched out 
quartzofelspathic constituents and by parallel narrow' 
bands along which secondary sericitic micas have developed. 
The felspars, which are relatively large 11 rrn,. ç .5rn4, 
are ienticular and they exhibit strained extinction and 
sometimes marginal granulation. The twin lamellae of ,  
piagioclase and microclinö crystals are distorted ! The 
stout epidotes (08mm.), which are scattered throughout the 
rock,,, are sometimes seen to be traversed by cracks and 
fracture.planes and to display a strained extinction. 
in 
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In contrast to the félspars, the quartz grains seem to 
have yielded readily to deforming forces. The stages in 
the deformation and granulation of quartz grains can be 
studied in. some rocks. In the 1ria1 stages of deformation, 
the quartz grains display strong strained extinction.. 
Subsequently the grains break into slivers which result 
from a stretching of quartz rytals along the axial planes 
of isoclina]. folds. The 'dimensional parallelism of the 
slivers and the development 'of: glaty sericitic micas (Plate 
Xvii, a.b.) indicates the initiation of a widespread 
schistose structure, which is megascopically visible as a 
parting. Further, the aliinent of the longest dimensions 
of slivers (Plate XV11 9 a,b.) produces a prominent striation 
lineation(b1, see page 94 ) parallel to the axes of 
isoclina]. folds. In some rocks tiny quartz gra1n, 
which' have been affected by intense crushing and marginal 
granulation1 are scattered through the matrix. The 
crushed quartz grains acting as seed crystals, recrystallize 
and fonn aggregates of clear, unstrained, small' ('05 simm.) 
quartzes. The individual grains in these aggregates have 
sutured margins. When recrystallization is avanced, the 
grain boundaries are straight and a secondary micro-crystalline 
mosaic of quartz grains has resulted. The narz'ow baxds of 
micro.crystailine aggregates of quartz and parallel flaky. 
seridites 'usually wind round eye.like prophyroclasts of 
relatively / 
M: 
relatively large félspars and emphasize the schistose 
structure of the rock (Plate XV1I, C, d.). Rarely 
idioxnorphic crystals of magnetite occur, the porphyroblastic 
habit of which suggests that they are possibly secondary 
(cf:- teall s 1907, p. 286). A few secondary chioritic 
patches occur along the schistosty. 
Near the contact with the overlying Lewisians, 
the Epidotic Grits, are highly sheared and have a platy 
mylonttic appe arance. 	All: the constituent minerals,.. 
including the foispars, have been reduced to a very fine 
grain size. Likewise the Lewisian rocks immediately above 
the grits are extremely sheared and, particularly when they 
are epidote-bearing, the inylonitized gneisses are difficult 
to distinguish from the schistose grits. 
(b) Loch na Dal Beds 
The rocks of this sub-division dip eastwards 
below the Epidotic Grits along the crag extending from 
Drochaid a'Chadha.to Cearcall Dubh, From CearcallOubh 
northwards, the Ep±dotic Grits are absent and the Loch na 
Dal Beds are in contact with the Lewisian gneisses.. 
The Loch na Dal Beds consist of grey and dark green 
shaly rocks and subordinate greyish felspathic sandstones 
and pebbly grits. The presence of thick shaly layers, the 
smaller amount of epidote and the occasional patches of 
carbonates / 
Mi 
carbonates distinguish the Loch na Dal Bed8 from the Epidotic 
Grits. Rarely, current bedding has been observed in the 
gritty bands which alternate with ehaly rocks, The 
bedding and current-?bedded layers are, however, d istorted 
by folding and the original attitude of the current bedding 
could not be determined. 
The rocks are deformed and schistose in appearance. 
The schistosity,, lIke that in the Epidotic Grits, is defined 
by the parallel alignment of secondary sericitic inicas and 
by bands of finely reôryetallized quartz grains, as well as 
by the alignment of slivers of quartz... A few patchy 
chiorites occur along the schistosity.. The clastic feispar 
grains (pl4giocla8ei, microcline and perthitic felspars), 
which arelenticular in shape,, bear the imprints of 
mechanical deformation.' A, few randomly scattered muscov±te 
flakes,. which are distinct from the felted sericites q exhibit 
bent cleavage and strong undulose extinction and are possibly 
clastic grains of the sediments. Quax'tz grains are 
usually ruptured into elongate slivers, the longest 
dimensions of which are aligned parallel to qL magascopic 
lineation (b14o With the advance of recrystallization the 
'quartz 'is found In small clusters which are elongated 
parallel to the visible lineation.. 
Near the contact with the Lowisian gneissee, the 
Loch/ 	. 	. 
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Loch na Dal shales are much sheared and are piaty, laminated 
in appearance. In some crushed rocksi individual mineral 
grains are difficult to distinguish. 
(c) Beinn na Seamraig Grits 
The Beinn na Seamraig Grits outcrop in the ground 
between the Alit Mr and the Alit an t.Sratha Phuairs  
• 	below the crags at Cearcall Dubh,. South of the Alit an 
tSratha Fhuair, the rocks are mostly concealed by 
fluvio.glacial drift. Near Tornapress, the rocks of, this 
division are tenninated by the Kishorn thrust, the outcrop 
of which follows the 411t,Mb,r. The beddng planes, wh1h 
dip gently eastwards#reindicated by compositional colour 
banding as well as by narrow (less than 1" thick) 
of heavy minerals (irregular• clastic grains of opaque 
ores, epidote, ephene) • The, rocks of this division rarely 
exhibit tightly appressed sediiontary folds fox!ned due to 
ntraformational slumping (Fig. 49 ). It is interesting 
to note that in the example cited the orientation of the 
slump structure with respect to' bedding suggests that the 
strata are inverted. 
The rocks ber imprnt8 of strong mechanical 
defonnat±on. The felspars exhibit undulose Øxtinction 
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Figure 4. Profile of fold 	str u c hire formed by 
slumping in TorridoniOn rock. 
A-coarse grained layer 
medium groined IQyer 
fine groined layer 
extinction, and may have broken into elongate slivers. 
Secondary thin felts of sericites occur in narrOw bands 
and together with the stretched quartzo..felspathic materials 
emphasize a schistose arrangement. 
North-east of Torapress, just above the. Kishorn 
thrust, the grits are highly crushed and transfonned into 
cataclasitei and are profusely stained with haematite 
(page 133 
(3) 	The TorridonianLowisian Contact. 
The nature of the Torriconiana.Lewisian contact 
calls for some discuseign. Peach and Home (Mem.1907,, p.343) 
regarded this contact as a su$tantially unmodified 
unconformity. They observed that in the ground north of 
Loch Carron the 1o'ter beds of the Diabaig. Group (the Basal 
Conglomerate 'and Epiclotic Grits) are frequently absent and 
in consequence the Loch na Dal Beds are in contact with the 
Lewisiai gn6isses,. The Basal Conglomerate, which is 
sheaed and partially recrystallized, is well developed and 
easily recoiizable at Fernaig, about 5 mIles south of the 
present area. Regarding the present area, Peach and Home 
(op.cit.) maIe the following statement 
"In Glenmoré, about two miles east of Courthill 
House, ICishor'n, a small exposure of epidOtic grit Is 
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visible / 
visible atthe roadside ........ Northwards. the dark 
shales (Loch na Dal) are in contact with the Lewisian gneiss, 
and at Cearcáll Dubh a local conglomerate appears in that 
position, the epidotic grits and Loch na Dal 'shales both 
being absent.." 
Peach and Rome (Mem. 19079 p043) attrIbuted 
the noiappearan.ce of the basal rocks of the Diabaig Group 
over most of the ground north of Loch Carron to the 
unevenness of the Lewisian floor on which the Torridonian 
sedimentewerö laid d'own.. They consIdered that the general 
parallelism of the planar structure between the Torridoniari 
and Lewisian rocks was produced by the development of 'new 
divisional panes. in the Lewisians (Peach and Home, op. 
cita,:p471 and p.566)4,. JohnsOn (1960, p.l454 however; 
suggested a different mt prtipj, for the samO contact and 
stated as follows 	•. 	 . 
s...... • the general parallelism of structure was 
prodticedbythe rotation and dragging Into alignment of 
the originally disco±'ant bedding and foliation planes. 
This is' supported by the fact that it is the cpositional 
banding of the Lewisian rocks that;lies parallel to the 
Tprridonian bedding. Furthemorei. the intensely Sheared 
Onditioñ of the Lewislan rocks near their contact with the 
T9idOnian rocks indicates considerable differential slip 
rn&Jethent 'which may have lOcally obliterated the original 
ün9nfonnity / 
unconformity. The Basa]. Conglomerate and Epidotic Grits 
may have been sheared out in the process." 
The evidence obtained in the present area strongly 
favours the interpr'etation suggested by Johnson (op.cit... 
It has already been mentioned that the Epidotic Grits and 
Loch na Dal rocks are highly sheared and reduced to a very 
fine grain size near this contact, These highly sheared 
Torridonians do not exceed 15 ft. , in thicknessat any place, 
but are present. throughout the exposed contact. The 
Léwisian gneisses in the immedIate vicinity (within about 
10 ft.) of the contact are also very highly sheared. TwO 
specimens of sheared gneiss may be cited here. The first 
is a platy, laminated basic rock, collected at the contact, 
in which most of the constituents are reduced to a fine 
pulverized, state and the. garnets are remarkably stretched 
(Plate Xl,b). The second is a laminated augen.gneiss 
which was collected at the contact on Cearcall Dubh. In 
this rock .the only recognizable constituents are porphyro. 
: clasts of fe16ar and epidote the rest of the constituents 
of the rock have been completely rolled out to a rock 
flour (Plate XV a,b.),. 
A point of further intreàt is that the present 
author could not identify the 'iocal conglomerate" recorded 
by Peach and Home (Men4907, p4343) atCearcail Dubh. It 
is known (cf. Teall in Peach and others, Mem..1907,p.273; 
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Horne/ 
Home, Mem. 19079 p.343) 
conglomerates in the LW. 
that the Torridonian basal 
Highlands usually contain 
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pebbles of various types of the nearly epidotic Lewi sian 
gneiss. When a conglomerate, composed largely of 
iè1ssiö materialsp Ls' subjected to strong shearing the 
metamorphosed product may be virtually indistinguishable 
from the parent gneissic rocks which are undergoing the 
• same changes. At Coarc'aU Dubh, the only rock that 
bears some resemblance to a "conglomerate", occurs in an 
jeolated outcrop (10 ft.f x 3 ft.) which is situated near 
the line of contaçt 	No recognizable grits or gneisses 
are exposed in Its immediate vicinity. The highly 
sheared and partially recrystallized rock contains a, 
'few eye.like grains of quartz and felspar (Plate XV,d), 
the largest of which measure about i ll along its longest 
• dimension; no rock franonts could be recognized. . The 
-texture of the rock is schistose 	Whether the quartz 
and. fêlspar grains represent original pebbles now 
Occurring as "porphyrgclasts" in a metamorphosed sediment 
is problemlitical. Sheared and partially recrystallized 
augen,gneisses (the identities of which are beyond doubt 
because they can be, traced continuously into less deforned 
gneisses) / 
greisséB) are exactly similar in texture and mineralogy 
to the rock described above. For example,. Plate XV,c 
depicts a modified augengneiss, collectednear Loch ná 
Caillich, about i.mile east of Cearcall Dubh from within 
the Lewisian outcrop which is remarkably similar to the 
sou.called conglomerate. 
(4) Metamorphic Episodes in the Lowisian and Torri.donian 
Rocks. 
The metamorphic episodes in the LeWisian and 
Tórridonian rocks described in the previous sections 
have been swmnarised in the following table in which an 
attempt has been made to cprrelate these episodes with 









T A B L E II 
Rock Types ? Early Phase Period of 	- Périodof. 	I.Perjod of 
of different.1 .1st Folding . 2nd Folding 3rd Folding 
slip  
Granulation of hôrn-. 
Ultrabasic . 	.. blendes. 
no evidence ? Growth of fibrous no evidence no evidence 
rocks . amphibole from 	.. . 
hornblende 	. 
Granulation of horn... . 	. cataclasis; 
biende, feispar, chioritization 
£Amphibolite garnet. 	Tremolite of garnet;. 
and . 	y oni. iza 	Ofl 
developed from green 
hornblende. no e 	den e . 	C 
formation of 
chlorite and 
Hornblende ? Development of blot ite from 
schist some bluish green' hornblende horñb]ende . . . . 
Intermediate MylOflitizatiOfl; Post.. crysta- cataclasis of 
leisses; 	' . 	 . recrystallization, of strainin 	of etalized Pink quart zo- ?Mylonitizathn quartz; development ai 	and feispathic . of sericite; it subse u'i 
• 
secondary 	pidotes re 	stalia Penat1tes . formed by break-don • tion of feispars 
Torridonian GranulatiOn Of Post-i. 	: 
tfliabai 	. g,. ?My.ônitizion quartz, felspa.r and crystalline. ôataclasis. . . epidotes; partial straining of 
rocks recrystallization of quartz.. 	•No - 	. . quartz; devêlopméiit .• evidence of 
of tsericite s chlorite,' recrystalli-. 










C. Rockslying below the I(ishorn thrust. plane. 
(1) General Statement - 
The outcrops Of the Torridonian (Applecross Group) 
and Cambro..Ordovician sediments that lie structurally below 
the Kishorn thrust stretch from Loch Kishorn northeastwards 
to Meall an Daimh (Map I)' West of the An Gorm Loch a 
narrow strip of strataj which consist of Applecross grits 
overlain by Cambrian quartzites, lie belOw the Sole thrust 
and belong to the unmoved Foreland. The Torridonian 
(Applecross) and Cambro-Ordovician rocks occuring 
between the Sole and Kishorn'thrusts have been involved in 
folding and thrust-faulting during the post-Cambrian 
movements. East of the outcrop of the Sole thrust, the 
stratigraphic relation of the Cambr.-Ordovician and 
Torridonian strata is often no longer normaL A 
succession of thrust planes and folds, with a general N.N.E. 
- trend, repeat the outcrops of the two fOrmations and. 
give rise to a rapid alternation of parallel bands of 
Cambrian and Torridonian rocks. 
Despite the large scale folding and thrusting 
the rocks between the Sole and Kishorn thrusts have 
suffered very little internal deformation. Their 
mineralogical and textural features are usually unaltered 
and are like those of the sediments belonging to the 
uxjnoved / 
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unmoved Foroland. It is only in the izutnedlate vicinity 
of the thxüst planes, particularly the Xishorn thrust, 
that the. sediments, have undergone some textural modification 
due to mechanical granulation.. 
The detai1ed petrographic and palaeOntoiogical. 
features of the Applecross and Cambro.-Ordovician sediments 
have boendescribed by the Survey geologists (Hirixman, Mem. 
1907, pp.269-277 and pp.334.339; Peach and Hprne., Mem. 
1907, pp.363-387) and for the present discussion it is only 
necessary to give a brief accøunt of the different rock 
types and to cqrnment on their deformation. 
(2) Applecross Group 
The Applecrose Group constitutes the middle 
sub.,divii0n Of the Torridonian formation, the upper and 
lower sub,dvisiOns being the Aultbea and Diabaig Groups 
(cf:-. Mem.. 1907, p274) 
The Applecross rocks in the present area are 
composed of medium to coarse grained ('8 -'2mm.) chocolate 
and red atkobesi sandstones and grits,, with pebbles of 
quartzite, quartzo.felspathic rocks, jaspers etc., Their 
red colour is due to the occurrence of thin rims of iron 
Oxide coating the individual quartz and. félspar grains.. 
The principal mineral constituents of the rocks are sub-angular 
grains / 
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grains of quartz, alkali-feispars (orthoc].ase and microcline) 
and plagioclase (oligoclase..albite) which are set in fine 
matrix. A few muscovite flakes occur. 
The sediments have suffered mechanical defoxation 
near the N.N.E. trending major thrusts and minor fau1t 
A thin section of a rock collected just north-west Loch 
Cadh' an Eididh and below a major thrust, shbwed that the 
felspar and more especially, the quartz,, grains exhibit 
strained extinction and rarely, marginal granulation 
(Plate XV11I,b). The tWin larnellae of microcline and 
pligioclase feispars are slightly distorted. 	Along 
microscopic fracture planes some red iron materials have 
penetrated into the rock.. Another specimen from the 
same grit band and about 10 ft, above'the clean-cut 
thrust plane is entirely undeformed (Plato XVU1, a.). 
(3) Cambro,.OrdoviOjan RoOks 
Except for a narrow band of . quartzites below 
the Sole thrust, the Cambr6.0rdovician roOks of the area 
have been involved in folding and thrusting. Strata have 
been repeated and frequently the normal order .of succession 
of the members of the CambrOrdovician formatiOn has been 
reversed. Although no complete and undisrupted succession 
of these rocks can be traced in the present area, the 
member8 / 	 . 	. 
MW 
members of the' formatiOnj with notes on their main features 
are listed below in their normal order as established by 
the Survey geologists (cf:-'Horné, 1907 ,pp 365-'366) in the 
undisturbed areas in the N.WcH±ghlands; 
TABLEITI 
Rock Types Chief 	Features 	0 Distribution 
Eilean Dubh Fine.grained,' white and 	The Eilean Dubh 
lilac flaggy' limestones.' and Ghrudaidh 
Group Some are dolomitic and effer- limestones 
:'S;c:ea very feebly with dii occupy an area 
H Cl.(25%) e, Sp.Gr.-ranges from about 4 miles 
1"72 - i'81; Thin bands of long, 	miles 
sandy materials occur and wide between 
stand out as ridges on Loch Kishorn 
weathered surfaces. Some- and Coille Dubh. 
tirnes cherty.bands 
varying in thickness from 
a few inches to one fôot 
occur within limestonee. S 
Chief minerals of iime. 
:stone rocks' are carbonates, 
some quartzp'feispathic 
materials and a small 
proportion of white micas. 
Fine..grained dark liméstors, 
, 	•. uruualwl iL some of which are. dolomitic and effervesce feebly on 
Group treatment with dii. H Cl 
(25%) '- Sp.Gr.* ranges from 
l82 	1•85.- 	Mainly 
composed of carbonates 
which are dotted with 
• dark inclusions and few 
• 'quartz and félspars. 	Narrow 
0 




'A DL E1Ti(Cont±nued) 
Rock Types Chief. 	Features Distribution 
erpu.ite Quartzites and grits, grading pulitg 	rts Gu8 ruCiu upwards into do].omitic grit. 
in narrow. Sometimes contain worincasts 
and burrow8 at high angles bfldS 	often. re- 
•to bedding.. ::peated,north. of 
0 
0 	 0 Tori' na h..Io1aire. 
Dolomitic shales,mudstones Glas Bheinn and 
• weathering with a rusty Sgurr a.' Gharaidh. 
colour. The limy bands Other exposures 
Fucoid effervesce 8trongly with are near Courthill. 
B d 5 dil. HC]. (25%)i Frequently House and Rassa]. contains worzn, casts which 
resemble fucoidal markings 
and appear flattened On 0 
bedding p'ane. 	0 
0 
0 
•MCdium to coarse grained,; A narrow undistur 
compact 'quartzites often :ed band of ]:asal 
Pipe containing some folspars. 	
0 0 quartzite overlain 
Rock Exhibit vertical wonas casts by Pipe Rock occurs 
and burrows ("pipes")... 0 below the Sole 
• : 
Medium to c oarse grairied 	0 hXiS 	wst 	f An 
0 
Basal 
quartzites,, usually false.. 
bedded0 	Composed mainly Mall 
• D 
t aim 	o 
Quartzite of quartz and subordinate syer 
• felepars. 	Rarely,flaggy N ••... 	ren +ng 
• rits 	not more than 2 ouwcrops O 
• t.• ixi thickness, alternate qrtte alter.. 
0 wi quzies. 	flear :nate with those 
• the base (as seennin the of A  
undisturbed area below Grits. Bandsof  
• 0 	
• 	 0 uartzites are 
quartzite is coarse, con. 	• S 	a'Ghar idh 
• 
• 	 0 
:glomeratic with Sub. 
angular pebbles of quartz and Glas Bheinn.  
and felspars. 
0 Occs iXile 
• 0 	 . east of Courthill 
0 	 • 	 • • House. 
The / 
The CambrO-Ordovician rocks, though involved in 
folding and thrusting, are unmodified se4iments except in 
the innnediate vicinity of the thrusts, where the style of 
deformation is cataclastic,. with evidence of crushing and 
incipient shearing. Strong cataclasis has affected the 
rocks occurring just below the Kishorn thrust. 
The unmodified quart,,zites of the area are 
composed of an equigranular, medium-sizedmosaic (05 ..0'8m.) 
of quartz grains, with subordinate felspars (microcline and 
others) and some randomly scattered white mica flakes. The 
shape of the quartz grains vary from nearly oval, to irregular 
and angular (Plate X1X,a). The onset of cataclasis, which 
is shown by a rock (Plate X1X,b) collected about 10 ft. 
below the Kishorn thrust north of Glas Bheinn, is marked 
by the flattening of grains and their strained extinction, 
A few grains show defonnatiôn lameliae (Fairbairn, 1949, 
pp413-17) which are denoted by parallel rows of cavities that 
are sometimes filled in by Opaque inclusionsi The wave of 
strained extinction passes nearly normal to the trace of the 
lame]lae, There is some granulation along grain boundaries 
and along narrow zones (.5 - lnm.) that cut the rock. A 
more advanced degree of crushing is evidenced by a specimen 
of. quartzite (Plate XIX,c) collected immedate1y below an 
exposure / 
exposure of the clean-cut Kishorn thrust in a stream 
north-east of Glas Bheinn. In section the rock discloses 
intense ruptural breakdown and granuiat±on of the quartz 
and felspr grains which have been mostly rendered so fine 
by crushing that frequently the individual crystals cannot 
be distinguished. A few clusters of coarser grains occur; 
they are highly strained. The rock is traversed by narrow 
vein-like strings of carbonates and reddish iron staining 
occurs, along irregular cracks. 
Features of mechanical dofonnation, similar to 
those described above, have been observed in Serpulite 
Grits that are exppsed, below the Kishorn thrust. The 
Pucoid Beds and the Eilean Dubh and Ghrudaidh limestones are 
traversed by narrow, intersecting joints and fracture p.anes 
which are now filled in with carbonates and quartz. 
SECTION III____r MEGASCOPTO TRUCTURAL DKTA 
A. Genéral: Statement 	 . 
$truoturally •.tio.. area can be divided into twO' 
main unjts (,Cf Fig..'6):- " 
Lewisian and TorridOnian (DIabai'Group) 
lying above the. Kishorn thrat pXah6i. 
Torridonian (Appleoross Group) and CambrO-
Ordoviolan rocks# occurring belOw, the Kishórn 
thrust plane. A section of these rocks, 
situated •bOlow theole:tbrust, whiôbs.truö-
:turally underlies the Kshorn thrust, 
belongs to. thO P roland undisturbed by the 
postCambrian movements,: The. rooks tht 
ooöur. between the 8ole and Kishorn thrusts 
have been affected. by. the 	 CamOriarl  
movementa and Constitute, a. zone...ot.  
da1coa.t1oxi... ' 
Above the. kishOrn.thrust. pianO1. the.. .Torridoan 
and LOwisian. rOoks OCcur. in 'inverted stratigraphical 
sequence and thOre, j  a rearkable •parallelism•between t1e 
foliation or. the L4iisjn:'..eise,s and the .bedding planes 
of the .Tôrr1dcni se± ts1,. which dip 4t moderate angles 





-. 	 THRUST-. 
SOLE 
ThRUST-. 
Fiqure S. 	Diagram showing 	the main structuralunits 
of the Kishorn-.Lochcar ron area. 
Lewisian and Torridonian(Dioboiq) rocks. 
Torridonian (Applecross) and Cambro-
-Ordovicion rocks. 
Undisturbed Forelon d 
(seet no,. 81,82 and 71) shows that. the stratiaph.ica1 
;.. inversion of the Torridoniafl and Lewisan rooa extends 
southwards. from Loohoarron to. the . eastern part Of •SIre 
and forms the inverted limb of a ma jor fold,."tbe Loch 
Aish Synoline" (Peach, ata1 4ezn. 1907;. BailOy,1955).: . ,. 
.E. 	S•.S!.. 	ial. trend,.. 	though The fold with a N.Ns  
	
to close to. tbe .southeast,.(.Bailey, op. ..,.oith.. 	The.. 
normal uninverted limb. of. the .b1d.. can be. well obserT4 
ati Loch Alsh but northwards, at Loohoarron, the rocks 
outcropping belong entirely,  to the overturned limb. It 
is possible that the general parallelisni of structure at 
Loohoarron was produced by the notation and dragging into 
parallel alignment of the driginally discordant beddtng of 
sediments and foliation of basement rooks during the 
formation of Loch Aish syncline. It is significant to 
note in this connection that there is evidence of strong 
differential movement at the contact region between the 
Tor'ridon'ian and Lewiiian rocks .( see page 73 ) John son 
working just south of the present area made e 
similar observation and .8uggeste that two, possible types 
of movement may produce the parallelism of, foliation in 
the formations:... !Fy ,.theLéwsjän. •'and.Torridcnjan 
rooks underwent a phase of folding, the Lewioia rooks 
occupying,1 	. . 	 •. 	 . 
occupying an antiolinal fold Corea Secondly, the 
Lewisian represents a thrust slice which has been driven 
over the Torridonian z'ocks (op. olt., p. 145), 	The 
parallelism may be a combinedt effect ofr the two' processes 
&ugested above, because it is well known that a fold may 
pass into a thrust fault and vioe versa. 
i/hue the consideration of foliation and bedding, 
planes of the Lewisian and Torrid.onian rocks gives the 
impress.on of, a ro1atve1 simple structure, the minor 
structures (that is, minor folds, lineation, axial planes 
of minor folds, cleavage, etc.) in these rooks disclose a 
complex structural history. Four, sets of minor folds 
and their associated structures, have been recognized by 
their distinct style, orientation and by their mutual 
relationships. Their history of development indicates 
that the x'oks above. theKishorn thrust place havOunder 
:gone at least three phases of nioveiiiont, each phase 
probably being separated from the following one by some 
time interval. Further, it can be suggested that the 
style of dearly deforxuations was plastic and para-orystalline, 
whereas that of the later deformations was mainly. brittle 
• 	 S 	•. 
In the areak below the Kisborn thrust, there are 
several •tbristplaneshich dp at moderately steep 
H 	 angles/ 
18.7 
angles to the.E..5.•E.The. most .wester.1yof these 
e . W.. trndg4bust planes' azid, therefore, Structur 
a11y the lowermost member) is the sole thrust (Maps 1 
and 2), : e 
rocks Outoroppin west of the traCe of the 
$&e trust have not , -b6bh di.tbod:.b 	e post-Cambrian 
muenients and b&.on to' the Foreind. The snail section 
of the unmoved Foreland whiCh has been mapped by the 
present authoüsists of, TOrrldonton (Applecross) grit 
suóóeeded imCoforxnbly by tile Cibrian quartzites; . tile1. 
rck of both .ormatiOns dip gctly. to the 'L S • E. ., The 
Torridon1n.(Appoc.ro3S) grits • àndCambo'Ordoviiun 
quartz1te•grit6, muds tones and 1imeatQfl.9S .whoh outcrop 
between tbO. O1 .thv.ust. arld:the .Ktshorn: thrust.have bèen 
invOlv$ inthe. post-Cambrian mqveinéntè,. in; this region, 
terniod the 'zone of di s1ooationç the rocks usually, dip at 
• 	moderate g1estotbe.3. .ardhave been repeated by 
• 	folding and thrusting ona"iare;scale, The: majoz' folds 
have a 	 a*iai.'trtdnd the '.thrust:p1ane s-dip 
oatélr steeply to tie ESE. ' Minor.:foldS, tbough'.not 
ooimon, have -been.rècorded., The ,.Ilutual "relationships: of 
• 
	
	xrn jor folds, the.thrusts and the minor. fOlds have 
been. investigated. The tOtura1 characters of the rooks 
in the zone. Of dislocation suggOst that they havO suffered 
loCal oataolasti.O doformation. especially in the imniediate 
• 	vicinity of thrust planeso 
The 
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TheKishorn thruit whioh:is a'xnajor structural 
feature in the area.is wel exposedas a e1ean.4out 
fracture at several localities. The nature of the thrust 
plane and thatôf the. rocks in the.1mediate.vicinity jé.: 
described in a later part of this section. 
B. Megasoopic Structures above the Kishorn thrust plane 
The structural investigation of the rooks lying 
above the Kishorn thrust plane is based on the mapping of 
the matn. rook types and the measurement of the orientation 
of foliation, bedding planes, linear structures, cleavage 
and axial planes of minor folds. For detailed analysis 
the area has been divided into- 14 sub'areas, for each of 
which the foliation, fold axes and associated linear,  
U?uoturos ,. 	 have been plotted separately 
The prodoiiinantly., gentle.:E S.E. dip; of. fo]4a tih 
and bedding planes over the area is shown ona tereonet 
by the strong concentration of therr poles (Fig.?). In 
addition some foliation and bedding plane poles are spre64 
to form a girdle whose axis plunges at moderate angles to 
the  
TheattLtudsøfthofOliationbPianØscan, 'be 
assessed in more detail by considering the diagrams which 
how/ 	
0• 
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS : DIAGRAMS OF POLES TO 
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• Plots of first fold axe s and Iino tion s 
x Plots of second fold axes and lineations 
S Plots of third 	fold axes 
)( Plots of foldaxes and lineations of uncertain age 
Poles to folio t ion planes contoured 
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FJGURE.6. 
6hOw the struoturl geometry of the sub.areas (tg.8). 
In Dub reas 4A 0 0 9, ]5 and U (op. o't)* the gentle 
eastvrd CUp of the foliation and .bd4.ing isenph3ts4 
by. the strong maztvnmi in. the diagrams, As will be: 
bon later thO ngoui; dip of the fbUation corre3pOnds 
to the 4tp of the limbs, and azial planes of the first 
isóolinal.,tO)s which are ntuuerous in those ubreaD 
In t' :td1, sub"areas 	 in Ftg.'6) in the 
Lewiitafl outcrop the pOles to the foliation: sØattor to 
form partial or complete girdles, The r'ook 	tbooe 
aubaroae have been atfoôtedib, the aecorid or thr4 folds 
or by the 'tolds of ietiin otjo" which heirs been snper 
impQsed on the first isoclinol struoture, These tetures 
will be further disotissod while oonidortng the different 
minor fold $G15 
The, a4nor structws can b.c Groupod on the 
foUGv4ng oritoria, into, 4 sttnot nertiona 
abructzros of atthilar style and pattern of  
orientation are lie3r t4 be of the emo 
Seperationo.  
etuctures of. one otyle,and one pattern of 
orientetion overprint and diatot structures 
• 	of s.zther aty ô,.and,. uiother attern.. of 
(o) etructures belonging to differeflt sets .y  have 
sirni. is r/ 
7 ,If_• 
Figure 7. 	'1500 poles to foliotion 
and bedding planes in 
rocks above the Kishorn 
thrust.. 
Contours at 	 5 per cent. 
0 
similar. pattern: ôî orientatton (:such as two 
co.axial bi)'. different fold systiis ) but they 
differ in style. 
FoUx' sets of minor structures, which differ in 
tbe.r style.. or orientation or both, h ye been recognised 
in the Torridonian and Lewisian rocks. Of those, three 
éétS• àan. be arranged in their relative Order of develop-
:ment and they[ bavebeen termed structu.xes of the first, 
aecônLd and third generations. reepectivoly. . Another Set, 
which possesses a distinct style and orientation, is 
oerta1ly later.thanth.e first set'of;struotures, but its 
relatiOnship with the second and third. sets. is not 
apparént. . The structures belonging t.p this set have been 
• . termed "Structures. of, tYnoerta in.: Ae". . COnsideration of 
the minor structures suggests that the Torridonian and 
Lowi elan rocks,. together with the.. inylonitic. rocks derived 
from tbem: have undergan-6 --a-t least .th 	.;IJase :o'.xiovernent. 
Vthen:..all:. the .lflOI. fold: axes. and their associated 
linear structures measured over ...tile whole area are' plotted 
oollectiveli . on. a stereonet:.thoy form- a . ston.g: xnainium whIch 
plunges to the; E.S.Eo dOwn the dlp..of the .foiiaton of , the 
rOoks (Fig..$, e,f.). 	A. sub'xnximtm trends IS1.N,E.-S.S.W. 
.me 	ainlngpoles to llnear struetutts.form.a girdle, 
the piano of which dips gently to. theE5oL. sub-parallel 
to/ 
Figure 89 Plots of linear structures in Lotd.sian 
and Torridonian (Diabaig) rocks. 
ao 350 first linear structures0 
b. 100 soc&id iine&r structures 
c 200 third linear structureb, 
250 linear structures of uncertain age. 
Collective diagram of 900 linear stri?Lctures 
f, Synoptic diagram shoang the regional dip 
of foliation and the maxima of linear structures 
(1, 11, ill and 11t) derived froma,b 	. ,c,and d 










Figure 9. Poles to oxal plo n es of mn or folds in 
rocks above the 	Kishorn thrust: 
a. first folds 
b- second folds 
c third 	folds 
d folds of 	uncertoin age 
Contours at 1-3-6-9- 15 
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to the doidnant dip of foliation.. The arranrnent of 
minor fold a*os en4 other thzer tetux'es, 	of which 
lie on thd. fólitton, suests that their oriitattona 
have been oontr1lcd by thG ttItue ithe. L•L 
&tpping pianos, 
In the following section the style and orienta' 
:tion of the nilnor struotures will be described,, tber 
development traced. ut dUferênt rock t.pes and the 
poaiblo ovenient responsible for thetv generation diacuoed. 
(1) The Stractures,2f.1h2 Yirs Generation . 
	
• 	 The structures ot. the first zeneration are 
• (a) Minoz told (FIrst Folds) wbich are eno,vlly 
• 
16rig limbed and vary , tightly appreesed or 
• 	. 	iGoclinal In isbape (Fi 	10; XlatesIfl and IV) 
(b) '.bistosity ø p e11o2, t, the azial plano8 of 
minor fold 
• 	4(0) Linear struot1ure,bj u parallel to the oxos ot 
mior fo].dav' 	.. 	 . 
The niutior tolth,. which are usualV tih5ly 
appresOd, olhibit thinniflg of the limbs and thiokena 
of the orostal parts4 The azes of the first folds and 
the assopipted paz'a liel linear struoturos uloao 
affected by, the stru0tures of later generations, plunge 
at gentle anglea to. the 	(Fi IRa 	i!4p 2,) . The 
aial/ 	. 
axial planes of the tight folds and isoclines and the 
axial plane sehistOsity (S1) are nearly parallel or 
sub..parallel to the foliation or. bedding planes of th 
rockso The. first axial plane sohistosity (31). j both 
in the Torridonian. and in the.. Lewisian ro.oks dips at 
gent3.e..angles. to the E.S.E...exoept. in.areas.where this 
plane has been..contortedby. folds of later. generations. 
(go.9a and..Map .2),. 	SInce, as a rule, the. gentle dip 
of the foliation an4.bedding.. in the roOks Corresponds 
to the dip of. the limbs, and axial planes of ,  the. isoclines, 
the style of folding Can be described as 9ree3ined" 
(Of. 6bnson'1960:,pe 147)... 
The presence of isoclinés' in the Torridonian 
rooks, together with the metamorphic texture and well 
developed miorofabric in these rOoks . (see page 140 	) 
suggests that the Torridoflian sediments etfored 
oonsiaerabie internal deformation during this fOld 
'episode. . The axial piano. schistosity 	of the first 
folds ges the. rooks, a prøminont flaggy partingi. It 
'lsóflly at the apiOés of the tight, folds that the 
sàhistosty is clearly . soon. to out across the bedding 
planes (Fig. lOa). An apprciabie thickening of the 
orestel part f a fold is. noted. when. schistosity is.. 
strongly developed..: . ..ThO..schIst.Osity..(1) 'is. usually 
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riñestriation:iineatlon parallels theaxs of minoz 
folds and .i d xiüe by th prá'iiél[i of longer 
dLmensions of quartz :slivès 'or elongate cluBters of 
partiafly reorystallized qUartz {seö page 
t isto be.noted in thisoonnéction that .jnthe- 
• TOrridonian sediments there area few tight ôlds of 
seiiâentary origin, pOssibly, fOrmed by intror'rotional 
slumping (Fig. 4o , see 9e7O) • 	These struoturos simulate 
In style, the. isoolinal folds. of teotonió. Origin, but 
• differ from. th .inbeiflg.iessreguiaiin.. fOnri &n 
ôzientationo 	 ,l;•lane 
sohistosity and axial lineations separates the sedimen- 
':ta'ry folds ftiia.teCton folds.. 	he origin of a 
• limited n thbeiof .fOl •, öwver; anriotbe ascertained: 
duO to the. ab Ce.Qf defipite criteria. as mentioned 
above and th?so have iot been considered in the present 
analysis (Of. 	Sutto and Watson l959,.... 
Long limbed,. . tightly. iapprossed :first folds 
have been recOrded. thr.dughout the Lewsian outorope 
The crostal parts of. those foldp are much thicker than 
the limbs,. The prominent parting in those rooks,. as in 
the Torrido±ilans, ie a close-spaced sohistosity (Sij 
parallel to the axial plane of the folds 	Where. the 
folds/ 	 . 	 ' 
folds ocour'ifl the banded ieiss', the foliation or 
Compositiona]. banding (denoted. by alternate dark basic 
and white aCid layers) is seen to be parallel to the 
axIal plane.sohistosity (.S1) on the limbs and'it is 
only at the crests of the tight folds that the axial 
plane sohistosity (s1 ) outs across the compositional 
colour bandin€. Over most of the 'area' the original. 
banding of the gneiss has been completely transposed 
by shear slip: parallel to the axial plane schistosity 
(Si) (Fig. 1090. 	)6 The textural andmineralOgioal 
changes that have taken place during the development of 
Si have been described in a previous section (page 32.). 
.A set of linear structures parallel to the 
first minor fold axes have been traced over the whole 
area. , These will be .00lleotvly reerred. to as the 
linear structures 'of.tbe first.generation(b). A 
common type is a fine regular striation formed by an 
alignment of minerals such as quartz: j felapar or 
amphibole. :Qtber types. of linear..structurles are. quartz 
rodding and elongated felspathio au 	tt'jation 
lineation (defined by quartz) and rodding are common in 
the Torridonian and striation lineation (defined by 
quartz, feispar or amphilb1e), rodding and telepathic 
augen are frequent in the Lewisians. 
Whi].e/ 
While, reporting the occurrence of post-
Torrid'onlan.isOolines and assOciated structures in 
Lewisiañs from'the'Loohoarron area, Johnson (1960, p.149) 
remarked . 
S.. "The . banded Lewisian rooks exhibit...long-limbed flow 
folds which seem to have beónproduoOd during the 
pre-Torridonian. migmatization. it, is not unusual 
to find .that; the axes and. aia1 planes of these 
folds are paralle1 to structures in the nearby 
Toridoniansedimen•ts •.è:.r..j..,,.....,. 	-It;'is 
S possible, there•fore, that some.00nsiderable..ro.tat.ion 
of the, origina.1,Lewisiañ. ètruotures has taken place. 
• . in the Caledonian. movements,. 'presumably by means 
of strong d1ff.er.entia1 á]ip movements.." 
In' the present area it bas 'not' ; .beön.'.possible' to 'detect 
any folds that: can be attibuted with óertainty to a 
pre-Torridonian movement phase in the Lewisians.. In 
considering the possbiiity that some such structures 
did exist in the gneisses prior to the Caledonian 
movementsj it had to be admitted that either they have 
been totally obliterated or. they must have been rotated' 
during the Caledoni.an movements in Such a manner that they 





.it.has a•lreadybGenxnentioned thatin;the• 
Lewisiañ eisses the original gneissic banding. 
(denoted by alternatedark and white 'layers) is sheared 
through by slip along axial plane schistôsity ()s 
Some folds bear other evidence of shear movement. A 
specimen of Lewisin gneiss (Fig. 10.0. 	) shows 
several small near-isoclinal folds. The folds are 
such that, the limbs are thinned and the crests relatively 
much thicken.ed.. ;In section the..grains. in. .:fo1ded. 
quarose 'layers are seen. to be strongly, flat.tene& and 
are alignedw-ith their. long axes,. paraliol O'r".:subparaUe1 
to the axial ..,p1are. (Plate IV.,' b. 	).. 	.Tbe. quartz 
iniorofabric r.epare4-from...tho..linibs .and.c.or..es...of 'the. 
• Individual fo.ldsar.e.éssentially-the .same. and cannot. be .. 
- 	unrolled a.bout.tbo. fo.id':.,axis.' a• fea'ture.whiohr suggests.. 
that the foidi'ng-:.'iias'.beon ahieved .by.shearmovement 
along aia.lplane(.see'.page: 144 	)' 
ólose..spa.oed..pianar struCture parallel t' the 
axial plae.sobistosity (i) of tbe'wieieseS is 
oonspióuous. in. .some mylonite zones occurring within the 
'Lewisian outcrop, .... a rule the rnylonitio banding is 
parallel to l'••  No isooljnal: 'folds could be reooized 
in'. the mylonites, but. a strong penetrative striation 
iinèation.is.present. The lineation, whioh can be 
trao,ed/ 
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traced continuously from .the my.ohitc..'.bands into the 
surrounding gneisses:without'any ohane in its orienta-
:tion is. oba.bly. , .identioai.with the linear structures 
• °f. the 'first.,gen.eration. (.b 1 ) in the gneisses. 	The 	". 
.widêspiea.d•.o.o.,c,urr,enc.e..In"the.:rnylonitic. rooks of planar 
,.PLn:4i linear structures, which are s.m.ilar to those of the 
first g ,erat'•ion... ln...t'heir nature and orIentation.,. suggests 
'that at ,l.ea.B.t..s.omemylonitio. .rooks.exiSi.ed prior to. the, 
first fo]4'episo,d'e4cf• .'3ohnsonj. . 19.60 ,.p. 149.)':i . . TbO. is 
also a possI.ilt.ty.. 	 might....haefoed 
by slip mpvement... r8'lOfl .'he 'axia....pl.nO. ;sohiStosity .(s). 
because, rarely.myloitic;...ro.oks..ha.ve."ben. .o.b.seved. at 
the core of sniall first folds. 
Discussion, of moverat:- 
..Theoon.stancy..... of....arrangement o•t.tbe exes. and 
'axial planes of the first folds suggests that there are 
no major folds of this generation 'in 'the present area.. 
The Lewisian rocks are, therofore,'unlikely to.pepresent 
a fold core of this generation and the inversion of the 
basement presumably preceded this phase of movement 
(of. 	3ohnson p .1960 1 p.  147). 	.. 
The officers of. the Geological Survey, noted 
linear structures with E.S.E.. trend. in.several parts of 




Geo1Ogi.o3. Sve One4nch sheet nos. 71 9 82 0 108). 
Borne (op. cit..) considered that the linear atruóturos 
(ed"fine parallel lines") were foraed bthe W.N.V. 
movnents *n the thrust p1ane. This view has been 
sported br.i!hiUipa(19W, p. 603) in recent years. 
it. .aeema lilcely, that the E. i).. B. linear, truo-. 
:turea referred.tO. ,byliOrne:. snd othera (Men... 190? ,O.p.e 
oit, and oneinb.sheet. 82).:.areoquiva.lent to.thefir.st  
linear StrUCture in. .thepreSont: 	a. 	the. eomot.ry 
Ot the isooUnl fr.st folds and their assocIated tine 
StriAtion. dOe SXLOt: suest that a .WIN:, W. mOVenCflt plan 
was responsibefor:..thoir. 	era.tipn. The shape. of the 
first folds ia:suO .thstthoi limbs are thinned and 
crests relatively nuob .tbtokened. . This feature suggests, 
that shear slip alongaxialpiane ($i)Ilas played an 
iiportant part ..# their. production (of. 	do. Sitter1 
p. X3):a: There is ample intor000piO. evidence of 
sèarmóvetnent along aziel plane (sos page 144 ). 
8in6o the first folds are vy ti&it., the direoti6ii of 
aheai which is responsible for the generation of the folds 
must be at high angles totho ford. .aea .tbouh. not.. 
necessarily normal to .the. The axIal planes of the. 
folds aip..at . 	t1O:afl&08 tQ: t .iW3.L afld ; thG i14 axes 
plunge, at .10w .anglos in the saiie direction. The shear 
uxoveiuont/ 
movement along axial .p1anes,:therefore, must, bave..been 
directöd on.& nearly LN.E..'S..S.W.trOnd. .ThiS. movement 
plan does not correspOnd.to,..the:...W.N.W,. •moveniont..on. the. 
thrust. planes as suggested. in the: 1907. :Mernoir (of... Home 
1907, p • 471). and the structures, 01, .th.e :'.f irst generation 
are considered to be un'related.tc• the Kishor.n:.. thrust .in 
the present.. area. 	it is possibly, significant. •'that:tho 
first linear structure. disappears in the cataclastic 
rocks immediately above the 'Kisbomn thrust plane.. .....This: 
has been observed at several well exposed sections of 
the thrust and will be described separately in a later 
section (pages. 134-5).. . 
(2) The Structures of the Second Oeneration 
Two main types of structures belong to this 
generation'..i 	. 
Minor folds (second folds) with N.N.E.-S.S.W. 
• axial trends. .. The. axes :of these folds and 
their associated linea..structures. plunge at 
gentle angles either, to the.N..N,E. or to the 
• 	
S.S.W..';.":(.Fig.8 j.b; ). 
A set of cleavage planes (s2 ) which strike 
N.N.E.-S.s.W. and are, parallel to..the. axial 
'.planes of the.seeond folds.... . . 
.,Tho first and second tolds can be.easily 
distinguished. by. their. differing styles as wll as by 
their widely different orientations. The first folds 
are/ 	. 	. 	 .. . 
are long limbed nearisoo'linai whiie't'heSeOöfl folds 
have a moderately; appressedasyinmetriOal shape, 
• .. 	. Te"axiai .planés .e±id axisl planer cleavages 
(s2 ) Of the '..sOoOnd folds strikeN.NE.and dip at 
moderately steep. ang'les (409.. 55:to..the. E.S .E. 
Tht ou%'aoross the 'first. axial plane 
scbistoslty, St and the ..fitljnear structure, b1 
(Plate V and...Fig.".li,d). 	The cleavage is, much. better. 
dèUeloped' in. theincompetent rocks 'than; incornpetent 
rocks (Pla'te..VX.,b. . The shape of-tbefolds is;.s.uo'h 
that the ljmbs,,,ar.e .thied•.and the crests relatively 
'much thickened .(Fi. II .:nd'lte:'VL', a)... 
Tese,opnd:.1fo14' .d..assooi at.ed..axia'lcpae. 
cleáva ges (32 )., .whob*are. not. 000n in. the; Tor.ridonian 
rocks, are•better. ..developed;inthe sbaly, .band's. than, in, . 
te gritty.. .ro'oks,.' . A .'ineati '.',s.pr.od.uc:ed.. hy kher."in'ter-. 
:seotion of cleavage 	with the beading runs parallel 
to the óxiS. of the second folds. The o,ieavagedips at 
a' steeper an 	than the. inerted. bedding. 
•he second folds are found intermittently over 
the' area Occupied by the Lowisian gneisses. As a rule, 
xtiinor structures of the fi'rt generation are much more 
'widspread than the second s'Qctures which do, however1 
rot 
dominate. / 













Profile of second fold in Lewisian 
Profile of second fold inS, iorndonian (Diobaig) 
c.Mylonite band folded by second'fold. Lewision. 
d. First lineotion( folded by second fold(Bond cut across 
by second cleovaqe(.S1  SecOnd Iineotion(b) is superimposed 
on first lineatjon(). Lewisian. 
10- I 
dominate in a few localities where. .th.e. usual.. 
'dp of the .foliatton.. is -contorted ön. the s,ecQnd..fo.ld 
axeS. . For example, in .sub.area s 10,. and, .11, .the.p.ole.s 
to f'oliation sr.e&d.on"-partia'Lgird1s. trending 
(.Fig•. 6... 	•).... 	The. 
of, the girdles;' ooinoide with-the. axes.c.f the' second 
folds occurring....in tbese sub-areas. 	The mo,derately. 
• tight a'symrnetricai seccnd foids.-,.r.efO1d-,•the..isoc lines 
(Plate V,....).. 	The.axiai piaro cleavage,S-):..belonging 
to. the s.eoond..fo']4s, dips. rather steeply (40 . 55
0
..) to 
the., LS.L it. outs across :the first; linear structure 
(plate V, b) and intersects the foliation toigive a 
coarse crinkling. 11ineation which runs parallel to the 
second fold, axes. . . The. girdle pattern of the foliation 
poles is, therefore.• a..x'esult' of superimposition of the  
second fol.......on..the.-fir•st ones.' 
.SQme:.Ir&y1QnitiC'roCk 5  within the 'Lev.ri,sian; have 
"been foldOd, by tbe ;se 	 .( .00nd folds Fig:. .ia.,c... .. 	...) and.. 
a'e: ..thoUht; - tO,, hae been forged prior to the second 
fold epSO.dG.- 
(1):. Deformetioi of. first linear structures by 
.geoond.foidsi..' 
During the second- epi-sode of folding the 
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Figure 12 	Loca ti on of ou tc r ops selected to demons I' 
rate r elatLQ n Shi p 
tetween the first and second linear str uctur es. 	- 	- 
selected outcrops 
were deformed... The. limbs and axial planes of, the 
fir$t folds were refolded .(.Plate.V,. à.. 	.) and the 
fir st)inear. 8tructures. were distort,ed as the. axial 
plahe sohi stosity (S) wa s..folded on new. axes. The 
early striat.ion and quartzo-felspathi.O xo.da have, been 
out across: by. the second axiai. pla.ne cleavage, .32• and. 
at places are, nearly. obliterated (PlatO V, . b. . 
The early linear •.struoturesInay retain their ,  original 
elongate form,.:.but •bave. superimposed upon them... e 
second coarse . crinkling lineation. 
The geometriâal relationship between the 
5eoond and first linear structures may be illustrated 
by considering two outcrops. in the Lewlsians,wbero,, the 
relationship. can be studied in detail. 	The locations 
of these outcrops., wbiob.have bei mapped on a large 
scale, ate... indiCatedon:a sketch map (Fig. 12. 
In the. first outcrop, whigh, is an apprOimte-
:ly rectangular. :area about 200... feet wide and 250 feet 
long and .1s. situa;ted' near. tbe..hill;of Tarr . ,.h.m.i.olaire, 
the rock.. ty•pe  . ishornbiende-bear1ng . . quartzo,-Thlspathi.o 
gneiss •( 	 Thex, a.re seera1. rninor..seoon.d. 
folIs of .the 	itude aft a . f. feet. in:. amplitude.. 	An 
- - 
	
	a1al plane:...c1oavage is :assOoiated with these, folds. 
Thef 
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Figure l3 Structural analysis of an outc1op in Lewisian 
grieiss at Thrr na h-Iolaire area illustrating 
the relationship between the first (b1) and 
second (b2) linear structures. 
a. Nap shouing the orientations of the first aid 
second linear structures foliation and second 
axial plane (S2). 
b c ,d, 	•.,. 
on
:: .' 	 : ... 
Orientatis of first linear structures on 
three second minor folds., Plots of first 
linear structures are indicated by crosses 
and those of second fold axes by dots on the 
stEx'e:öñet 	 . 
o. Plots of foliation planes uhich intersect to 
: givetho 	 . 	:..., 	. 	4. 
;f Plots of 	xis (6pén c1rc1e) the first 
linear structures (crosses) and the second fold 
axes (dots) measured in the outcrop. 
;The trace of. great circle thrbugh. the plot 
of first linear structures intersects the 
second axial plane (82) to give the a-axis 
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The first linear structure, which is a fine striation,' 
shows variable trend.and. plunge. The cyclographic pro-
:jections of all the fàliatioñ planes measured within 
this outcrop 'intersect to give a p-axis (of:- Weiss, 1954), 
which 'plunges 'at.low angles to the S.SOW. (fig. '13', e). 
The prójectèd poles of •he second minOr folds cluster 
around'this 3-axis.(fig. 13, f). 	Tht'ee second fOlds,:' 
.whichare seen to rèfo].d the early striation, havebeen 
studied separately '(figs. 13; b,c,d). 	The angle,.between 
the second fold axis and the first linear structure varies 
systematically over each of these folds, be±ng•highapprox. 
800) on the limbs of the second folds and gradually de-
toreasing to a minimum value (approx. 550) as the crestal 
• part is approached. 'In each of these folds,'the"poles 
• of the first 'linear structure, when plotted on a 'stereonet, 
spread, e.long a great circle. 	The geometrical relationship, 
'just outlined, between the'first and second l±near'struc-. 
ituros is found to 'be valid for the entire outcrop as is 
• see when all, the data from this outcrop are plotted to-
':eth,er (fig. '13, f). 	' 
The secondoutorop is situated on the northern 
• 'slopes of Glas Bheinn and about 200 yards S. S. W. of the 
'intersection of the Ailt Dubh and the Amhainn Bhuaôhaig 
north of Tul].ich. The outcrop which is roughly elliptical 
in 
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Figure 	Stuôturi analysis of:  an ot1tcr., jn:Lêsiañ 
grieiss north-east ofGlas Bhoirin, illustrating 
the relationship between the first (bi) and 
second (b2) linear structures1 
a. Nap showing the orientations of the first 
and second linear structures, foliation and 
second axial plane 
b, Plots of fol±ation planes which intersect Ao.  
give thep-axis. 
c Plots of p-axis (open circle), tile first 
linear structures(crosses) and the second fold 
axes (dots) measured in the outcropb The 
trace of the great circle through the plots 
of the first linear structures intersects the 
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in shape is' about '125 ft. at the widest and 350 ft. long 
(fig. 14, a).: The foliation of the hornblende-bearing 
quartzö-felspathic gneiss in the :outàrop is folded 'on a 
N.LE.-trending axis. The traces of foliation 1ntersect 
on.astereonet to:give a's-axis plunging.at lowag1es to 
the N.N.EO (fig. 14, b 	'). 	 The axes of the two minor 
folds of the'secod generation that have been recorded in 
the outcrop plot very close to the B-axis, which lies in 
the projected axial planes of the minor second fo1d.s(fig. 
ill., c4 	). 	The first linear structures, which are' found' 
all over the outcrop, vary 'In plunge and trend. On the 
stéreonet"(fig. 14, c 	), the poles of the' first. linear 
structures, though having a limited range of scatter, Show 
a definite tendency to spread along a great cirôular arc... 
The significance of the 'geometrical' relationship between 
the first and second structures whióh has been elucidated 
In the two outcrops described abovewill be discussed in 
the following pages. 
Discussion Of movement:.- 	The style of the second 'folds is 
such that the limbs are thinned and the crestal parts 
relatively much thickened. This feature, together with 
the occurrence of strong axial plane cleavage, suggests 
that the folds are of similar type (de Sitter, 1956, p.183).' 
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Similar folds originate by shear which takes place either 
along axl.al plane cleavage or on invisible, shear surfaces 
parallel to axial plane. 7 This contrasts with the median-
: ism of fléxural slip or Concentric folding, wherein slip 
occurs along.bedding planes. The similar style of the 
second folds is borne.out by the microscopic evidencO of 
the extönsion.of quartz crystals along axial plane cieav-
:age (plate VI 	) and also bythe geometrical relation- 
:ship between the first and sebond linear structures, which 
has been described previously. The relationship can be 
used to establish the direction of movement, along axial 
plane surfácès.responsiblefor the generation Of the second 
folds. The principles underlying the procedure have been 
described by Ramsey (1960) and Weiss (1959) and may be 
briefly set out below. 
Linear structures lying on a surface which is 
deformed by Concentric folding have their locus on a partial 
cone (stereograin plots show a small cIrcle pattern), whereas 
those lying on a surface folded in a Similar manner have 
their locus on a plane (stereogram plots show a great 
circle pattern). 	In Concentric folding, the angle between 
the refolded linear structure and theaxial direction of 
folding always remains constart no matter where the linear 
structure / 
10.5 
structure is situated On the fold, whereas in Similar 
folding, the angle between the refolded linear struàture 
and the axial direction of the fold is variable. Rarnsay 
(op. cit. ) describes the method of determining the actual 
direction of movement (or a-kinematic axis) of particles 
during Similar folding. Since the nature of Similar 
folding Is such that the angles between the refolded linear 
structure and the axial trend ofa Similar fold vary sys -
:tematically and the linear structures are so arranged 
that they are all oontainöd in one plane, which is repres-
:ented as a great circle on stereonet, it is possible to 
deduce the orientation of - (or movement) axis in rocks 
deformed by Similar folding from the. following facts - 
The fold axial plane (deformation plane) 
contains the a-axis. 
The plane containing the variably oriented early 
linear structure (i.e., great circle trace on 
stereonet) is controlled by the a-axis and by 
the initial orientation of the linear structure. 
Therefore, the intersection of these two planes 
represents a (Ramsey, op4 cit., p.89). 	An important fact 
that emerges from Ramsey's study is that the fold axis may 
not be at right angles to the movement direction a. In 
areas / 
6 
areas of multiple folding the fold aices may form at 
angle to the direction of transport. 
In the two outcrops where the' geometrical re-
:lationship of the first and second structures has' been 
studied in detail the seóond'axial. lanes (82)  'and' the 
great circle trace which can be drawn through. the poles 
of refolded first linear' structure, intersect in a line 
'which is constant in orientation and plunges at'400-450  
to the east (see figs. 13 9 b,,à,d,f and' 1k, a). 	The 
megascopic analysis, thereZore, suggestó that the second 
"folds were produced by movement on planes (axial plane 
surfaces) which dip at 'moderately steep angles '(400_550) 
to the E.S.E., the direction of movement '(a-axis) being 
parallel to a line plunging 400 ..450 to the east. Further 
evidence 'of movement on the 'axial plane surfaces is pro-
:vid.ed by the microscopic structures of rocks folded in 
a Similar manner at Trr na h-Iolaire (see p.152). 	It 
has been found from 'a study of these rocks that strong 
axial plane shear has controlled the dimensional'and 
optical orientation of quartz grains. In one of the 
specimens of folded rocks in which grain orientation has 
been studied, it has been cOncluded that slight flexural 
slip might have taken place at an initial stage of folding 
but!' 	 ' 	 ' 	' 
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but axial plane shear was the dominant movement mechanism 
(p. (56). 
(ii). 
and Kis horn Thrust. 
The axial plane cleavage (s2 ) dips more steeply 
than the inverted bedding planes of the Torridoniane and 
this raises the question of the relation of the second., fold. 
to the Loch Aish Syncilne': which is thought to be respons-
:ible for the stratigraphic, inversion in the area. 	If 
the cleavage had been produced as a result of Loch Aish 
fold rnovexnentsit should dip less steeply than the inverted 
bedding (of:- Wlleàn, 1946). 	Hence the second foidsand 
their associated cleavage 	are not related to the geo- 
:metry of the Loch Alsh Synoline and they presumably post-
date the inversion (of:- Sutton and Watson, 1959,' p.247; 
Johnson, 1960, p.153). 
The relationship of the second folds wit'h the 
period of thrusting along the ICishorn thrust is not certain. 
Three possible relationships are mentioned here, the assess-
:ment of which is the more,likely being deferred until the 
closing óections of this thesis - 
'(a) The second set of structures 'pre-daté the period of 
thrusting. Minor structures (third generation), 
which are thought to be contemporaneous with 
thrusting, / 
108' 
thrusting, refold structures of, the second generatio 
The folds of:the third generation are more brittle 
in style than the second folds. 
The second set of structures are due to the gency of 
thrusting. The axial plane Of the secofld minor 
folds dip consistently.'tó ih,e E.S.E. at a moderate 
angle(400_5° ),. but the amount and direction of dip 
of the Kjshorn thrust plan as shown later (p. t31 
) 
vary considerably throughout its outcrop over a wide 
area. It Is difficult topostulatea movement plan 
onthe Kishorn thrust, which is a warped surface, to 
account for the generation of the second folds. 
The second set of structures largely ante-date the 
thrusting but there was an overlap of events and the 
movement responéible for the generation of. second 
structures culminated in a phase of clean-cut thrust-
:ing. 
There is no evidence to suggest that the secor2d 
folds, originated after thrusting 
(3) The Structures of the Third Generation 
A set of small scale monoolines and conjugate 
folds (third folds) has been superimposed on the first and 
second structures. The occurrence of oonjuate folds in 
109 
the! 
the thrust belt was tirst. reported by 3ohnaon ,(196) from 
Loohoarron and Coulin Forest Ross-shire. 
The third folds, which have a brittle stylewith 
straight lijtths'and sharp hinges (fig. 15 	),'differmárk 
:edly from the folds of the preceding sets. They arise as 
small "kink zones" on the foliation and subsequently develop 
by stages into ániall "steps" or nionoclinea, 	In 'conjugate 
folds paired shear planes may develop parallel to the mutu-
:ally inclined axial planes. Small 8calo breôoiation of 
rooks has been noticed along theSe shear planes. M 
individual monooline is one of the paired conjugate folds, 
whose axial planes are mutually inclined and may Intersect 
in a line parallel to 'the gently plunging fold axis., 
Considered over the area, the axes and axial 
planes of the third folds have a variable orIentation (figs. 
8 9 c, and 9, c.) but a majority of the third, fold axes trend 
in the Eo,-W. directiOn. The projections of the third fold 
axes on a stereonet toin a girdle which overlaps the areas 
of projection of the first and second linear 'structure des. 
:orlbed previously (see figs. 8, a,b,c 	). 
There are no llneatlons associated with the third 
fOlds .'. 
The third folds are best developed Inflaggy 
mylonite / 
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• . Fiqute IS 
a. Pvofile of thi,d (coruqote) fold in Lewisian 
b Profile of third (conjuqa te)fold n Toni donian (Dioboiq). 
C. Fin? fold (isoclin e)refolded by third fold. Lewisian. 
d First lineotion(b,)distorted at the hinqe of third fold(B3)Lewisujn, 
niylonite rooks, where the E.SE. dipping parting planes are 
contorted on the third:fold axis. 
The third foldsi.generally twist and deflect the 
first and 8000nd linear structures. Some third 'folds may 
be nearly coaxial with the E.S.E..tz*ending first liñèar .  
structures. But the open monocilnal or conjugate third 
folds contrast markedly with the tightly appressed and,'iso-. 
:clinal style of the first folds, Furtheri the axial 
planes of the isoclines aret visIbly refolded by the third 
folds (fig. 15 9 c). 
Discussion of movement:- The 8tyle and orientation of the 
third folds suggest that they have been produced by local 
irregular compressive stresses, which were oonstant neither 
in direction nor in sense, The irregular stre8ses may havO 
been induced in rocks by the thrust movements, with which 
the third folds are probably associated. It ha been found 
(see p.  r31) that the Kishorn and Móine thrusts are'warped' 
and the rock masses involved in thrusting have, therefore, 
been tectonica3.ly thickened at places. It is possible that 
the brittle conjugate folds developed in the thickened rook 
masses during the phase of thrusting, or shortly afterwards • 
ig.:I6 shows the possible mode of formation of those 








Figure 16. Kinematic ;nterpretotion of the Conjuqote Folds. 
(offer JOhnson,1956, p.348.) 
Development of a conj uqote fold by c o m p r e s s i v e 
stress(o). Note 	relef of the fold in the direction c 
Sense of movern ent along the slip planes which occur 
in some conjugate folds. 	The mcxi m tim corn pressv e 
stress 	producing 	the sli p movements is shown by 
arrows with barbs. 
compression. of laminated rocks.. The style of the' conjugate 
folds suggests that they developed during , a period of move 
:ment when transport was restricted so that the rook8,. when 
subjeot to lateral oomprpssionj found. relief mainly:in; a 
near-vertical direction..  
'(4) Thetructuresof Uncertain Age. 
A set of struotures distinct from the threO sets 
prOviOuslydescribed has been recognized lathe area. They 
conøiet of a set of minor folds and their associated, local, 
cleavage 'and ].ineation.' These have been classitied..as 
"strücturés of uncertain age". FIeld evidence, described 
later, auggest8 'that the "minor folds of uncertain 'age" are 
later than the,first isoclinal folds. The age relationship 
between the structures of the second and third ge4erations 
and those of uncertain age is not apparent in.the present 
area. The open folds Of uncertain age are, however, die- 
: t met in sty Iö and orient at ion from the moderately tight 
N.N.E.e'tronding secOnd folds. The third, conjugate and 
monoolinal folds, some of which trend E.S.E., may. be co-
axial with the open asymmetrical folds of uncertain age, 
but their brittle style serves to distinguish them from the 
latter. 
The folds 'of uncertain age, which attain a larger 
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size / 
size than those belonging to the other told systénis,' are 
asymz!letriol in shape, the angle. •between the limbs being 
u8ually more' than 500 (plate VII, a, and fig. 171. 'SOme 
have a variable style and are disharmonic or box-like 
(plate VU, b).  
• 	The observed fold axes plunge at moderate angles 
(200w400) towards S.E,/LS.E. (fig. 8 9 d ). 	The" axes of 
larger folds which measure, several yards 'from 'ci'est tø 
crest, can be calculated from the dips of oontoi'tedfoii-. 
:ation. 
Some tolds'sho a coarsely developedc1eavage ' 
parallel to thôir axial planes. The interseótion' of the. 
axial plane cleavage 'with the foliation produces a corru- 
gation lineat ion. 
In a few outcrops,, the folds of, the present set 
are nearly co-axial with the first linear structures.. But 
the isoclinél fold8 and their aa8ociated fine striation 
can be readily diatinguiàhOd 'from the later open asyznmet-
;'ical fOlds and coarse ljneation. The topen folds refo]4 
the ljmbà' and axial 'planes of the' firét isoolinal fOlds' 
(fig. 1'?, o, and plate VII, c; also see plate IV, a). The 
coarsely developed cleavage associated. with the open fold's 










• dUtoited lineotion(b 1) 
• 	Fiqurel7 
o and b. Profiles of open osymm etrical folds of 
uncertain age in Lewisian. 
c. Refolding of first(isoclinol)fold and distortion 
of first lineation(b)by an asymmetrical fold of 
uncertain age. Lewisian. 
The open minor folds' of uncertain age and their 
associated structuresOc,cur both in the Torridoz an,: and 
• 
S . 'Léwisl'ans. They are more frequent in Lewisians and have 
been recorded frommost parts of the gneissic Outdop. In 
places, (suh as, 8ubareae 12'and 3 in fig. 6) where the 
• ro]As are we1l developed the foliatiOn' plane poles spread 
• into a partial or øolete';gIrdle striking N.N.Lj which 
reflects the opon fOlds. The weak maxima in the girdle. 
patternC indicate the' domInantly eaterl dip of foliation. 
The LS.E./S.E...trending axis of the girdle corresponds to 
the axes of the numOrous Open folds which refold the' early 
S 	jsOolnes in these sub-'areas. 	
S 	 - 
C'. Megaèoopio Structures b1w_the Kishorn thrust'plano 
General, Statement 
The area under consideration In this section 
extends from Loch KishoTn north-eastwards to the south, 
eastern slopes of An' Ruadh-stao (Map, 1 
	
). For 
convenience in describing the structures, this large 




pert lying  between MeaU an Daimh (about j mile sOuth 
of AnRuaclh-,atac) and Collie thibh and a sQuh-western 
part. lying between Collie Dubh, and Loch Kishorn.. 
The north-eastern' part, extendng' frOm:Meal'l,, 
an Dáimh to 'Collie Dubh, ls'öcoupted by the Cambrian 
quartzites (Basal (uártzite 'and Pie Rock), grits and 
mudetones (erpulite Grit and Fucoid Bed) and 
Torridonian (.Appleoroas Group) grits, the outoxops of 
which ti'eiid tLN.E.-s.S.W.' ' At the westerly limit. of 
this part, west of An Gorm Loch, a narrow strip of 
F.oreland rooks,, consisting of Applecross grits and 
Cambrian quartzites undisturbed by the poat'Cambrian, 
mOvenents•, has beanrnápped• "The Foreland rooks are. 
structurally overlainby the Cambro4rc1ov.ician aud.the 
Porrdonlan (Appleoross) rocks which occur above the 
0l0 t thrust. The outcrop Of the Sole thrust which 
tréñds N.N.E..S0W. has been traced just west .of' 
An Gorm Loch.  
In the south-western part of the area, bowoon 
Collie 1. 
5 
Collie Dubb and Looh ishorn1. the rooks outcropping .érO 
entirely Of. CambroaOrdoviolan age and they 000ui strue- 
titraUy above the Sole thrust • The Ghrudaidb and. 
Wean Pubh limestone :9O 01.PY most of this ground and 
rest on a thrust plane which has overlapped the Solo 
thrust at Collie Dhubh. Between Collie Dhubh and Loch 
Kishorn, the Sole thrust; dooø not outorop b'eoaus6,4. 
normal fault, the Fasagh Fault  (or. M. 1907, 
haa thrown down thO Sôlo.thruat and has brought the. 
disturbed Cambro-"Ordovioian rocks into contact wlththe 
unnoved Toz'ridOnians ot .th'e Foreiand. The outcrop. of  
the Fasagh Feult. 0 trending N.E SoL has been traoe.• from 
a poInt near Loch an Lain southwostwards. to Loo,h 
Kishorn (Map I and Map 2).. 
Below the Kishorn thrust, the roOks affected 
by the post-u.Cathbrlan tnovementi have been folded. and: 
thrusted on a large cale (of. Hinan, Men. 1907,. pp.. 
668585). The majdr folds have a N.N.E.S.8.W. axial 
trend and the major thrust planes are moderately steepy 
inclined to the E.8.Eo Jbove the major thrust pIane 
at / 
1a6 
at severai-str'uoturailevels, are . zones.-.of imbricate 
structure forine& ..by ;paral1eLsets, 'of,.minor' reverse 
faults which d:ip steeply to..tbe. .E.S..L •. Minor, folds, 
'.whiOh are not'icomrnon:,hav.ebeen recorded and apparently 
belong to.  
ThO...relationsh1 between the major a'nd.minor 
folds and..that betw.en tho.thrusts. and folds will, be 




(a)Ma4or$ti'uotures :a.' ..The ;CambroOrdovician and 
Torridonian rooks, over 'thisar.ea"usually dip at 
°)', t3bough near. thtust plánè, low angles (150- 25  
the angle. of.dip may be high (40?- 90
0
). 	 in general 
the strike of the strata trends conistent1y N.N.E.-
S.S.W. , but locally it.uia 'be. deviated into a N.N.W. 
or, LN.L,trend,: ,af.fea.ture..which.:sugge.sts gentle 
warpings of the beddingpan.eaon..a,N.W.s.E. axis,. 
A etudy...o.f the..,Gelogioa1 	 :.(;sheet'No,s. 
81 and. 82 ). shows that a gentle warping. of, . bedding,. 
plane on tha:.sazne.:.'a4s2. s, .present. north of the 
limits, of the present area.. 
A'remarkable.geo1og.ioa1.:fea'ture. in.the. zone,, 




white Cambrian . quartzite and ehocàlate-red Applecross 
grits. The Cambrian and Torridonian strata: have been 
repeated, individually, and. en. bloc, by: thrusting and 
folding. . Of the' 'two: major, 	 j.. both of wbich 4p 
to the E.S.E', that are found,..tn.,tbis.area the, :mOe. 
we8terly outcropping and, therefore tbat occupying the 
lower structural level ,' 'is' the. Sole. thrust wbi.ohis."seen 
'iü outcrop :west, of. the An .Qorm Looho 	The dip. o' the 
Sole thrust cannot be measured directly An the present' 
area but. as calculated by. drawingstratum contours on 
its trace on the one-inch Geological Survey. maps (sheet 
nos. 81'and82) it is 45 to the LS.E. North of An 
Gorm Loch and beyond the limit of the present area, the 
effect of the Sole tbthust is to thrust the Torridonlan 
rocks upon tbcrnselves. ' In the present area, a wedge Of 
Cambrian.strata' .(quartzites),' which form part of the 
unmoved Foreland, . appears. beneath the Sole thrust plane 
so that the disturbed Torridnian.gri.t.s,..overIyiflg that 
plane, rest:.on th:e' unnbved 
'and on the Basal .Quaxt4te. and..P'ie.':.Ro.ck. .in.:otbers. . The 
0 	0 
unmoved Foreiand.:ro.cks dip 	low.. ngles. (10. 20. ,) 	 the 
• 	8.'E. with the .Cambrian..:qua'rt.zite.s'."lyiig' .cforxxEbly, 
above the .To.rridonian.gri...s..' 'N;eaT the.,So1e tbr:u 	.the 
• . ;. .. Foreland •rocks.. ..eornetime.s' dip :; .'steep'J 
South-west. of An Gorm..Looh,.. the Sole thrust .js.•etjrely 
within  
within the Cambrian strata and along the slopes above 
the Alit GhU.ibais,' It brings forward the Pipe ROok 
upon Itself. Near Coilie Dhubh, the Sole thrust is 
overlapped by anOther thrust, termed the Rassal\thrust 
by the present author, which has brought forward the 
Ellean Dubh and .Glirüdaidh limestones of Glen Kishorn 
(Map 1.). 
The trace of outcvop of the second and more 
eastOrly ,thrus,..termed..the .Cadb'an,Edidh.thrust by the 
present author, runs N.Nd. from near .Locb.Cadh.'. an 
Ididh, parallel to that of tbe...Sole tbrust.•(Mqp.i. .). 
The Cadh an Eididh. thrust. .wich is clean-cut and well 
exposed (PlateIl,b), dips 600  to the..E..3.. and,through-
:out the entire lenáth  of •itsoutorop in the present. area, 
the thrust.. bas brought. the Applecross grit upon Cambrian 
quartzite (Map 1). .. South. .f Loch Cadh': an Eidldh, the 
thrust Is overlapped by a zone of imbrioation composed 
of Fuooid Beds and. Serpulite Grit. 
A major anticlinal fold, involving the Apple-
:oross grits, Basal Quartzite and Pipe Rook, has been 
recognised near the oresoent.shaped Loch Cadh' an Eidldh 
which occurs at the hige of the fold (Map .2). Just 




The fold axis.piunges sOuthwards at a gentle angle and 
the a•xial.plane trend's. N..N.E.-'S.S.W. 	n the eastern 
limb of the fold .App]eoross•.grit, Basal Quartzite and 
Pipe Rookdi.pto.the.5.L in .thei.nOrl stratigraphical 
sequence.. The w.Cstein.lib..of. the fold'is,' however, out 
by. the  
:fro: the; major 
fOld 	 thePipe. Rocklios beneath the 
soutb.'.ea at er.y d.ipping.Ba.sal Quar.tzite whi oh is in,, its 
turn followed to;the 	 . secjuenCO: by 
the 	 Cambrian quartzites.and 
the Appleoros.a.•gz'it .are,inli.ned:..'.a.t..'mo.dera.te angles 
(150_ 35.)...tO\the.S.E. and the rocka,,therefore, '•oocu. in 
inverted stratigraphical •.order. The. .inver.tod....junction 
between theB aal Q,uartzite and....the ..Appieorpss grit .usua)ly 
trends N.N. E.-5,S.W. but just south of Meall an 
near Loob a Mhuilinn, the. Outcrop of the junction Curves 
èastwards.and the .Applecross grit is 'uuooeedèd in normal 
stratigraphical order, by. sotttb'easterly dipping Basal 
Q.uartzite. The causO of the inversion of Stratigraph-
:ioal sequence.. at Meall a•nimh•, is not clear' 	on 
the evidence vail01.e.ia the pr.eet area: two. possi-: 
•:bilities.may..'.ha;oons'idered : 
a. The 	 which 
has brought.tbe yAppiecross., grit abOve the Cambrian 
quartzites/ 	, , 
.quartzites at Meal]. an: Dalmh..: The jtmotion.betvieen 
the ebolate-r'ed grits and-tbewbi, qua.rtzites is 
exposed at..severai. places; but there is no. evidence. 
• 	of crusking..(suoh as, fault-breocia) along this junctlQn. 
b, The 'inver8ion is.caused byoverfolding. 	Hirin 
(Mern0.19070 fig. 53 and pp. .560-561) attributed the 
inversion, at....Meall an.imh to .overfoiding.on.a N.N.E. 
• • 
	axial trend and claimed thattlie. folded: unconformable 
• • 	junotionbetween. the Applecross. grit. and.tbe:.Bsal 
'limb.. of a..major:.fold., 
is well 	 An RUadh- 
• • 	stac, whioh i.s:,sb,o.u,.,. ; ..mi1e:nQrth:."Of the J.imit: of. the 
present area,. . It. .i.S..int.éesting...to. .no,eizi,this.áotnec-' 
:tion that the.....grits..andthe .qua.rtzit es ..jnter.tongue.w.ith. 
one another just north .ofLoch a'Mhuilinn, where the 
• 
	
	trend of outcrop of•the boundary betweenthe two rock. 
groups changes from a N.N.Eo.-S.SoW. trend to the east 
• 	(Map 1). 
•The..ob.serva.tions. made, by thepresont author 
• 	combined with Hinxxnan's (op. . cit) account: of the 
structure north of Meall an Daiinh, strongly suggest 
that the . structure at. Meall an -Daimh is a fold, over-
:tuied to.. tbe...wost and with a N.N.E.-S.S.W. trending 
axial / 	• 	. 
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axial plane'. Since the bedding planes have the same dip 
on the inverted and.normal limb of the fold the exact 
attitude of the fold axis could not be detrmined. if 
the Laid is tightly compressed, as Hinan's sectiqn (op. 
cit. ) drawn north of IIeall an Daixth 'shows', then,,'here 
are two possible attitudes for its axis: 
either ,' (1) a horizontal or a very gently plunging NNE-S.s.w. 
axis, 
or, 	(2) anaxis plunging steeply to the S.E. 
Imbricate Structure: 
On the northern side of G].as Bheinn, Sgürr at 
Gharaid.h and Tdrr na h-Iolaire narrow N.N.E.-trending 
• 	
bands of Serpuflte Grit and Pucoid Beds. are repóated and 
piled-'up by parallel sets of reverse faults which dip 
steeply to the B.S.E. (of:.' Hinxman, Mex 19079'.'fg. 5119 
p. 563). The imbricate structure ("schuppen struktur", 
• HiDan., op. c it.) has. forme,d at successively higher 
levels above the Sole thrust. ,, The zone of imbrication' 
north of Sgrr a' Gharaidh and Glas Bheinn.structurally 
occurs between the Sole and Cadh'. an Eididh thrusts and 
that .north of T6rr na h-Iolaire occurs above: the ,Oadh' 
an Eid.idh thrust (map 1 and map 2). 
A successful imitation of the formation of 
• 	imbrcate structures was made by Cadell (1888) in the 
laboratory. / 
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laboratory, His study suggests that steeply dipping 
reverse faults can form by overall transport of a rock-
pile along a gently inclined basal or Sole thrust. The 
movement on the Sole can cause an' 'initial buckling of the 
over1ying.trata and eventually theSte'ss is released 
by the"developmeutof parallel sets' of' steeply inclined 
revOrse faults, which möet the Sole at a moderate angle. 
Once the process of imbrloation, has been initiated, the 
the struotures can form at successively "higher horIzons 
above the basal or Sole thrust;. 
•(b) MinOr folds:.- A few minor 'folds,' whIch .are"found 
'mainly in' the Cambrian quart zites and rarely in the 
Appleoross grits, have been recorded inthis area(map2). 
The chief 'features of the folds, which range in size from 
a, few"feetto about 30 ft., are as follows - 
The folds are open asymmetrical in shape' 
(plate VIII), and are consistently overtuTh3d 
tOwards the west. The' folding is concentric 
in type, that is, it ' has been achieved by 
shortening.of strata by slip along bedding 
'planes. , The thickness of the strata as 
.mesued .pependioular to bedding plos, 
remains'constant throughout the fold. 
The axes of the folds plunge at moderately low 
angles / 
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angles to the south, outh-south-weat or 
south-south-east (fig.. 18)1 
(3) The axial,planes. of the folds dp steeply, (50 °- 
860 ) eastwards or are verttoal (fig. 18). 
There is no lineation associated with,:these. 
folds.; 
8omeof the minor folds méntiOned..above Ocour,  
in the quartztes on the eastern limb of the major fold 
north of Loch Cadh' an Eididh. Althoughthe greater 
part of.the western limb, of this major fold'has been 
truncated by the,Cadh'.an Eididh thrust, it can bede-. 
:duced from the attitude of bedding planes that the fold 
is a moderately open antioline plunging at a low angle 
to the south, its axial plane being inoiiEied moderately 
steeply to the E.S.E. The minor folds conform in their 
open style; axial plunge and orientation of their axial 
planes to the geometry of the major fold (map 2 and.. 
fig. 18). 	Purther, the sense of movement ind.cated'by 
the asymmetrical minor folds conform to the anticlinal 
structure. 	Other N.N.E.-.S.,S.W.-trending minor folds, 
which occur outside the limit of this major fold are 
considered, because of similarity in style and orienta-
:tion, to.be of the same set as the, major and minor 




Figure lB. Plots of axes (crosses) and 	poles 	to axial 
planes (dots) of minor folds in Cambrian 
quartzites and 	Torridonion(Applecross 
Group) grits below fhe Kishorn thrusf. 
(c) Relationship of folds and thrusts: An apparent 
relationship between folding and thrusting is suggested 
by the sub-paralleliSm between the axial planes of the 
folds and.the thrust planes.. Hinxman'e (1907, pp. 558-. 
565) :aocount of the structure of the area implies that 
folding and thrusting belong to the same movement episod 
in order to calculate the attitudes of the major thrusts 
that oc.ôur'bèneath the Kishorn thrust, stratus contours 
have been constructed using their traces o.the.one inch 
Geological Survey sheet nos. 81 and 82 (fig. 19 ). The 
dips of the two major thrusts, namely, the Sole and the 
Oadh' an Eididh thrusts and those of other thrusts occur-
:ring north of the limit of this area, have been deter-
:mlned at several stations between Loch Kishornand 
Kinlochewe0 The measurements show that the thrust 
planes dip to the E.S.E. at moderately steep angles (50-
680).* The sub-parallelism of the fold axial planes 
*The term "thrust" generally denotes a reverse fault 
with low inclination; that is, it is equivalent to the. 
term "overthrust" in the system recommended by the. 
Committee on the Nomenclature of Faults (Reid, et al, 
1913).. . The term "thrust" has been used to denote any 
reverse fault, without regard to its inclination (op. 
cit., p. 179). 	The present writer has retained the 
term "thrust" for these planes, which are, strictly 
speaking, reverse faults in order to avoid confusion 
that may arise by changing the terminology because the 
term "thrust" has been consistently used by previous 
workers (Peach, et al, Men0 1907) to designate these 
planes in the N.W. Highlands. 	 . 
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Figure 19b. Plots of poles to 
thrust planes. 
hqure 19g.Orientot,on of thrust planes in the zone of dislocation. 
and the thrust planes (figs 18and'19) suggest that the 
folds and the thrusts maybe genetically related.and from 
their attitude it can be inferred that both these struct-
:ures have formed by movement directed on an E.-W. trend, 
Although these structures may be genetically connected,. 
there is evidence to suggest that thrusting possibly, 
post-dates the folding., It has been statedpreviously 
that one limb of a major fold, to which some of :the minor 
folds are'related, has been truncatedby the Cadh' an 
Eididh thrust. A study of Hinxman's (1907, pp. 561-562 
and fig. 53) section drawn just north of the present 
area, shows that the axial planes of the N.N-.E..-trending 
folds are always more steeply dipping than the thrusts. 
In the present area it has been observed that though the 
axial planes of the N.N.E.-trending minor and major, folds 
are apparently sub-parallel to the thrust planes, the 
axial planes are actually inclined at slightly higher 
angles than the thrusts. Further, the present author's 
observations combined with Hinxman's (opi cit) account 
of the structure of the area lead to the conclusion that 
thrust planes may occur in anyposition on the limbs or 
crestal region of a major fold. While not disputing 
Hirixman'e postulated genetical relationship between 
folding and thrusting, it may be pointed out that the 
above / 
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above discussion suggeàts that thrusting post-dates 
fo1ding, at least slightly, in the area considered. 
(2) TheStructure of the area between Collie Dhubh 
and Loch Kishorn. 
(a) Malor Structures: The rocks outcropping from 
Collie Dhubh to Loch Kishorn belong entirely to the 
Cambro-Ordovician formations and striictii.ral1y occur 
above the Sole thrust. The Eilean Dubh and Ghrudaidh 
limestones occupy most of the ground and have bôen. 
brought forward along a thrust plane, termed the Rassal 
thrust,. which, near Collie Dhubh, has overlapped the 
Sole thrust. 	The outcrop of the Rassal thrust, on 
which the limeètones rest, has been traced from Collie 
Dhubh south-westwards to Rassal where it descends to 
the road-side (Map 1. 	). 	Below this thrust, outcrop 
of the Basal Quartzité, Pipe Rock, Serpulite Grit and 
Fuc old Bed occupy a narrow zone, the rocks dipping at 
low angles to the S.E. This Cambro-Ordovician succes-
sion is separated from the Torrid.onlan (Applecross) 
grits of the undisturbed Foreland by the Fasagh fault. 
It appears that the Sole thrust has been out off by the 
Pasagh fault and part or all of the Cambro-Ordovician 
succession mentioned above has been brought to its 
present position by fauiting.South-eastwards from the 
narrow outcrop of Cambro-Ordovician rocks mentioned 
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above and separated from them by the Rassal thrust, the 
Ghrudaidh and Eilean Dhubh limestoñes dip steeply (500_ 
900 ) tothe••E.S.E. and, as a result of folding and thrust-
:ing, occupy an area above four miles long and.$mile 
wide. .:The repetition of these 't*o groups of limestones 
and the intertonguing of their outcrops at Coille .Dhubh, 
suggests large-scale folding on a N.N.'E.-S.S'Ww axial 
trend. 
About 3 mile east of 0.ourthill House the Cambro-
Ordovician rooks, comprising the Basal Quartzite, Pucoid 
Beds, Serpulite Grit, Eilean Dubh 'and Ghrudaidh Lime-
:stones, are repeated by a parallel set of reversö faults 
dipping steeply to the E.S.E. and so form a zone of 
imbricate structure just below the Kishorn thrust plane 
(of:- Peach and Home, Mem. 1907, fig. 	55). The large 
scale structural features in the .S.W. part of the area 
below the Kishomn thrust are, therefore, similar to 
those in the N.E. part described previously and indicate 
movement directed. on an E.-W. trend. 
(b)MinOr Folds: A few minor folds, varying in size 
from a few feet tO about twenty feet, have been noticed 
in the incompetent dolomitic limestones. The minor 
folds, which, are open asymmetrical structures (plate IX, 
a), .are emphasized by thin quart zose layers that stand 
out 	, 
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out from the more readily weathered limestonea. At 
the crestal parts of some folds, the rock has developed 
conjugate-like puckers with sharp hinges' and paired 
axial planes, (plate IX, b ) parallel to which are 
coarse 8hear planes. 
The moderately plunging fold axes vary :Ln 
trend from the E.S.E. to S.E. (fig. 20 	). 	The axial 
planes of folds dip either to the N.E. or to the S.W. 
The paired axial planes of the conjugate-like puckers 
intersect in a line which is parallel to the axes of 
the folds. 
• ' 	The relationship between these S.E.-trending 
minor folds' and the major N.N0E.-trending folds in, the 
• area is not apparent. The style and orientation of 
the minor folds in the limestones suggest' that they 
have been generated by movement directed on a N.N.E.'-
S.SW. or N.E.-S.W. trend, whereas the major structures, 
as noted previously, have developed by movement on a 





Plots of poles to axial planes (dots)ond 
axes (crosses) of minor folds in Cambro-
-Ordovician 	limestones in CollIe Dhubh 
area 
1 
P. The Kishôrn Thrust 
The Kishorn thrust, which outcrops to thewest of 
the Moine thrust, is one of the major planes Of disruption 
in the thrust belt of the N.W. Highlands of $cotland. The 
thrust, which of course derie its name from Loch, Ijskiorn 
in the present area, 'has been traced by the Survey Geolo-
:giaVs fom Loóli Kiahorn, northward's to KinXochewe (8heet 
nod. 81thad 82) and beyond  'and southwards to Skye (sheet 
no.' 71) 	The Kinlochewe, Ben Moie (in Assynt) and Ben 
uardal (in Skye) 'thrusts, all of: which outcrop to the 
west of and are overlain sructural1y by., the Moine' thrust 
are c'ànaidered to be equivalent to the Kishoru thrust by 
Home (Mom.. 1907 9 p.46.0. The Kishomn thrust plane 
divides the pres,ent area. into 'two structural units, the 
features of which have been described in the previous 
sections.. In the following pagös some data have. been 
assembled to give an idea of the nature of the thrust 
plane itself. 
It is apparent from a study of the Geological 
8urvey one inch maps (sheet nos. 81 and 82) that the 
Kisbomn thrust, though trending in Its general N.N.E. 
direction over part of the aroa'botween Kiñlochewe and 
Loch Carron, actually follows a somewhat curved cburse, 
exhibiting a broad swing In outcrop immediately north of 
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Glen/ 
Glen Carron. In order to determine the geometrical 
form of the Kishorn thrust' plane its dip has been cal-
:culated at a, number of stations between Loch Ki8horn 
and Kinloohewe. The dips at the3e stations have been 
•oàlcu]Ated by stratum contours, whiôh were 'drawn on 
Geological Survey laps (op. áit.) The oyolographic 
projections 'of the various attitudes of the thrust 
planes 'intersect and show a SoL-axis of warping (fig. 
21). Johnson '(1957, p.261), from a similar method of 
analysis1 found that both the Kishorn and Moine thrusts, 
in the Lochoarron and Coulin Forest regiOn, have been 
broadly warped on' a south-easterly axis. "That this 
warping is not the result of folding after the develop-
:ment of the thrtiet belt is 'shown 'by the fact that 
upwarps. in the Moine thrust tend: to. Occur vertically 
above downwarps in the Kisborn thrust." (Johnson, op,. 
ott., p261). The warping  of the: thrust pianos has 
caused, locally, a teotoniô thickening of the rocks 
involved in thrusting. 
In the present arØa, the Kishorn thrust out-
:orop which isuaua]J.y marked by a topographic feature 
(plate I. a and b) has been traced for a total distance 
of nearly nine miles. Between Kishorn and Tornapross, 
a! 
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Figure 21. fl-diogrom showing the colculo ted 
ans of warping of the Kishorn 
thrust. 
Contours at 1-2-4-6-87 
a distano.e of l .milOs, the thrust strikes N.N..E; 
hence the...thrust takes a N.L.etrike .. following the 
course of the Alit Mar and tbenj assmiing.anBN.E'* 
strike., it' sweep s 'round the bigb .esoar mentancrth of 
• S&lrr as Ghaaidh, Giás be1.nn:and Trr na b-Iolaire 
and finally descends to the rôadside near Onoc 'na.'b-Atha 
in Glen Carron (Map 1 ). 	The tru.st'.bas.'brought 
Torridonian (DiabaigGroup) andIewisian rooksnto 
contact with different members of the Cambro-OrdOvician 
formation, ihich óub'cràps beneath this plane. The tbri.ist 
is clean-out and excellent 'exposures' of it have been 
observed in the gorge occupied by. the river Alit Mr 
northeast of Torrmpress,, in the stream sections north-
east of Glas Bhsinn and on the northern' slopes of 
Trr na b-Ioláire. The actual mea81remEnta of.tbe dip 
(350- 550 .) of the thrust plane at these piac.es correspond 
to tbe'xnoderate.iyS Steep south-easterly dip whiob has been 
calculated indirectly. (see above.) using the Survey maps 
for part of the Loohcarron-KishornregIOn. Two exposures, 
which are typical of the numerousothers at which the 
Kishorn thrust may .bo.examined,..ar.e desoribed.below, 
The thrust is well 'exposed in thedeep gorge 
out by, the Alit. Mr about li miles north4ast of 
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Torn press I' 	 • 
SE 
Torrid0nIafl (Diabaiq) qrit 
Figure 22. Expoied section of the Kishorn thrust 	 4ft 
in a gorge cut by the Alit M6r 
north-east of Tornopress. 
60, 
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Tornapress. (Fig.. .22 ). 	The. oleanout thrust plane 
separates the underlying steeply dipping. .700-, .800), 
shattered, Bilean Dubb limestones-f-rok. the overlying 
Dlabaig grits. The thri List plane dips at an angle of 
to the South-east. 	3ust above the thrust piano 
there 000uro a zone, about 2 feet thick, of extremely 
fine."grainod highly crushed rabbly rook, possibly 
derived by crushing and pulverisatioñ of the overlying 
grits. A few irregular, angular franents of grits 
are seen in the Crushed roCk,, which may be texed a' 
oataolasie(Plate XVI, a). It maybe  mentioned hare 
that the term 'oataclasitet' was originally, used by 
Grubenxnann .an4. Niggli':(j.924. 	; also.. see Knopf,19 31, 
Waters and Cainpbeli,.1.9'35 and Christie,'; 19.60). for a 
"structureless' OataOa,stiO'.roOk" which differs, from a 
• znylonite (Lapworth,.1885.)..intbe.absonoeof fluxion 
structure or parallel platy laiftina.tion. . The term 
.oataolasite. bas.been used for the present rook which 
Conforms to thO above, description. The zone of 
Cataolasite is succeeded to the S.E. by the flaggy 
sheared Torridonian grits (Fig. 22). The Cambro- 
Or.dovioian limestones and the Torridonian grits in the 
vicinity / 
vioinityfof the thrust are stained with red haematite and 
are sometimes traversed by snail, -oarbonate,velns-,No. 
linear struetures t have:.been obseivred:in the: rocks oàeurring 
immediately above and below ,  the thrtist plane in this 
section. 
The second exposure of the Xishorn-thst to be 
described is iooatÔd;aboutl mile forth of Thllidh, on the 
course of the .AxnbainnBhuaobaigp where mechanically shatter- 
ed and elonely. o.nted Camhrian quartzite is exposed just 
below tho ölean-out thrust plane, which dips at an angle 
of 35 to the. S.E. (Fig. 23). Immediately above the 
thrust tbere..o.oeurs a two;feet thick' zone of rubbly 
oataola site whic.h is almost powdery ,:at. places and tm-. 
:pzeated with 	 .A few. 
lentiolesot.gneissi.orôksan& coarse telspara are visible 
in the oataclasite which is.. devoi4 ;of.:para.11el.. lamina.tion 
(Plate XVI, c.,). ..uooeedin&thi•a zone:: isa;hOrnblende-
beartng acid Lewislan .gneissjwitb fo1ia.ti6nparallel to the 
thru3t plane.. For. athicknesa of about .24. feet above, the 
Zone of cataclasite,. the gneiss is DItremely. sheared and 
flaggy but at greater. distances from the zone the gneiss 
bears very little, impression of catacla....s. A fine 
striation lineation plunging to the E.S.E. (1st:linear 
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Structure / 
Lewisiafl acid qneiss 
tliH i hI y sheared acid qneiss 
E~T Ctaclo 
E I *..—*.—*..*,..-*.-,,.-l.'.-—,~, Cam brian quartzite 
K.T. Kishorn Thrust 
NW 
Figure 23. Exposed 	section of the Kishorn thrust 
north-east of Gos Bheinn. 
2ft. 
structurO,, see page 94 •) is.present in the topnost 
band of Lewiejan rooks in Fig. 23 On approaching 
the thriist the. .lneationean be 'traced into the uppe± 
• 	part of the, flaggy, 	 oid 
'gflOise, but: beneath this, in tbe.zone'.cf:oatacla:Site, 
• 
	
	just above. the thrust plvne,. the lineation :canno.t be 
detected. •There isno .linar structure .. in the Cambrian 
• 	quartzite..b.elow the thrust. •The quartziteis strongly 
deformed by meohanical 'anula.tion but exhibits, no sign 
of constructive metamophism.. . itmay also. be mentioned 
here that the .Oataclásite occurring just above. .thO thrust, 
is different in character from the. flaggy 1. banded 
.inylonités and partially recrystallized blastomylonites 
recorded. from within the Lewisian outcrop away from the 
Kishorn t1uust. 
On the basis of the fcregoing discussions, 
some aspects of the Kishorn thrust are snnmrized below + 
(a) 	The Kishorn thrust is clean-cut and dips, for 
part of its. .oiutcrpp,: moderately steeply to the south-
east. The study of the Geological $urvey mEps 
(sheet no so 81an,d. .82.) bowev,er, 	 ,at .tbO 
Kisborn. :thrusti's"not a .piane., surface,. rbUt. is. flexed 
on a $. E..:axis, which has resulted in broad. 'nbayments 
of/' 	 11 
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of'pe thrust outcrop.. as 'seen between Kisborn and 
icinloobewe.',  
(b) 	The transgressive,: .natur.e.,ô;f..the.4hrU$.t, is ShOWn 
by the .faot that it bas.brougtv't116,:OV'OIlYiflg 
Torridonian andLew'isian :roOkS.4fltO'C'OTht8.Ot .with 
different: ';mnbers"of 
.tbat'rhave'beén 
brought ii1o: .00.ntaot.('.suoh'a.s grit and limestone; grit 
and quartzite; gapiss , and quartzite; :gniS and, 
mudstone eto.) the thrust is. always a sharply defined 
plane. 
(o) 	Tbe..oataolasites ocourring just above the Kisborn 
thrust are about 2. feet'in thickness 'and are formed by 
mechanical granulation. of overly.1ng.:rOOkS' The 
close_spaced 
oataolasltOS, which lack. any 1(plaflar struc.tUrO', differ 
in character from the platy, laminated rnylonit,os .and,. 
blastc.my-loflit.es' in :..the.,Lewisiafls away from the 
Xi shoxnthr.USt:. 	.. 	. 	. 
(a) 	The,..trac,o..of the. .,.S'.E. . .trOnd :i'ng. .first .striaton 
lineation, whi'oh: is present in.Lewisian Wand Torridonian 
i's: lost, in the 
v.icinitY. of tbe 2 .'feot: tbick.:. ca.taola.site.:whio'b .. occurs 
just/ 
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just above the thrust and.•no linear, structure ôan' be 
traced eontinuously'frorn the rocks above the Kishpr•n 
thrust to those 'bélöw. it.. The Cambro-Ordovioian 
rooks just below the thrust are mechanically 
shattered and lack any linear structure..' 
(e) 	The extent.of horizontal displaoanent alàng ths 
Kisborn thrust. .cannot...•.be asoertinedon the, evIdence 
available. 	area. .t . may be'mentionedyhowever.i 
that the nrluninverted•' limb. of .the. Loch Aish 
Synciine,, wbch is. well observed at Loch Ash and in 
eastern ..1'te,: cannot be..traced northWa.rds from loch 
Alsh into:'.r.the..pres.ent.area '(..cf4:'GeologioalSurVey 
sheets nos 8l  82;'a'nd.?l'.) ....and preswna bly this limb 
as 	 limb has been 
truncaed..bythe Kishorn thrust' 	Mem. 1907 rig. 55). 
From a considerationóf the width 'f outCropa of the 
Torridonian rocks at Loch Aish and at Loch . Carron 
(sheet noes 81, Sa and 71)0 it may be suggested that 
Torridonian rooks, at least 3- 4miles wide,.haebeefl 
'c 	out along the Kisborn thrust plane north of 
Loch Carron 
SECTION IV - MICROSCOPIC STRUCTURAL DATA' 
General Statement. 
The pattern of the megasooplo structures having 
been established, it 18 proposed now to describe the results 
of a petrofabrio analySis1 which has beenoarriedout on 
rooks occurring above 'and below the Kishornthruàt plane. 
The rocks analysed consist of Cambrian quartzltos, ¶crr1" 
:donian grits and Lewislan gneisses and their mylonitic 
derivatives. The speolmans for analysis were collected 
at localities 8hown on the sketch rnapj fig. 24. Quartz 
has been solecte4 for xniorotabric analysis beoau8e it is 
common in the different rock types and hence useful for 
comparative studyi 
Petrofabrio analy1s has been carried out with 
two objectives, firstly, to compare the miorofabriosof 
rooks of the different formations occurring above and 
below the Kishorn thrust plane and secondly, to study the 
relations of microfabrios to the visible structures. 
t 
The analySed specimens consist of Torridonian 
(Diaaig) grits and Lewisian acid gneiases and their 
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Figure 24. Mop showing localities of the analysed specimens of 
quortz_earjq rocks. 
of the rocks hag already been discussed (Sections II and 
III). In the majOrity of the specimens the C-axes of 
quartz have been measured in a single section out noaI 
to the toliation and to the visible linear structure. 
The quartz C-axos may be measured no matter what their 
orientation in.a section but errors may arisédue to .the 
omission or underselootion of grains in which the. C-axis 
is normal to the plane of the section and which, therefore, 
remain in extinction during rqtation about the vertical 
axis of the Universal Stage. In all the fabric diagrams 
prepared from Lewisian and Torridonian (D.iaaig) róckà 
the megascopic structures1 such as, foliation, oleavage 
and lineatlon have been plotted so as to serve as co'o 
ordinates when the diagrams are compared with one another. 
In two specimens one each from the Torridonian (specimen 
no. X-8j fig. 25e) and Lewlsian (specimen no. A,187, 
fig. 2 17a) rocks Caxes wore, measured in two Sections out 
at right angles to each other. The pattern obtained in 
one section was then rotated (of:.'. Knopf and IngersOn, 
1938) into the plane of the other section and the rotated 
fabric was found to be essentially similar to that obtaIned 
by independent measurements made from the other section. 
This observation suggests that the quartz fabrlo is hOmo.' 
:genéous In these rocks. It has to be noted, however, 
that 
M.  
that in the deformed Torridonian ro eke1 the dig1'BxT1s are 
selective because so,e'crushed quartz grains are too, small 
tobe measured. In one of the several Le'wisianm.lcrofolds 
studied, the fabric has been found to be inhomogeñeous on 
the scale of that single fold.. 
Microfabric analySis of these rooks indIcates 
that the quartz crystals acquired a preferred Orientation 
during two movement phases. The fabric of the. first 
phase is' developed in Lewistan and Torridonian rocks. 
Overprinting of fabric of the second phase 'ipon that. of 
the first can be best studIed in some Lewieian rocks... 
(1) The Quartz Mjorofábri.o of th& First' Movepient Phase. 
(a) Torridonlan _(Diaba- ijil Rooks 
Six specimens1 each containing the first :linear. 
structure '(bl)j; have been studied (fig. 25). 	Three 'of 
'these specimens shOw effectS of strong mechanical granu 
:Iatibn and little"reorystalllzation, while the other 
three roOks exhibit evidence of a €reater degree of 
recrystallization. The tectonic'. quartzes measured In 
thesorooka belong to two oategories:- 
(i) 	Elongate slivers formed by the stretching and' 
mechanical granulation of quartz (plate XVII .a,b). 
The slivers are flattened in the sobistosity 
and 
MM 
and have their longer dimensions parallel to 
megascopic lineation (bi).. The quartz crystals 
show, .und.ulo,se extinctIon and the orientation of 
the 0-axis varies, in' some cases quite •considerably,  
over a. single grain'. For those grains in which 
the variation was slight, the 'mean 0-axis orienta.. 
:tio'n of the grain was recordod, but where the 
'variation was great, the orientations of the C-axes 
at different parts of a single grain were separately 
• 	
recorded. Weiss (19549  p.62 ) has observed that 
this is a satisfactory method of presenting :.a 
representative picture Of the optical orientation 
Of highly etrainéd quartzes. 
(ii) 'Recrystallized small, granular quartzes which 
usually occur in 'lenticular:clusters,"the longer 
dimensiôñs 'of which 4 are 'parallel to the megascopic 
lineation (bi), (see plate XVII c.,d). 	The indivithi1 
grains in 'the clusters are Oloar, free from strained 
extinction and have straight or slightly orenu].ate 
margins a 
• 	 Pigs0 259 'a,b,c', show the orientation Of the 0 
axes of "sliver-like" quartzes. The pattern is either a 
partial girdle, the axis of which is parallel to the mega.. 
:scopio lineation, or crossed-girdles with the girdles 
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being I... 
Figure 256 Quartz orientation diagrams.r in deformed 
Tordoniá (Diàbig) 	.. 
280 c-axes in specimen X015 , Qurtz s]lvers. 
Contours at 1-2f-6-8 per 1% ara. 
3d0 c-axes in specimen X,23, Qurtz slivers, 
Contours at 1-2-+-6-8 per l area 0 
250 caxos in spe*Umen X020. Qurtz slivers. 
Contours at 1-2-3.of-6 per l area. 
dq!300 c-axes in specimen X 1+6 Recrrsta1lized 
quartz 0 Contours at 1-2-3- per l area, 
o. 250 c-axes in specimen X,8. Recrsta11ized 
•quartz. Côntoürs 	 . per $ area 
La 150 c-axes in specimen X.8. Quartz slivers. 
COntou's at '23 	.per 1% area 
g0. 250 c-axes in 's.pecithen X. 	.Rèrtal1ized 
dai'tz. COtoiat 	2+ 65-. pex i ára 
h. 150  c-axes in specimen X'.11, Quarz slivers. 
Contours at l-2-3- per.  1% area., 
bl ft' linear structe 
schistös±ty parallel .t ,ixial, 
pianos of the first folds. 
-J 
Fsqure 25 
being inclined at low angles to each other and inter. 
•:secting in a line nearly psrpethicular to the liñeatioñ 
(b1)., Bothpatterns shOw strong maxima *hiOh are situated 
300-. k00 froth the t'ace of sohistosity 	and. .700  from 
the prójeàted pole of the lineatlon. Since the megascopic 
°lneation is due. to the para1ie1sinof longer dimensions 
of the eloñgateslivers, the C-axes of these ithtzos are, 
therefore, áthigh angles tQthéirelongation. The sym-
• :metry of the diagrams is monoolinic.. 
Pigs.'25, d,e,g, are the orientation patterns of 
the d-axs of recrystallized granular quartzeso The C-
axes are arranged in crossed-girdle fashion with scattered 
sub-maxima, the girdles intersecting in a line normal to 
the megasoOpic lineation. A pair of relatively stronger 
maxima occur 300,400  from the trace f àohstosity and 
about 70.9 from the pole of the megaOOpio' lineation. 	I.A. 
fig. 254 d., the stronger maxima ho close to the schi.stos' 
:sity C'• 
Au interesting feature in these crossed-girdle 
patterna particularly in fig. 25, e, and fig. 259 g, is 
that they approach orthorhombic symmetry. 'This symmetry 
is not perfect because: only one of the ideal, paired 
maxima is developed in a single diagram. . When the dia-'. 
:grams are considered, together with the megasooplo sohie-
:tosity/ 	. . 	.. ,' 	 . . 	• 
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:tosity(S:j) and liñeation (b 1 ) 1 the symmetry of one 
diagram (fig. 25,e) becomes monoclinic, while the near 
orthorhomic Symmetry of the other (fig., 25,) remains 
unfféc ted. 
The speOimens from which figures 25,e,. and 
'25g, have been prepaed contain some sliver quartzéein 
addition to thS reo±ystallized granular quartzes which 
have been meásurèd. The orientation of the C-axOà of 
the slivers háve'been determined (figso 25,f,. and. 251h) 
by selective measurement from the same thin. sections used 
for figs. 25,e, and 25g. The patterns are: essentially. 
similar to those derived by measurement of recrystallized 
grains, 	 . 
(b) Lewislan.Rooks 
The Lewisian guelsess are usual1r more reory-
:stallized than the Torridonian rock6i Evdenoe of., 
mechanical deformation is borne by the porpliyroolasta of 
felepars but most of the quartzes have recrystallized. 
The data :preaented.belbw have.been obtained from rooks 
which show the èffSots of the rfirst fold movem,enta only. 
Petrofabric diagrams (fig 26) have been, prepared 
from a specimen of zlonitized Lewisian àontainlng;, several 
near-.jaooiinal first folds, The folds are such that the 
limbs are thinned and the crests are thickened. in se,-
:tion the rook consists of bands of very fine-egrained 
serioltic / 
Ftgure 26. Quartz orientation diagrams tn anlonit1zed 
Lewisian rock (speeinen A+)0 
a. first fold showing concordant quartz veins 
(In black). 
b0' showing fields In which quartz caxes were 
measured 
c. thinning of fold limbs and sliding of one 
• 	foldOvez anothr (f:. .. WãrrOn Carey 19 51f. 
d4200 caës In fio1d L. 
e. 200 c-axes in field 11, 
14 200 c-axes In field 11141 
• go 00 c-axes infine. grained slivers. 
- fold axis, parallel to first 
lineat ton. 
A.P, - axial plane, parallel to first 
axia3  plane schistosity (S1), 
C9ntours at l-+-6-8-lo-l6 per l area . 
• 	 h.Synoptic diagram of quartz maxima fxoin 
• • 	.diffèrent parts :ôf. thôse1mén 
Full lines maxima of 8 and ore 




sericitic material dind concordant bands. of quartzose 
material. In Individual folds the quartz grains.are. 
• commonly dimensionally aligned, either with their long 
• axes parallel to the axial plane or with them arranged 
in a fan around the "hinge. Some folds have a rather 
different arrangement, tO this:, on'one limb the quartz 
• grains are relatively large and are less flattened:than 
usual in the rock, while on the other limb the grains, are 
much 'smallSr and are greatly flattened. In these folds 
the former limb 'is thickened and the latter is thimned 
so that it'presumably represents a zone of maximum shear 
(see Carey, 1954) along which the fold as a whole has 
moved. 	The diagrams (fig. 26 ) a,e,f.) prepared from the 
limbs and the cores. of the folds In the speoimen' are 
essentially the same Wand. oonài5t of prominent maxima that 
are arranged approximately symetrically around' the axial 
plane. The maxima lie in two girdles ihiob intersect in 
a line' that makes a high angle to the, fold axis. 	The 
symmetry of the quartz fabrió is near-orthorhombic as 
ee'n by plotting the maxims from different diagrams in a 
synoptic diagram (fig. 26, h. ). 	In one of the folds 
showing strong attenuation Of one limb, it was found that 
the fabric is inhomogeneous on the scale of a• single' fold. 
Thus/ 
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Thus of the paired maxinia;inentioned ábové one is strongly 
developed on one limb and the other is prominent on the 
other limb. 
Figures 27, a, b and o have been prepared from 
specimens' whiàh show a fine striation lineation (b 1 ). The 
quartzes, are small reórystallizéd grainé and 'they occur 
In.clusters which, are elongated in the direction Of niega 
:soopic lineation. 'Figures 27a and 27b show partial 
girdle patterns with maxima at 30-40 0  to the schistosity 
'(81) end 700  to the projeàted pole Of linOatiöñ (bi). The 
girdle axis is parallel to b. Pig. 270 shows a double. 
girdle or Orossed-girdle pattern, in which the scatterOd. 
sub.-maxiiuà are arranged in a roughly symmetrical manner 
aboutthe trace of the sohistoaity. The relatively 
stronger maxima occur at 400 to the sohistosity (Si ) and 
at high angles to the linoation (b1 ). The girdles are 
moderately inclined to each other and intersect in a line 
nearly normal to the lineation. The diagram, considered 
together with the megascopic sohistosity and lineation, 
apprOaches orthorhombic symmetry. 
(C) Summary of data on 
0 
The microfabric data obtained from the Torri•. 
:donian and Lewisian rocks are summarised below:- 
(a) The Torridonián and Lewisian rocks share similar 
patterns of quartz microfabric. in the range of 
specimens / 
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250 cates in spe'äithén :A 187. 
Contours at l2--6-8% per l area0 
b. 250 c-axes in speôirnen A .  75. 
ContOurs at 1'4268 'per 1% are 
250 caxes in specimei'A 183o 
Contours at i-2J4-6% per lIo area. 
- foliation parallel to axial plane 
of first folds. 
b1 first linear sjructur. 
Figure 27. d. 
Srnoptic. diagram showing the orient.tion of 
the maxima of quartz c-axes in Torridonian 
(Fig. 25 0 e,f,g,h,) and Lewisian (Figs. 26 
and 27, c) rocks with 11 crossed-gird1e" pattern. 
Máxrna 	or more., 	 ' 
Si, bl as in F1gs 	264 
Ftqure 27 
specimens considered., a notable feature is that the 
fabric patterns in rooks which show advanced recry-  
:etallization are essentially similar to those in 
rocks which are weakly recrystallized. In the 
specimens analysea there is no evidence of tectonic 
structures and textures other than those related to 
the first fold movement, 
(b) The pattern of the mtorofabric is either a partial 
girdle with an axis trending 7.NVi.-.LS.E., parallel 
to the visible first linear structure (b1 ) or double 
girdles which are inclined at a low angle to one another 
and intersect in a line perpendicular to the 'ftrst 
li±iar structure (of : Jolmeon and (}angopadbyay, in 
press). 
(o) Some diagrcuns'wlth dOuble-girdle or orosaed-girdle 
patterns approach orthorhombic symmetry. In some 
oases, inolñing the Lewisian specimen containing 
first folds (fig. 26) 1, the neàr-orthorhombic symmetry 
is not disturbed when' the megasoopto structures 
and b1) are inserted in the fabric diagrams.. In 
other aases4 notably in fig.' 25e, the tracoofachis-.. 
:tosity and thopole of linoàtion do not coincide with 
• the, trace of a symmetry plane and the polo of a sym-
:metry/ 
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:metry axis respectively. When the megasoopic struc-. 
:tures are plotted in this fabric diagrams the near- 
orthorhombic symmetry of the diagram is reduced to 
monoolinjo 
The l!orossed_girdlett patterns with nearôrthor-. 
:hómbio symmetxy areproblematical and raise the question 
of relationshipof such fabrics with the first folds, 
which posses a monoolinic symmetry. In thecaseof Lewis-. 
: ian folds analysed (fig.. 26) it has *been noticed that the. 
microiabrjo is identical on the limbs and core 0 the folds 
and cannot be unrolled about . the fold axis. The orienta-. 
:tion of the quartz 0-axes has, therefore, taken place 
during or after thegeneration,of these folds. The fold 
geometry and texturéof the rock uggests, ocnsiderable 
transport along the axial planes and oonsequent1y the 
movement plan responsible for the generation of first 
folds is likely to be monoclinic in symmetry. Anappar-
:ently orthorhomic fabric, however, indicatea little or 
no transport. 
Quartz miorofabrics with orthorhombio symmetry, 
especially of the crossed-girdle type, have been reported 
from many parts of the world. They have been described 
from the granulites of Saxony (Sander, . : 1930, 1934)9 
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the Finnish granulites (Sahama, 1936), the. Finnish quartz-
:ites (Hietanen, 1938) and the quartz-tectonites in the 
Appalachians (Balk, 1952). CSorne of the fabric patterns 
in the' Moine Schist (Phillips 1937) have crossed-girdle 
pattern with near-orthorhomio eymmetr7. Christ.e 
(1956, Ph.D. thesis) in Assynt,.Johnson (1957, 1960), 
Johnson and Gangopadbyay (in press) in Ross-shire, have 
noted the occurrence of' orthorhomip crossed-girdle quartz 
fabrics in rooks from the thrust belt. Patterns of 
crossed-girdle type have also been recorded in Dalradian 
quartzites (Weiss, McIntyre and RIrsten, 1955). 	The 
'pattern is so,common that it is likely that it represents 
a special kind. of quartz fabric as has been suggested by 
most workers (Sander, 1930, 1934; Turner,. 19k8; Fairbairn, 
1949)41  
Sander. (op." cit.) interpreted the orthorhombic' 
fabric in terms of a "flattening" (p]Ittu.g) achieved by. 
slip on two equivalent hoi slip planes, combined with 
yielding on ok1 planes. Whereas the orthorbombic symmetry 
of the. fabric indicates little tectonic transport while 
the.fabric' was produced., Sander cqnsidered that the quartz 
fabric reflected the final imprint of deformation,, which 
may have, been preceded. by translative, movements of con- 
14 
:siderable / 
:siderable. magnitude. Sahama (1936) considered that the 
orthorhombic crossed-girdle fbrio was an Overprint due to 
a late flattening type of deformation on a pre-existing 
megasoopic fabrió. Christie (1956) óOnclud.ed that the 
quartz orientatiOn was indüced b the final (orthorhombic) 
imprint of the deformation whiàh produced the near-
isoclinal fo1din in rooks - thé ear1ier monoclinic and 
the later órthórhombic movement episodes being genetically 
related. The near-isoolinál folds were, produced by bed-
iding slip at an early stage of deformation, while the 
miorofabr±o was Induced by pure shear on intersecting 
planes, whichare iic1iie&'to the axial plane of folds, 
at a late stage of deformation when bedding slip became 
passive. Johnson (1960), JohnsOn adGangopadbyay (In 
press) consi.eréd that the orthorhombic crossed-girdle 
fabric was re]atedtó the sa5 episode of mvement as the 
first fOld movements recognized in the Lochoarron area. 
It is suggested herO that some caution is 
neàessary when attempting to interpret the symmetry of 
fabric in terms' of symetry of movement. 	It has been 
suggested by' many authors (of:- Sander, 1930; TumOr, 1948; 
Pairbairn, 1949; Knopfad IngersOn, 1938) that the symmetry 




,:thesls 'has been applied in many cases. 	There are, 
however, exceptions (cf- AndersOn, l9k8, p.121; 	a1e,, 
1946-47,' p.19k and 1953, p 5~-53; Weiss,  1955) and care 
has to be taken to assess the nature of the fold movement 
before interpreting the ''etr of'fabric (cf:-, Weiss, 
.1956, D.Sc. thesis, p.102). 	in case of shear folds, the 
méchañism of fabric formation may be complex (of:- Carey,. 
.1954). 	Ball (1960, 'p.276'), investigating folds of corn-. 
: plex nature 'observed that 'the symmetry of the microfabric 
did not' reflect the sythetr'.of:fOid though the micro-
:fbric and' foldwere genetically rOlated. 	In the Iso- 
:clinal'folds investigatèd'in"the'present area, there is 
abundant evidence of flowage along axial planes. , The 
quartz miorofabro suggests a movement plan higher in 
symmetry (near-orthorhOnibic) than that required to explain 
the generation of the 'folds with monoclinic symmetry. It 
is possible that the mechanième responsible for the quartz 
niicrolabric in some folds,which. show evidence of axial 
plane shear and £lowage,'may 'be more complex than commonly 
understood at the present time. ' 'There is considerable 
difference in opinion among geologists as to the mechanisms 
by which quartz acquires a preferred orientatIon (Fairbairn, 
1949, pp. 117-133). The high symmetry and orossed-.girdle 
patterns 
/' 
patterns of microfabrios may, therefore, be misleading in 
some cases. 
The close relationship between.the microfabric 
and the megascopic structures has already been noted in 
previous pages of this section. The single girdle patterns 
with monoclinic symmetry can be interpreted in terms of the 
first fold movements. The orthorhombic symmetry.of the. 
crossed girdle pattern.is not perfect. 	The insertion of 
megascopic structural data (S1 . and. •b1 ) in individual dia- 
.: grams may or may not reduce the near-orthorhombic symmetry.  
A synoptic diagram (fig. 27d.), prepared by plotting the 
positions of maxima from all the fabric diagrams with 
cróssed,-girdle patterns, shows that the maxima maintain a 
symmetrical relationship with the regional inegasoopio 
structures (81 and b1). Statistically, therefoe there 
is a significant angular relationship between the moga-
:scopic structures of the first.generation and. the quartz 
microfabric. The orthorhoinbic microfabric, even if 
imprinted slightly later than the first foids,is geneti-
:cally related to the phase of first fold movement. 
Further, the specimens analysed shOw no effect of any 
movement phase other than the first phase and the micro-. 
:fabricis essentiallythe same in weakly recryátallized 




It is concluded, therefore, that the quartz miorofabric 
both - the single and orossed-girdle types,, are gefleti'oallk 
related to the first fold movements. Whether. Some fabrics 
of high symmetry have been imprinted slightly later In the 
same movement phase (ot:. SShama, 1936; ChristIe,. 1956) is 
considered to be debatable because of the complex nature 
of some folds. 	. . 	. 
(2). The Quartz Micabr1c of the Second Movement PhasS. 
In certain localities within the Lewiatan out-
:orop the second fOlds Occur with a well-developed' axial 
plane cleavage1 'in specimens collected from these looali-
:ties a quartz microfabric relate4 to the second folds has 
been found to be overprinted On the first girdle fabric 1 
The second folds, which have axes (b) trending 
NNa'E.SeW. and axia)' planes (2) dipping 400 550  to the 
E.3.E.., are such that their limbs are thinned and cores 
• . 	relatively much thickenedi it has been shown previously 
(p.107 ) that these folds havo been generated by strong 
shear movement along axial plane surfaces, the direction 
• of movement (-a*&s) 'being 'parallel to a line plunging' 
• moderately (40 ° ) to the E,39E, The quartz fab10 that 
Is related to the seôond folds is descIbed below. 
Two apecimene for analysis have been collected 
from / 
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from Trr no h'Iolalre (maps 1 and 2), whore the second 
folds are strongly developed and the megascopic striotures 
of the first generation (31 and bO are distorted by those 
: of the second (2 andLb2 ) (see p i. 102 and plate 'V). Mioro 
:soopio examination of the. rocks provides evidence of 
extension along slal planS Surfaces. quartz grains, 
which occur in concordant bends, exhibit a marked dimen-
:slOnal orientation and theirlong axes lie sub-parallel 
to the second axial p1no cleavage, 82  (plate VI. ). The 
grains Show, at most, only slight strained extinction and 
the intergranular boundaries are smooth. The fine serici-
tio matrix between the quartzose ban4s is minutely oorru 
:gated0 
In the first specimen, the flrst linear struc. 
:turo (b1) i8 cut by a close-spaced. cleavage (32) and is 
nearly obliterated. Two fabric diagrams, one from the 
limb and one from the orostal part of a second told1 have 
been prepared (fig. 28)6 The patterns obtained in these 
diagrams are similar and most of the quartz C.axes are 
concentrated in a maximum which is situated near the axial 
plane (S 2)i the trace of whiôh has been plotted on the 
diagram. This maximum Is stronger in the diagram pro-
;pared from the limb than In that prepared from the orestel 
part, / 	 . 	. 
11 
Figure 28. Quartz Orientation diagrams frOm a second fold 
in a Lewisian rock (specimen A21. 
a0 30 c-axes frdm. field I of 4èthW:N 
b0 200 c-axes frcm field 11 of a seond fold 
bl . fIrst lthear.structurè 
b2 second fOld axjs, 
S1 f4iaton parallel to axia plane 
Of first folds. 
32 - second axial p]ane. 
Contours in (a) at l23- per$ area, 
COntoürs in (b) at 1-2-34F-89$ pr 1area. 
- 	 - 
F i q u r e 28 
Li 
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pat, whOre the' quartz grains are less? flattened. 	The 
preferred orientation is so strong throughout the rdôk' ' 
that it óan be easily recognised •by using a sensitive 
tint, which shows that the majority of grainsarésimulta' 
:àeouajy in extinction. The. position of the maximum in 
rOlatiqn to the axial plane in; the diagrams (fig. 28 9 &;b) 
suggests that the Caxes of the quartzes contributipg to 
the maximum are .sub-para].lel to the a'axis ot'.aZial plane 
slip, which has been calculated by methods described by 
Ramsay (1960'). The pattern or the quartz microfabric is 
essentially the same whether measured on the crestal 
• rgion or on the limbs of folds and cannot be unr011ed 
about the fold axis. These facts, together with the 
.txturai evidence, suggest that strong sheár.slip along 
axial plane surfaces was reOponsible for the generation 
Of the miorOabrio. The secOnd folds and the quartz 
miorofabric which is homogeneOus throughout these foid8 
are, therefore,. contemporaneouS4 
In teabric diagrems described above, the 
maxima are easily recognizable features; but the optic 
axes of sOme quartzes lie outside the maxima and their 
pattern of arrangement tends towards a partial girdle. 
it 
It ia.likelY that the optic axes of these grains have' 
been only partially reoriente4 from their positiona in 
the first fabric, which probably existed in the speoiien 
prior to the second fold movementso Another poSsi•blO 
explanation of the partial girdle pattern is thatit is. 
evolving from the strong maximum during the secoxd told 
movements. 
The módifioatbn and. obliteration of the firSt 
miorofabric can be. studied in diagrarn (fig. 99): prepared 
from a, second specimen, in which the first linear stru'oi.  
:ture 8 well preserved and the quartz grains are less 
flattened in shape than in the first . specimen. In this 
specimen, the orientation of quartz Caxès has been 
measured from several parts of a mOderately open second 
fold. (fig. 29, )•. Two fabric patterns have been recog 
nized in the diagrams(figi 29,a,b,c.) pz'epared from this 
specimen. Throughout the fold the C-axes are concentra 
:ted in axnaximum which, is situated close to the axial 
plane, as in the first specimen. in addition, the optic 
es of some quartzes form a girdle, the axis of whiôh 
parallels the first linear structure (b1 ) • As the .atter 
Is deflected, the weak girdle correspondingly bhanges,its 
attitude. On the crestal part of the fOld the maximum 
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and/ 
Figure 29 o Quartz orientatIon di agrais from .a second fold 
In a. Lewlslan tqqk (specimen A.3) 
a 300 c-axes from field 1 
b 300 cxos .f±a fiöld 	 •0' 
300 :es  from field 111 
S.1., 	8201  b2. as 	28. 
d.. A.V.A. diagram sh o7 ving. th.o distrIutoh of 
quartz grains of the first and second 
fabrlcs in field  ill of 'Fig.i 29 .c 
Qontqui çt 13.+.6-8 ...pe $ area.. 
AXIAL PLANE QF 2nd FOLD 
AXIS OF 2nd. FOLD 
(2) 
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Figure 29 
and the girdle,, are distinct (fig. 29 # c ) the trong 
aximuin lies near the. seéond Szial.plane 
girdle hoe nearly normal to the first linoatton (b).. On 
the limb (fig. 29,a,b), however, the girdle has aken up 
a position nearly parallel to the second axial plane and 
so the strong maximum of the second fabric occurs within 
the first girdle, in the specimen studied, the arilO 
• between the first linear struoture and the øeoond fold 
axe variee from 55 0  on the crest to 800  on the limbs and 
the poleS of the first hineatton Occur on a great Circle 
around the aeoond tol6: axa. In 6dd4tion, the poles to 
the vaztoue positIons of the first girdle also fali on a 
great circle about the same axis. Phie evidence (of:.. 
Eamay, 1960) augests that the tirst linear struoturO 
and the accompanying qu4rtz.1r4le have been distorted by 
shear folding. The Thn1iko arrangement of the first 
girdle around the second told cannot be attributed entirely 
to shear tolding# It is possible that the main Shear. slip 
was preceded by a weak phase of flexuralship whiOh . de* 
:flooted the early girdle into è "fan" before a. stnger 
phase Of transposition along the axial plane surfaces. 
(ot;". do Sitter, 1958). ?ig. 30 is a diagrammatic ro-
:preaentaion of the sequence suggested above. 
The 	• . 
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IS 
Fiqure3O.Diaqr.am to show early flexural slip and rotation 
of first qirdle followed by the transposhon of the 
resultinq positions of the qirdle alonq axial plane 
surfoes in the latr Shear foldinq. 
The survival of the relic fabr1c is remarkable 
in view ofthe fact that most of the quartzes in. the rock 
have been textum.11y rearranged by strong axial plane. 
Shear during the second told movement. An optic axial 
planemap (A.V.,A.@ orAchsenverteilungsànalyson, çf: 
candor, 19SO; WeIss, 1954; harris and Rast, 1960) Shows 
the d.istribution::of the grainB that are orinted in each 
'of the two fabric.s found in the rook (fig. 29,a..)..'.Tho 
grains that are oriented in the first (gidle) .tabr.ó 
occur n small patches Of a relatively few grains .that.. 
are disperSed among the larger patches of quartz.es. whose 
axes contribute to the seOond (strong maximum) fabric. 
The 'survival of the first linear structure (st.riation: 
lineation) is due to the fact that it is definedi not by 
the elongation of indivIdual quartz grains in reorystallized 
ni&5x & by elongate clusters of grainsa Some, of these 
olustersi although possibly reduced in size, have, survived 
the later shearing. mother clusters the majórityof 
the grains have been Stretched and re.'oriented. in the. 
second axial plane 	The survival of therolic. 
fabric in patches and its gradual obliteration by the 
second movement, phase,,. indicates that the quart..mioro 
:.:tabrio in these rocks is inhomogeneous. In the specimens 
studied  
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studied the scale of. inhomogeneity is that of part or all 
of a thin section, but larger scale inhomogenelty may. be  
expected, with specimens from some localitie • 'ár.Oae 
Showing on€ fabric and. thOse from other places.: showIng the 
other fabric , The AV..A i atudy points to tbe.inteosting 
poseiblltty that It, the patches in which the, first.''abric 
is preserved happen töbeunusually large,'the.sècorid 
iniorofabric may not even be traced by selectivexneasurément 
and vice versa. 
(3) ConcluIone. 
The results of the microfabrie analysis bring 
out the difference in style between the first uineation, 
which Is a penetrative mineral lineation and the second 
lineation,whioh is defined by planar intersection.. .1noe 
the second folds are localized it can be auggestedythat 
the amount of recrystallization decreased between the, first 
and the second fold movementS In the area. 	Jhule the 
first-mov'ements are largely para.crystalllne,. the second 
movenints happen to be largely post-crystalline. 
In view of the diversity Of the opinions on the 
mechanism by which quartz acquires a preferred .c. rlëntation 
(Fairbairn, 1949 9 pp.117-133) no attempt will, be rna4eto 
account for the behaviour of quartz In the orientation, 
patterns, / 
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patterns Obtai'nOd. :It is interesting to note,. 'however, 
that in the case of some Torridonian rocks that.. shów',tho: 
first fabric, elongate "slivers 0 of quartz are so oriented 
that their Caxea lie.' at. high angles' to the longeatgrain 
dimensions, whereas thU èlongate q,uartzes in Lewiian 
rookS, which contribute to the second fabric1. have their 
C,axes aub-parallel to elongatIon.' It seems 'at. leat 
in these two cases, that quartz is likely to yIóldaIong 
planes which are either sub-parallel or nearly normal to 
the Caxis.. The question whether these are rational 
crystallographic planes (Grigga and Bell1 1938) ox only, 
statistically defined surfaces (Hietanen, 1938) óaxixotbe 
decided on the pt'esent evidence. 
C O 	 - 	 - 	 - - 
The orientation of Caxes of quartzes have been 
measured in seven speoirnens of Cambrian quartzites and 
ApploorpeB (Torri4onlan). grits (fig. .31).- Tbree.ot these 
8p00,iflleXlS (figs. 31, a,b,b): have been collected from, the 
undisturbed Foréland, west of the Sole thrust an4 tour 
(figs. 31 9 d,e,.f,g) from the zone of dlsloUatlon OaSt of 
the sole thrust. The latter specimens though involve4 
in the post'.Cambrlan movements, show very little sign of 






Quartz orientation d rams ii rocks lying 
beio the Kishorn thrust p1afloo 
a. Applocross grit from the Fa'elaid 
300 c-axes in specimen C 220. 
Section parallel to bedding plane which dips 
16° to the E.S,E. 
b Cambrian quartzite (Basal Quartzite) from the 
Foreland. 250 c-axes in specimen C 1156 
ètioh.parai1i.tobeddjng.:pja whidh dips 
H, 189 othe ESE 	. 
Cambrian quartzite (Currenta.bedded Basal 
Quartzito) from the Fore1and. 250 c-axes in 
specimen C 118. Section parallel to bedding 
H plane which dips '18° tó.he 	Trace of 
fores,e.t beds shown by :sond g66Lt'cir1e tracö 
and the trend of current direction (N,N.W.-S.S.E.) 
by arrow. Contours at 1-2-3J+ per J4g  area, 
d. Applecross grit from the zone of dilocat1on. 
'270 c-axes, in pecirnen . t 
to the strikeOf bedding..plane whih:.dps,at 
25totheE.SE• . 
ei qambrian quartzite (Basal Quartzite) from the 
zone of dislocation0 300 caxes iz specimen 
C 
 
26+,, Seci4on :iaral1e1 to beddin plane which 
dlps.at250 -.to the&.E 
f, Cambrian quartzite (Current-bedded Basal 
Qxartzite) from the zone of dislocation. 
250 c-axes in specimenC 206. Section parallel 
tq bedding plan.'ihich-dips, 25 9.. to'the S.R. 
Trace of foreset beds.' shown, by solid gre..at 
circie.trace andthétrend.,ofciir±eiit dI.recti.on 
(NLN.W.-&,S.E.) by arrow. 
Cohtours at 1-2-3-J+% per 1% area. 
g. Cambrian quartzite (Basal Quartzite), 
225 c-axes irnpe.cimenC2i6 wh1ôhhs been 
ãollected' just below the .K1shornthrüst 
northeast of GlásBheinn. SectIon nQrma 
'o.ptrike of. bedd 	pine dipping at 30 
41. 
tothe g.E..:  
El 
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pianos. 	The sedimentary textures of the AppleorosB.. 
rits are well preserved (plate XVIII, a,). The Cambrian 
•quartzites, which have recrystallized under sedimentary 
conditions like thequartzitos of theForeland, are corn-
:posed of coarse, granular quartzes (plate XIX,a). Some 
quartziteè ehibit effects of mechanical deformation . the 
grains aresiightly flattened andexhibitmoderatély 
strained extinction (plateXIX b). 	it is on.y• just below 
the Kishorn thrust plane that the quartzites show intense 
meohanical' granulatiOn. These deformed quartzites are 
breccia-like rookBandthey do not show any sign Of.bon-
struotive metamorphism (plate XIX, c). 
Sections for fabric analysis have been cut 
either parallel to the beddln8 plane or perpendicular to 
the strike of the be4ding plane. 
Figs. 31, a and b, show, the arrangement of C-
axes of quartz graixts in specimens of Appleoross grit and 
Basal Quartzite collected from the undisturbed Foreland. 
Both diagrams indicate that the C-axes have a random 
scatter and accordingly they have not been contoured... 
Fig. 31. o has been prepared from a specimen of 
false bedded Basal (uartzite which was also collected from 
the undisturbe4 Foreland. The orientation dagrarn, of 
cjuar'tz/ 
quartz,Caxes, mea8ured from, a section parafle]....to, the 
bedding plane, reveals a very complex, girdle paie'..'.:' 
Maxima are scatteredi though most of them show a ten4ency 
to. be close to the current direction as determined in,the 
fiold by measurement. of the current bedding, or at high 
ang1esto it., Textura11y, the rock is coarse-grained and 
granular with no shape orintation of quartzee.,' It:'js 
possible that a shape orientatjon as'present at one stage 
and has been destroyed by sedimentary recrystallizatIon. 
The fabric in the grits axid.quartzites of the Foreland is, 
therefore., either a random scatter of Caxea pr,a  
complex girdle pattern i..the bedingplane. 
Figs. 31, d,o,f and g  show results. obtanédtrom 
rocks occurring east of .Sple. thrust (i.e., in the zpneof 
dislooation). Aspeoirnen of Appleoross grit1.ôol1eoted 
from Meall an 	shows.. elastic quartz grains woh 
exhibit'rnoderately strained extiriotlon. 'Measurements: of 
C-axes reveaLno preferred arrangement (fig. .3l,:imilar 
haphazard arrangement of C-axes of quartz has been noted 
in a Cambrian quartzlte (fig. 31e) that was colleoted from 
the zone of dia1oation in which the rocks have been.áffeoted 
by folding on aN.N.E.-S.S.W. axis. 
In some' of the. quartz ites from the zone of 41a-
:location a very complex fabric, in the bedding plane, 
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which .1 
which is similar to that obtained in quartzites of the 
Foreland and likewise is presumed to be sedimentary. in 
origIn. . Fig. 31,f shows this complex pattern obtained 
in a specimen of quartzite which shows, current-bedding. 
The maxima are scattered, though there is a,tendenoy for 
them to show a preferred orientation either close ,.to the 
current direction or at high angles to it.'. 	extura11y, 
the rock iá coarse, granular and the quart zes exhibit no 
shape orientation. 
Pig. 314 ha's been prepared from a specimen of quatz1te 
Oollected juàt below the Kishorn thrust ;.ia.' locality 
situated about one mile north of Tull&oh where the'? thrust 
is well exposed (see p. (34). 	The specimen' has suffered 
intense meôhanical granulation and parts of it are ' so 
fine grained that individual grains cannot be ditinguisba3. 
A' few relat ive.y coarser grains, showing strained extiric-
':tion, are eIther scattered in a fine matrix or occur in 
clusters. ,' The measurement of C-axes of the, coarse quartzes 
reveals no preferred orientation. ,. 
The mlcrofabrios of the quartz-bearing' rocks 
below the Kishorn thrust plane contrast markedly with the 
microfabrios found in rocks'abovethis thrust. ''Whereas 
the rocks above the thrust show two tectonic, phases of 
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'quartz / 
quartz fabric formation, those below the thrust show 
either no preferred orientation or a complex sedimentary 
fabric .. 
D. 	 aridl 	 abric data with those i 
_7 	_U4%6. V 	 IJ 	 -ULLJ. 	U LF 	U 
The fabric data obtained in he present area is. 
briefly, compared here with those found by other worlçers 
in the thrust belt. 
In some respects the results differ6 considerably 
from those stated by Phillips in his pioneer petrofabric 
studies of the Moines and some associated rooks in the 
thrust belt'. Phillips (1937) found only a slight con-
:atruotjve effect of the post-Cambrian movements on the 
rocks of the thrust belt. He found that the rocks of 
the Foreland as well as most rocks within the "zone of 
imbrication." below the Moine thrust have no preferred 
orientation of quartz C-axes (op..cit.,,figs.: D.27, 28). 
In a few eases, Torridonian and Qambrian rocks. below the 
Moine thrust showed the beginning of formation of a girdle 
trending N.W.-8.E. (op.cit., p.603). 	Later Phillips 
(1939, figs. 15 and 16; 1915, fig..,4) published fabric 
diaZràms which showed a weak fabric in a number of Torn-
:dOnian and Cambrian rocks frOm the: thrust belt. ,. The 
fabric, which was attributed to the Moine thrust movements, 
was also fond in near-thrust Moines and was thought to 
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have / 
have been' overprinted on the regional N.E.-S.W.. girdle 
whioh 	 in the Moine'aohists away from the 
thrust belt. 	He suggested that the weak N.W. -S. E. 
.girdies. Which were typical of the rooks within the 
thrust belt, oontxast with.the strong 'LE.-S.W.: girdles 
.found.'In the Moines away frôn the 0Mqinq thrust. 	In some 
'Moine schists' occurring In the thrust belt,.,the "revised.t' 
N.E.-S.W. girdle survives as a relio . (cf:-Philiips, 1951, 
table I, p. 234). 	In the present area,, which etructur- 
:ally occurs below the Moine thrust, it has been found 
that the Torridonian and Léwisian rocks between the 
Kishorn and Moine thrusts show evidence of constructive 
metamorphism and they exhibit well developed miórofabrics. 
It is only' in rocks below the Kishorn thrust plane that 
the constructive effects of metamorphism and the micro-
:fabrics of tectonic origin are absent. 	In the Lewisian 
and Torridonian rocks lying between the Kishorn thrust 
and the Moine thrust in the present area there have been 
two phases of quartz orientation, The fabric' of the 
first phase, a girdle pattern,is widespread and has an 
axis parallel to the well-developed E.S.E.-plunging 
megascopic lineatlon. The 'girdle is nearly parallel to 




table I, 	231) interpreted as a relic. fabrtc. in the 
Móine*n thrust belt. Acóording to Phillips the11'evaed" 
N.E.-S.W., girdle pattern is absent.in  the"thrust Torri-i-
:'donians which only possess a weak "ortiiodox".,N,.W.S.E.. 
girdle (op. ,cit. ) 	But the presence Of, girdles with. 
nrevisednl orientation in the Torrid.onians.of.the present 
aroaconflicts with Phillips' interpretat9n:that any 
L.E..-S.W, girdle in the thrust belt 'isa:relic. 	The 
fabric .9f the second phase in the preset area is essen-
:tiálly a very strong maximum whichniay. spread into a 
weak N.W.-S.E.o partial girdle. 
In recent years Christie (19551 1956), Wilkinson 
(1955) - end JohnsOn (1955 9 1957, 1960) have reported the 
occurrence of widespread lineations, fold axes and quartz-
girdle axes that plunge to the LS.E. from different parts 
of the thrust' belt 	Johnson (op.cit.) showed that there 
are two periods of miorofabric formation in the thrust 
belt in Ross-shire. The two phases differ in character 
and intensity - the earlier fabric consistingof girdle 
patterns wth anE.S.E.-axis,; the latter fabric is 
localized in areas of intense movement where the quartz 
grains are flattened. and. aligned in the axial planes of 
folds.. The' microfabrc results obtained by the present 
author / 
author from rocks above the Kishorn thrust plane agree 
with these .observations 
FabrIc resu1tsobtained fromthe Cambrian 
quartzites occürringbelow the Kishorn thrust differ 
markedly from those reached by Christie (1955, 1956) in 
quartzites below the Maine thrust in Aseynt area. The 
quartzites of Assynt show .a megascopic lineation trending 
E.S.E. and the C-axes of quartz grains form a girdle 
pattern normal to the lineation. 	In the present area, 
the quartzites, which are devoid of any constructive 
metamorphism, show either no preferred orientation of 
quartzes or a very complex pattern related to sedimentai 
:tion. No microfabrics of tectonic origin are found in 
the rocks below the Kishorn thrust. 	It is interesting 
to note that Crampton (1955)státed that "Cambrian rocks 
immediately below the thrusts usually cOnsist of various 
combinations of two girdles; - at greater distances from 
the thrusts there is either no preferred orientation or 
a pattern of sedimentary type (an apposition fabriC)". 
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SECTION. 
SUIvIMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND .DISCUSSION 
The structural an 4 metamorphic events undergone by 
rocks lying above and below the Kishorn thrust plane are 
8unari8ed in the following table.. The proposed correlation 
set. out. In this table, between the structures above the ICishorn 
thrust and those below the thrust will be discussed later in 
this sectIon. 
TABLE Iv 
IStructural and metamorphic events) 
	
Above the ICishorn thrust 	Below .  the Kishorn thrust 
(Lewisian and Diabaig rocks) (Applecross and Cambro.. 
Ordovician rocks) 
? a, Loch Aish folding and inversion 
of strata. Possible formation 
of some mylonites 
b. TheStructures of the First 
Generation 
Minor isoclirtal folds,, plunging 
gently to the E.S.E.; associated 
axial plane schistosity (S,) and 
lineation (b,); my1onitiztion 
and granulit±zation followed by 
prtial recrystallization; 






(Structural, and metamorphic. events) 
Above the 	Kishorn thrust Below the Kiehorn thrust 
(Lewisian and Diabaig rocks) (Applecross and Cambro- 
Ordovician rock8) 
c.. 	The Structuresof the Second .l.(i) Fôrmationof N.N.E.- 
Generation S.S..W. Folds.Largè 
Minor aeyietriaal folds ' 	 fls and as ocia e 	minor 'N • t 	' din 	N E 	S s w • 
i 
	
as:ocij ed aci cleav- asymmetrical folds. or ::age (S2 ) and ].ineation (b2) 
• Post..crystalline deformation, Loôal cataclasis 
and partial recrystallization; 
foritiation of quartz maxima 
microfabric.. (ii) Formation of NSN..E. 
S.S..W.. thrusts and 
revoree.. 	faults.. 
d. 	The Structures of the Third 
Generation " Formation of minor 
Minor mOnoclinal and conjugate conjugate folds and 
folds with generally variable associated asymmetrical 
axial trends.. 	A large number folds plunging to the 
of folds,, however t , plunge to S..E.JE.S.E... 
the E.S..E.. 	Local catac].aslo.. 
The Structures of Uncertain 
• 	Minor open asymmetrical folds 
and disharmonic folds, 
• plunging to the SE.JE.SEÔ. 
• 	Later than the first isoclines, 
but relation with other 
structures unknown.. 
It. may be pointed out, that the term "the Structures 
o. the First. Generation has been retained for the minor 
isoclinal / 	• 
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isoclinal folds, although in the table these structures 
have been placed ,econd in the list of events. The reason 
for this is that the Loch Aish Fold, which is a majOr 
structural feature in the Skye-Lochcarron region and is 
thought to be responsible for the inversion of strata is 
considered to have fonned prior to the generation of the 
isoclines. None of the minor structures in the area 
'correspond to the geometry of the Loch Aish Fold and there 
is no evidence that the minor structures have been distorted 
by the inversion of strata having taken place after the 
fonnation of these structures. 
The main object of the present work is to elucidate 
the structural history of the area and, in the light of the 
evidence thus obtained5 to study the lUshorn thrust: its 
nature, tectonic significance and:rélative age in the 
structural history of the Kishorn.-Lochcarron region. The 
status of the Kishorn thrust is now discussed by considering 
four topics 
the correlation of structures across the JCishorn 
thrust. 	 , 
the evolution of tectonic styles above, the Kishorn 
thrust. 	. 
the movement plans of structures in the area. 
(d), the age of the mylonitic rocks. 
Finally / 
Fiñal1y, the results of the present research are 
briefly compared with recent work done by other investigators 
in the thrust belt Of the Skye..Lochcarron region ? 
(a) The correlation of structures across the Kishorn thrust. 
The Kishorn thrust, which is clean-cut, has brought 
into contact rocks belonging to different stratigraphic 
horizons (i.e., the older, Lewisian and Torridonian (Diabaig) 
tocksi now structurally 'overlie the younger, Torridonian 
(Applecross) and Cambro-OrdOvician, rocks). Furthor,the 
thrust has approximated rocks of different inetamorphic 
conditions' and different structural histories. The Lewisian 
and Diabaig rocks lying above the Kishorn thrust have 
undergone at least three phases of movement subsequent to 
their inversion and have apolyrnetamorphic history. The 
Applécross and Cambro-Ordovician rocks lying below the 
Kishorn thrust have undergone a single main phase 'of movement 
and possibly one additional minor phase s evidence of which is 
restricted to the Cnbro-Ordovician.lImestofles? 	The complex 
structural and metamorphic history above the Kishorn thrust, 
therefore,. contrasts to a great extent with the relatively 
simple structural history below the thrust. 
In the Applecross and' Cainbro-Ordovician rocks, 
belonging to the zone of dislocation below the Kishorn 




be correlated with the period of inversion (Loch Alsh 
Folding) above the thrust. The first isoclinal minor colds 
and their associated structures found above the Kishorn 
thrust, have not been recognized below it. The phase of 
recrystallization and conotrctivë metamorphism that has. 
affected the Lewisian gneisses and Torridonian (D.iábaig) 
sediments during the period of isoclinal folding, is not 
reflected in the Caxnbro-Ordovician and Torridonian 
(Apple cros rocks. 
The axes of the ,econd minor folds (thecstructure 
of the second generation) above the Ki8horn thrust are 
parallel to the axes of the LN.Eo trending folds below 
the thrust(TabieIV;)o 	These folds, above and: below the 
thrust, are overturned to the W.N.Wi: the axial planes of 
the second folds dIp at moderately high (400 55
0
) angles 
to the E.S.E., while those of the N.N.E. trending folds dip 
more steeply (60 0 850 ) in the same direction. The 
sub-parallelism in axial trends of these two sets of 
structures (cf:.. Figs. 8b, 9b and 18 ) possibly suggests 
that they are of the same generation. There is, however, 
an important difference in style between the second folds 
and the N.N.E. folds • While the second folds are 
Similar, that is produced by axial plane shear, the N..N.E. 
folds are Concentric arid have developed by slip along bedding 
planes. The phase of recrystallization and textural 
reconstitution / 
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reconstitution that has taken place during the second fold 
movements in Lewisian rocks has not been observed in 
Cambro,Ordovician and Applecross rocks deformed by the N.N.E. 
foldbi This difference in 3tyle and in metamorphic 
conditions possibly suggests that the 	se'con 	folds formed 
in rocks which behaved somewhat plastically, being aided by 
partial recrystallization, whereas the NNbEi fOlds developed 
in rocks which behaved rather rigidly, being devoid of 
recrystallization. It is possible that the second folds 
and the NØN.E. folds are of.the $ame age but have formed 
at Widely separated places and have been later approximated 
by transport on the Kishorn tlfrust.. 
A third phase of movement in the rOcks above the 
Kishorn thrust is indicated by the brittle monoc]inal and 
conjugate folds.. The conjugate folds in the Cambro 
Ordovician ilmestones strongly resemble these structures in 
style. The conjugate structures which plunge to the E.S.E., 
in the limestones are, unlike those occurring above the 
Kishorn thrust, associated with minor open asyietrical 
folds and are sometimes seen to occur at the hinges of the 
latter folds. The conjugate structures above the Kishorn 
thrust vary in their axial trends, although a majority of 
these folds do plunge to the E.SSE.. Therefore, it is 





thx1st can be corrölated with each other despite their 
resemblance to one another. 
No attempt has been made to correlate the. "Structures 
of Uncertain Age" above the Kishorn thrust with any of the 
strctures below it. 	 . 
The debatable correlation of structures across 
the Kishorri thrust,, together with the evidence that a 
Considerable thicluiees oE strata has been cut out along 
the thrust, enipha8ize8 the toctonic significance of the 
• Kisho i thrust and suggests that the thrust has brought 'a 
cqinplex structural unit of Older rocks close to 'a rOlát±vely 
• simple structural unit of younger rocks at a late ot'agö, in 
the Caledonian oroeny'. 
(b) ' The evolution of tectonic styles above the 'Kishorn 
thrust 	 . 
A notable feature of the present analysis is the 
recognition of a sequence of diecontinuous rnovements 
which produced structures of varying styles,' in. the thrust 
belt. The first isoclinal fold movement was largely 
paracz7eta1line and the rocks behaved plastically. 
Penetrative movements induced 'a strong striation linéation 
(mainly defined by quartz,, mica and aniphibo1es) which was 
strongly developed in the Lewisian gneisses as well' as in 
the Diabaig sediments. The 'second fold movement, which 
produced / 	' 	• ' 
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produced structuresthat were locally superimposed on 
those of the first generation, was largely post-.crystallinee 
The phase of the second folding affected the rocks oniy,  
locally. Microfabrice. of the rocks defonned by the second 
folds ouggest that some quartz grains recrystallized during 
the .second folding. The micas and amphiboles were 
cataolastically defonned and no recrystallization of these 
minerals took place. Whereas the first ].ineation (b 1) is 
a mineral or1entation the second lineation. (b 2) 18 a 
cleavage.bedding intrsecttono, The evidence suggests 
that the amount of crystallization appreciably decreased 
in the area between the first' and second fold movements. 
The third fold movement was entirely post-crystalline and 
produced istructures with a brittle style. This sequenáe 
• of differing tectonic and metamorphic events may be 
interpreted as indicating the changing conditiOns of deforma.. 
:tion In the Kiehoni'LothcarrOn area. The apparent increase 
in rigidity and brittleness of the rocks with time seems to 
suggest that the discontinuous movements have cu]Einated in 
a final phase of clean-cut thrusting. 
In this connection some of the observations made 
by Peach (Meñia 19139 pp.27-28) regarding the nature of 
movement on the Moine thrust may be briefly disCussed here, 




• 	ItA 8tudy Qf,the rocks above and to the east of 
the Moine thrstpafle,, shows that they have, been 
• subjected. to the same great movements of the e arth' s 
crust to which thetectonic structures. of the region to 
• the we3t of that line of dislocation are due. ..,.... 
In this eastern, region they were,. however, exerted in a 
• different layer of the crust, where the load was 
• . sufficient to, prevent disruptive and . cataclastic 
the phenomena of the beltot 
thrusting are but a marginal phase, produced under' less 
load, of the I oldiand consequent deformation that 
• prevailed over the whole of the area of metamorphic 
rocks to the east of that belt's." 
Peach (opcito,, p.28) admittsd that there is 
evidence of. crushing of some of the "Moine" structures 
along the Moine thrust west'oi"Loch Carron and stated- 
• 	"The structures impressed uôn the rocks .froui their 
subjection to different conditions during the one continuous 
movement., might easily account for tIm late breaking don 
of structures produced at a. rather earlier time during the 
movements. This -' is on the supposition that the movements 
were cOntinuous both as to rate and time which may not 
have been the 
• • .......o The temperature of the masses may have been 
• oondiderably/ 
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considerably raised by movement. If this movement was 
intermittent there may hav been time for the loss of 
temperature through several causes conductivity1 change 
in molecular structure or in chemical action. On hiovement 
being resumed the rocks would be more rigid, and crushing 
would take place." The idea of discontinuous nóvement 
implicit in this latter statement by Peach is si1ficant. 
In the present area, the changIng styIe8 of structures 
• 	and metamorphic conditIons in different episodes of 
• movement indicate, as shown previously, a gradual decrease 
isi temperature. 	it is thought, :how 	that the clean.. 
cut thrusting along the Kishorn thrust plane is a late stage 
• 
	
	event1 It cannot be Suggested that there was movement 
along the thrust plane prior to the clean.-cut thrusting.• 
(c) The movement clans of structures 
'Horns (Mom. 1907, 	46347.6). and Poach (Mem.1913, 
• pp027..28) con$idered that the movement on 'the Moms and 
associated major thrusts such as the Kishorn thrust, was 
towards the W.N.W. and that the thrtists,. particularly the 
Moine had a long life history. The rocks "in advance 'of 
the major thrusts" were reduplicated 'by thrusting and 
• folding and the prominent E.3.E, trending linear structures 
An.rock.6 associated With thrusting marked the "direction of 
stretching" parallel to the thrust movement.i The linear 
• 	structures / 
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structures (Home,' op. cit.', p.471) were later interpreted 
by Rad (1931) as superficial slickensides , a view whIch" 
was subsequently 'supported by Phillips (1937, p.603). 
When, applied, to the' present area the above' 
interpretation of structures in the thrust belt needs 
recônsidérationa , The prominent" lineation (first. liñeár 
structure) running E.S.E., which is widespread in the rocks 
above the Kishorn thxi..tst in the area is presumably equivalent 
tóthe E.S.E. direction of stretching mentioned by HOme 
(Mem.19 07,p.471; cf:-. Sheet 82. GeoloSurv4. 	The 
lineation is now seen to be assocIated with i'soclinal 
folds that have formed by a translative movement on a 
N.N.E. ,, 5.5.W. trend' (see pages97-99óf this thesis) and 
apparently have no relation to the W.N.W. thrust movements 
('c'fir.. Christie, .19561P' JohnsOn' 1960). 	Further the 
lineation is penetrative .,and is not a superficial sllckenside 
striation. While not disputing , the orthodox view (Home, 
Mem. 1907,  pp.463 . 476) that the transport on the major 
thrust planes in' the Northa.West Highlands was towards the' 
WN.W., the present author wishes to emphasIze that the, 
widespread E.S.E. linéation i the present area (arid 
possibly in other parts of the thrust 'belt) has an èntirelr 
different significance from what was previously supposed by 
Home .1 
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Home (1907)o Read (1931) and ?hilhips(1937). 	The lineation, 
being unrelated to the thrust movement, does not indicate 
the direction of transport on the thrust plane. There is 
evidence of some amount of stretching of particles 'parallel 
to ,this lineqtion, but the major translátivo movement, 
which was responsible for the generation of the lineatiôn 
and related isoclinal foi4s, was directed.at a high angle 
to the lineatlon and the fold axis 
Examples of stretching and elongation of a rock 
mass perpendicular to the direction of transport have been 
cited by workers from many other areaso' Schmidt (1932) 
has described' triaxial deformation in which extension 
occurs along the strike (parallel to the regional f1d.•axis) 
durin deforiiation. Strand. (1944) used this hypothesis 'to 
explain "cross,folds" in the J3ygdin area' of Norwaya, Balk 
(1952). discussed e1ongaton of particles perpendicular to 
the direction of tectonic transport and has drawn an analogy 
between the, phenomenon and the roU.ing process in metal 
working. FlInn (1961) has discussed the mechanisms 
responsible for the elongation of pebbles in some quartz-
conglomerates in Shetland and'in the Jotunheim area of 
Norway.. 
The relation of the secondlds (above the Kishorn 
thrust) and the N.N.E. folds (below the Kishorn thrust) 
with the thrust movement is not certain. It has been shown, 
in,/ 
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in the. previous discussion of the styles of the foldsV that., 
the rocks above the Kishorn thrust behaved rigidly after 
the seôond folding. There is a possibility that the 
movéméñts responsible for the generation of the second folds 
(and the N..LE.' folds) have culminated in thrusting:. The 
Similar second folds have been generated by strong shear 
movement along axial planes dipping moderately steeply to 
the E.5,E, the direction:  of movement being parallel to a 
line plunging 400 -450 to the' east. The Concentric N.N.E.'. 
folds occurring beneath the Kishorn thrust suggest a 
movement on a E.S.,E.; , W..N.W. trend. 	The movement plans 
deduced from the.geometry of these folds. occurring above 
• and below the thrust, apparently correspond to the orthodox 
W. N W. movement, on the Kishor thrust. plane. The • structural 
analysis of the area, however,, shows that the folds, of the 
third generation, which are possibly related to the thrust 
movement, distort the second folds.,' The secor.d folds 
(and the N.N..E. folds) may. have preceded, at least, slightly 
the period of thrusting,  
it has been noted in Sect±on III 1) of this theeI8 
that the KiehOrn thrust is warped 'on a S.E axis as a 
result .øf which it shows several broad embayinents between 
Loch Kishorn and Kinlochewe. The Kiáhorn thrust mapped: 
in the present area fonns part of a big warp, which .is. 
marked / 	• ' 	. . 	 , 	 ... 	1. 
We 
marked by the embayment of the thrust outcrop north gf 
Glen Carton, between Loch Kishorn and Coulin Forest. In 
the ground north of Loch Kishorn (inàluding the present 
area) the thrust plane dips moderately steeply to the S.E., 
while near Coulin Forest area it dips gently to the E.N.E. 
The warping may be due to one of two reasón8 
the warping is due to a movement later than 
thrustingo 
the warping Is an inherent feature of thrusting., 
(cf: 	Johnson, 1957, p 261 ) 
In the present area there is no evidence of any 
movement phase which may account for a warping of the 
thrust,. Johnson (1957,  p.261 ) observed that downjzarps of 
the Klshorn thrust occur below the upwarps of the overlying 
Moine thrust a feature which possibly suggests that 
folding is not responsible for the warping of the thrust 
planes.. flue to warping which is possibly an inherent 
feature of thrusting, the rock masses In some areas,, such 
as at Lochcarron and Coulin Forest, have been tectonically 
thickened:. In these are as, the öonjugate folds Jth6 
S.ructures of the Third Generation), which are possibly 
related to the thrust movement,, are particularly well 
developeth The conjugate folds are, brittle In style and 
have been generated by irregular compressive stresses which 
were constant neither in direction nor In sense0 The only 
constant / 
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constant feature of these folds is their near vertical 
relief , a feature which is expected to develcp in'thickened. 
rock masses subjected to compressive forces. 
An important conclusion derived from the present 
investigation is that thrusting need not necessarily haVe' 
a causal connection with all the visible structures in 
the thrust belt and that it represents no more than one 
of the several phases. of movements undergone by the rocks. 
(d) 	The age of the rny].onites 
In some discussions on the thrust belt it has 
been assumed that the. mylonitzation and granulitizatión 
to which the rocks have been 'subjected has a direct 
causal connection with the thrust movements (Peach, 1913; 
Read, 1934 MacGregor, 1952). On the other hand,. the 
occurrence of mylonites that possibly formed prior to the 
Moine thrust movements in the LW. Highlands has been 
recently . reported, by several workers (Qhrstie,, 1955, 1960; 
Johnson,, 1960; Barber in Sutton and Watsonj. 1959 and 
inentionedin Johnson, 1960). 	. 
Christie (op.cit.).,, in Assynt,, recognized mylonites 
and partly recrystallize4 blasto,mylonites along the Moms 
thrust and interpreted these rocks as representing a 
"movement horizon" formed prior to the clean-cut phase Of 
thrusting which brecciated these early mylonitic rocks. 
Johnson (op...cit.) has recognized three phases of catac1aes 
in! 
in the ground occurring immediately to the Sotith of the 
present area. The first phase is indicated by narrow 
Zones of mylonitos and bla8to..mylonitos which pre..date the 
phase of isoclinal foldiig in the area. The second phase. 
of mylonitization is possibly contemporaneous with the 
isoclinal folding, The third phase is a late stage 
cataciasis which brecciatedthe early mylonites and is 
related to the clean-cut Moine thrust movement. 
In the present area,, Peach (Men. 19139. p413) noticed 
"mylonites" in the Lewisian gneisses, which are not confined 
to the vicinity of the Kishorn thrust., He (Op.cit.) 
considered that these "intermittent bands of mylonites" 
have been produced by "dynamic fçrces being transmitted 
through the more stable portions to successive layers of 
weaIiess" and that they are genetically related to the 
Kishcrn thrust movement:. The present investigation 
suggests, however, that there is no obvious relationship 
between all the mylonitic rocks in the area and the iihori 
thrusti of which there is noevdence prior to the late 
clean-cut movement phase.. . The structuroless, unlaminated 
cataclasites, which are confined to the immediate vicinity 
Of the Kishorn thrust and presumably related to the thrust 
movernent do not confonn to Lapworth' s definition of a 
"iiiyl.onite" (Lapworth, 1885) and are different in character 
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from 
from the platy, laminated true mylonites and partially 
recrystallized blasto..inylonites which occur in narrow zones 
in Lewisian gneisses away from the thrust. The exact 
period of forniation of these mylon±tic rocks is difficult 
to establish. The second and third folds above the thrust 
contort mylonite bands and must have fonned after the 
production of some mylonites. The tzidespread oqcurrençe 
of first linear (b 1 ) and planar (S1) structures in some 
inylonite bands suggests that these rocks possibly existed 
prior to the formation of first isoclinái. folds. The 
mylonite bands may be interpreted as representing narrow 
movement zones along which sliding and shearing took place 
In an early phase of movement history in the area. It is 
possible that during the period of inversion of strata 
at LOchcarron, which is presumed to have preceded the 
first fold movements, considerable sliding and shearing 
took place and thereby resulting in the production of some 
mylonitos. The evidence ofstrong shéàr movemnt along 
axial planes of isóclines suggests that some mylonits 
may belong to the phase of first isbcllnal folding. 
Comparison of the present work with recent work on 
neighbouring areas.. 
The present area, which structurally occurs below 
the Moine thrust, is a northern continuation of the thrust 
belt / 
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belt recently investigated by Johnson (1960). Johnson 
(op.cit.) reported the occurrence of three sets of minor 
structures in the inverted Torridonian and Lewisian lying 
between the ICishorn and Moine thrusts and in the Moine 
rOcks lying above the Moine thrust. These three sets 
(namely, the first isoclinal, the second asymmetrical and 
the third conjugate folds and their associated structures) 
are apparently equivalent to the three sinttlar sets of 
minor structures which have been recognized in the Torridonian 
and Lewisian 'rocks occurring above the Kishorn thruOt in the 
present area.. The author has also recognized an 
additional set of structures (namely, "the Structures of 
Uncertain Age") in rocks above the Kishorn thrust in the 
present area. Johnson (op.cit.) established that the 
rocks' above and below the Moine thrust underwent a series 
of dieontinuous movements, the style of dofoxnation 
changing from an early plastic,. paracrystalline to later 
brittle,, post crystalline type and, that the c1ean..cut Moine 
thrust movement took place at a late stage. A iearly 
paa1lei history emerges from the present area when the 
structural and metamorphic events only in rocks above the 
Kishorn thrust are considered. The present work combined 
with Johnson's (op.cit..) observations,, therefore, suggest a 
remarkable structural continuity above and below the Moine 
thrust .1 
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thrust. This continuity, however, is disrupted when the 
rocks below the Kishorn thrust are considered as shown in 
the present thesis. When the present area and the area 
to the south of it are considered together, it appears 
that the major thrusts (K±shorn and Moine) are ólean—cut 
and late phases in a discontinuOu8 -complex structural 
history in the Kishorn Lochcarron region. Further, 
the tectonic significance of the Kishorn thrust is 
emphasized by the fact that it has ôaused a notable 
disruption in the stratigraphica]. as well as structural 
continuity in this region. 
The lateness of the Kishorn and Home thrust 
movements at Coulin Forest area has been reôently proved 
by Johnson (19609 pJ.67). 	At Coulin Forest the late 
brittle conjugate structures are abundant and appear; tà 
have swamped the early structures, which, in contrast, are 
well developed at Lochcarron. 
The relation of the structures at Kishorn - 
Lochcarron with those at other neighbouring parts of . the 
thrust belt is not known and any regional correlation must 
await the. examination •of a larger area. But it seems 
probable that complex structures occur to the ground south 
of Loch Carron and in S].eat of Skye 	It has been reported 
by Barber (in discussion of SuttOn and. Watson, 1959, p.256; 
mi 
... 
in Johnson, 19609 p.166) that near Loch Aish fold structures 
and mylonitic rocks are present, which pro-date the Moine 
thrust movement. 
The writer is deeply grateful to Professor 
F. B. Stewart for a critical reading of the manuscript.. 
The writer wishes to record his gratitude 
to Dr. M. R. W. 3ohnson who suggested the subeet of 
the study and supervised the work. The writer is 
deeply indebted to him for guidano.e and encouragement 
tbrouhout the. oourse of the work.. 
Tbank•s are. due. to.. Mis.s. .. Tarrant for assis- 
: tanc e in preparing the photographs .giv.en in tb. thesis. 
Tbe,..work• was . oarrie .out.with the . aid.. of a 
post-graduate. . scholarship awarded in. :l95758 by the. 
Government of West Bengal . Ind:ia. 	. 
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a. 	Narrow valley along the outcrop of 
the Glen More Fault between Loch Carron and Loch 
Kishorn. View from the west. 
b. 	Rep.tition of outrops of reddish- 
bron Appleross grit and white Cambrian quartzite 
by thrusting. The thrust plane (Cadh' Anid1dh 
thrust) dips.steeply (600) to the E.S.E. View from 
the south. 	 0 
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PLATE iv 
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• PLATE Vl ' • 
• 	 a. Second Fold (a microfold) in Leisian 
gneiss. The thickening of the crests and the 
relative thinning of the limbs of more micaceous 
layers is notable. 	In: the quartz9se layers, the 
V 	 grains have been, stretched by strong axial plane 
• shear0 Crossed Nicols0 	X 35. 	• 
b Second Fold (a. microfold) inLewisian 
• 	gneiss. The rock shows th 	development of axial 
• plane cleavage in the more micaceous layers. 	• 
V 	





• V 	 Magnified view of stretched quartz 	. 
V 	 • 	 ,, 	 V 	 grains on the limb. of rniârofold in Plate Vl a. • • 	 • 
Crossed Nicols. •X 175. 	V • 	 V 	 •.: 	 .. 	 . 	 V 
• 	 , 	
V 	
V VV V, 	
V 	
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PLATE Vii 
Examples of folds which have been 
classified as beiongingto the'"Structuresof 
Uncertain Age". These folds. 'are 1áter, than'. the 
Isoclinàl First Folds,, but their:relationship 
with other structures in the area is not known. 
The photographs are from the Lewisian gneisses. 
a. 	South.easterly plunging opensymmetrical 
fold, 
b 	South-easterly plunging "box-like' fold. 
Co . 	Refoldiñg. of the limbsd the axial 
plane of,an isocline byan.opei'i.syrnmetricai fold 
•of uncertain age.. The open fold is nearly coaxia1 
V 	 with the. isocline. 	 ' 	. 	. 
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PhotOicrograph of.u1trahsic horn- 
bleñdite with coarse 	aiu1r texture ... Le.wlsian. 
gneiss. Ordinary light. X 100 
Photomicrograph of deformed and 
• scthistose ultrabasic rock. Coasehornblendes 
exhibit bent cleavages and. strained extinction0 
Fibrous amphiboles, which have developed from the 
coarse hornblend.es, emphasize the schistosity. 
: Lewlsiafl gneiss. Crossed Nicóls0 X 10. 
I 
-: 
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PLATEXl 
• 	 a., ' 	Hornblend-s.chist with porphyroblastic 
• garnet. Lewisian gneiss. Ordinary light. X 35. 
b. 	', Sheared basic rock (Lewisian) from 
near the inverted contact betren the Lewislan 
and Torridonian at Cearcall Dubh. area. The 
• 	 hornblende grains have been reduced to a very fine • isize and the garnet has beei: remriably stretched 
along schistosity. Ordinary light. X 35.' 
• Example o' show the ±elative rsistance 
• 	 to deformation of the basic rocks compared to 
•the acid rocks. Thelower$rt of the photomicro- 
• graph shows the acid, rock which has been corerted 
into a platy. laminated myloniteby intense 
differential slip. • The basic rock, which is 
adjacent to the acid rock, contains fractured but 
• 	still recognizable hornblendes. Slightly undulating 
shear planes have developed in the basic rock. 
The.p'resence.of a well-develoéd. shear plane at, 
• 
	
	• •. the contact of the acid' and basic rocks indicates 
•that strong differential movement has' taken place 
• 	•.. at this contact. Ordinary light.. X 'lO 	',";. 	• 
•:i-4. 
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• 	 " 	PLATE Xli 	 ' 
Sheared basic rock (Lewisian). Some 
fibrous tremolitiã amphiboles have developed, from 
the coarse,hôrnblendes. The section is rormaito 
the foliation (Sl) and to the lineation (b1). 
Ordinary light. X 35. 
Sanie0 Section normal to the foliátion 
(Si) and parallel to the linction (b1) 
Ordinary light. X 35 
c 	' Iiorñblende-schist:(Lewisian) with 
bluishgreen hbrnblendes.. The socton, whic is 
normal to the foliation and the lineation, shows 
hornblendes with cleavage traces at 121+ 0 . 
Ordinary light. X 25. 	 •, 
d. 	Same, The soction which is normal 
to the folIatIon' and parallel to the lineatlon, 
• 	shows hornblendes with parallel traces of prismatic 
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PLATE Xlii 
Examples of sheared Lewisian acid grie,isses. 
Moderately sheared gneiss, showing 
strained coarse feispars and •undu.ating shear 
planes along which seriçitie micas have developed. 
Crossed Nicois.. X;350 
Strongly, sheared gneis, showing eye-
like grains of feispars. The rock possesses a. 
thlightly undulating planar strucure. 0rdiiary 
light. X 50. 	. 
Same field. Crossed Nicols. 
Recrystaliied quartz grains and sericitos form 
narrow bands which wrap round the ueyett_iike 
porphyroclasts of feisparsQ X 50. 
; 
I%FP 
07 ~-  
PLATE X1V 
Lewisian acid gneiss, showing clusters 
of recrystallized quartz grains. Section normal 
to the foliation (si), and the lirieation (bi). 
Crossed Nicols.. X 50.. 
Same. Section normal to the foliation 
(Si) and parallel to the lineation (bi). Note .the 
remarkably elongate shape of the clusters of quartz 




• 	 a. 	Lewisian Mylonite with afew porphyo- 
elastic grains of feispars. Note the platy, 
laminated character of the rock. Ordinary iight..X50. 
Same field. Crossed Nicols. Note the 
extreme granulation of the constituents in the finely 
laminated matrix. X 50. 
Lewiian Blastomylonite. Piaty, 
laminated mylonitic rock in which most of the 
constituents in the matrix have recrystallized. 
Crossed Nicols. X 50 
d'. 	Con1ornerát6-like rock collected near 
• the inverted Torridonian-Lewisian contact. The 
rock is partially recrystallized and contains 
a few large feispar grains. Texturally the rock 
• is indistinguishable from the blasto-mylonite in 
Plate XV c. Crossed Nicols. X.35. 
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Caaclaste collected from just above 
the Kishorn thrust plane near the All HoIr.. The 
unlaminated rock consists of crushed fragmonts of 
the Torridonian (Diabaig) grit, Ordinry light. 
X35. 
Same field.. Crossed icois. X 35. 
Co. 	 Cataclasite.co1Lected just above.the 
Kishorn thrust plane northeast of.Glas.Bhelnn. 
The rock cOnsists of crushed fragments.of.tewisian 
acid gneiss. Carbonates occur along the cracks. 
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PLATE XV11 
à. 	Torridonian (Dibag) grit showing.' 
effects of mechanical deformation. Quartz grains 
have been broken into ttslivcrst. Felspars as 
well, as the q,uartzes', exhibit strained extinction. 
Section normal to the schistoàity (si) and the • 	llñeatlon (bi).. Crossed Nicols. X 35. 
b. 	Same rock,.. Section normal to the 
• 	schistosity (Si) and parallel to the 1ixeation (b1), 
Note the elongation of quartz slivers in this section.. 
Crossed N±COlSe •X 35 . 	, ' ' 	, - • 	. 	• 
c. ' 	Partially recrystallized Torridonian 
(Diaba
.
ig) g'it, showing schi&'cose structure. - . 
Ordinary light. X 35.. 	• 
same field. Crossed NIcols. Schist- 
osity (si) is emphasized by sericitic micas and 
clusters -of 'recrystallized quartz grains. 
Crossed Nico.ls. X 35. 	. 	 • 
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Undeformed. Cambrian quartzite with 
granular textured Crossed Nicols. X 25. 
Cataclastically moderately .dufored 
Cambrian quartzite collected about 10 ft. below 
the Kishorn thrust. The coarse granular texture 
Is partly destroyôd. Crushed quartz grains 
exhibit strained extinction. Crossed Nicols. X 25. 
Cataclastically strongly deformed 
Cambian quartzite •colLected just below the 
Kishorn thrust. Most of the qüarose materials 
• have been finely comniInuted. A few larger strained 
grains of quartz and feispar survive in patches. 
Crossed Nicols. X 35. 	 • 
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LINEAR STRUCTURES : 
ABOVE THE KISHORN THRUST 
>18 TREND A N D ANGLE OF PLUNGE OF 
FIRST LINEAR STRUCTURE 
-+F ->is TREND AND ANGLE OF PLUNGE OF 
SE(OND LINEAR STRUCTURE 
—%------> io TREND AND ANGLE CF PLUNGE OF 
THIRD LINEAR 	STRUCTURE 
. 	>30 TREND AND ANGLE bF PLUNGE OF 
LINEAR STRUCTURE OF UNCERTAIN 
AGE • 
_BELOW THE KISHORN 	THRUST 
) 	>20 TREND AND ANGLE OF 	PLUNGEo 
UNEAR STRUCTURIE 
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